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ABSTRACT

The thesis investigates the Newton-Goethe debate with special

emphasis on the history of the modificationist theories of colour. The most

important texts investigated are Newton’s early notebooks, his debates after

the “New Theory” of 1672, the Opticks, Goethe’s early Beiträge zur Optik, his

Farbenlehre, and unpublished essays on colour. The study of Newton’

arguments show that he fails to rule out a major class of modificationist

theories, medium-modificationism. The development of Goethe’s theory is

reconstructed, several aspects of his critique of the Newtonian theory are

investigated, and his move from boundary to medium-modification is shown.

ÖSSZEFOGLALÁS1

Doktori értekezésemben a newtonianizmus 17-19. századi történetének

egyik szeletét, a Goethe-Newton polémiát dolgozom fel. Célom a

modifikácionista kutatási programhoz kapcsolódóan vizsgálni Newton és

Goethe optikai és színelméleti tárgyú írásait. Elemzem színelméleteik korai

fejlodését, valamint ezen elméletek publikációja és védelmezése során

használt érveléseik szerkezetét. Ezzel egyben kiemelem a színek keletkezését

a fény módosulásainak tartó modifikácionista szemlélet történetének két, igen

jelentos epizódját. Célom tehát egy sokat vizsgált, számos vitát kirobbantó

tudománytörténeti mozzanat bemutatása egy mindezidáig alig hangsúlyozott

szempontból – amely azonban döntoen új színben láttatja Goethe

antinewtoniánus színelméletét, valamint megtenni az elso lépéseket egy majd

kétezer éves, de tudománytörténetileg fel nem dolgozott tradíció történetének

feltárásában.

                                                
1 A dolgozat bírálatai és a védésrol készült jegyzokönyv a késobbiekben a BME Gazdaság- és
Társadalomtudományi Kar dékáni hivatalában elérheto.
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INTRODUCTION

In this work I attempt to sketch a facet of the Goethe-Newton debate. I cannot

aim to give a general account, or even a systematic overview of the huge and

interesting topic or the highly symptomatic history of reception. Selecting only

one aspect of their work I will treat Newton and Goethe qua anti-

modificationist and modificationist, to stress a less studied aspect of their

approaches. At the same time I attempt to contribute to the little-explored

history of the modificationist tradition concerning light and colours. This work

is neither an exhaustive study comparing the scientific praxes of the two main

protagonists nor a history of the modificationist tradition2.

In an area which closely resembles an intellectual minefield, several

writers made numerous, rather bold claims. The immense secondary literature

is mostly a regurgitation of earlier verdicts. As opposed to these often

unsupported and audacious positions what I present here is a rather modest

attempt to place both Newton and Goethe in the modificationist tradition of

colour, which dominated scientific conceptions about colour from the

Antiquity until the seventeenth century. This tradition held that colours are

modifications of the white and homogeneous light. There was never scientific

consensus as to what this modification precisely is, or whether it takes place on

surfaces, in media, or at the edges of light and shadow. Several rival accounts

existed, but the tradition as a whole played an important role in both Newton’s

and Goethe’s theory of colour. Newton’s theory of light implied a negation of

all modificationist theories and he had to defend it in a scientific community,

where, at the time of Newton’s entrée into the spotlight of contemporary

science, the existence of modificationism was hardly questioned. Convertedly,

Goethe had to face a scientific community mostly hostile to modificationism,

as a result of the extreme success of Newtonianism. His important

contributions to post-Newtonian modificationism are very much polemical –

even more so than Newton’s anti-modificationist writings.

I hesitated for a long time about the form of the work. As it stands, it is

hardly more than a pastiche of closely investigated texts, connected with bits of

                                                
2 As required in the regulations for PhD studies (A Budapesti Muszaki Egyetem Doktori Szabályzata) ,
I summarise my previous work (§12.1), but also draw the outlines of a more systematic and
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summaries. This method is necessarily time consuming for the reader and at

times not only painstaking but squeamish as well. However I decided on this

approach for several reasons. The work itself should not exceed 100 pages3,

about the size of the introductory chapters in case of works like this one. I thus

omitted any systematic treatment of ‘what people thought about the topic until

now’. To embark on a detailed analysis of the reception of Newton’s and

Goethe’s work would have meant compulsory involvement in a long standing

trench warfare – consuming too much space. Nevertheless from some remarks

the main positions will become obvious. To deal with a tiny but manageable

set of issues, Newton’s early attitude towards modificationism, or Goethe’s

changing conceptions concerning modificationism, or his developing view of

the Doppelbild concept would have resulted in a reasonably thorough work, but

would have failed to give a somewhat general treatment of the Goethe-Newton

debate – the last such work had appeared three generations ago in Hungary

(Túróczi-Trostler 1916). To investigate the social setting and the broader

context of the debate was insuperable: more than a century separates the

protagonists, who lived in different countries and had highly different

backgrounds. Also I nearly totally omitted information about the intervening

century, not even hinting that the work is a chronological account from the late

seventeenth to the early nineteenth century. As it stands, the work cannot be

more than a preliminary study for a detailed ‘history of ideas’ type account of

modificationism. What the reader is left with is simply a story, drawing

attention to some neglected aspects of the Goethe-Newton polemic, at times

overtly opposing other narratives, but more often only covertly robbing certain

narratives of their plausibility.

I do not hail Newton’s or Goethe’s theory as victorious, while

condemning the other. But I also depart from the road taken by Heisenberg

(Heisenberg 1941) and others, who claim that the two deal with radically

different aspects of reality. To a great extent both are theories of colour – both

try to account for one of our most immediate experiences. And the question of

how to tackle this domain of experience scientifically is heatedly debated even

today. They differ markedly, but they both use arguments to establish their

superiority. It is the study of these techniques – not necessarily the passing

judgement on them – that I try to explore in the following pages. For the

                                                                                                                              
comprehensive project on modificationism. I will regularly refer to my earlier papers on the topic, as
expected in (§12.2).
3 ibid. §12.1
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interpretation I use some of the actors’ own references, but at times refer to a

system of argumentative fallacies alien to those of the actors in question (a

reason for contempt for a radical historicist4), but I believe that these, though

admittedly anachronistic, are “fruitful anachronisms” (Jardine 2000). Systems

of argumentative fallacies existed at least since the time of Aristotle, but I will

refer to them as collected in (Zentai 1999). At the same time I attempt not to

rely heavily on any one particular jargon of interpretation – not in the hope of

staying an unbiased observer, but in order to increase the approachability of the

text. This attitude implies that there is less emphasis on great narratives on the

development of the methodological and epistemological ideas – thus leaving

many important notions vague. Rather, I attempt to give an analysis of selected

texts and responses to them.

I employ several tricks to put ‘more stuff’ within the limits of the work.

On the margins I collected some quotes, pictures, and in boxes short

summaries of the ongoing discussions. The latter are rather important

landmarks, the previous are more or less illustrations accompanying the text.

Also, I created a rather complex maze out of the footnotes – thus cross-

referencing some of the important citations, saving space for me, but certainly

not saving time for the reader.

I start with the shortest possible summary of Newton’s 1672 “New

Theory”, which shows that his theory of light and colours is intended to be the

negation of a general modificationist thesis. After this I reconstruct how

Newton arrived at his theory (I.ii) in his early scientific notebooks. I show that

neither these nor the later Lectiones opticae contain a systematic refutation of

modificationism, what is more, they display no consideration whatsoever of

one of the basic subtypes of modificationism. I investigate Newton’s famous

first publication (I.iii), followed by a study of the ensuing debate fought

between Newton and several modificationist contemporaries (I.iv). My aim is

to trace Newton’s changing attitude and arguments towards modification,

which I summarise in I.v.

In the second chapter I concentrate on the modificationist theory of

colour as presented by Goethe. I follow the development of his ideas from the

                                                
4 To add on that point: following Reynolds’s classification, in my work I accept the “mundane
historicist” view, that “to be understood properly things must be considered within their historical
contexts”, and the “epistemic historicism”, stating that “standards of rationality are not fixed and
eternal, but change over time”. (Reynolds 1999). I do not, however work in a “total historicist”
framework, believing that “there are no absolute ahistorical values of any kind, rather all ideals are
local and relative to a particular historical culture and period”.

TThhee  ssttrruuccttuurree  ooff  tthhee  wwoorrkk
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early Beiträge zur Optik  (II.ii) to the Farbenlehre, (II.iv). In II.iii I concentrate on

the epistemological and methodological attack of Goethe and Newton, and in

II.v on the polemical part of Goethe’s endeavour – both are important to give a

detailed analysis of Goethe’s modificationist critique. In II.vi. I present a short

summary of modificationism, and stress the need for systematic work in the

area.

I build on my earlier works, much of which is connected to the Goethean

theory of colours. I investigated the historical part of the Frabenlehre (Zemplén

1999b), and its connection to modern theories of scientific development

(Zemplén 2000g). I also worked on the connection of Goethe’s theory of

colours with the most popular theory-types of the last three hundred years: the

Newtonian objectivist and the 19th c. subjectivist explanations of colour

(Zemplén 2000b), and showed that while several contemporary narratives

portray Goethe as belonging to the physiological, subjectivist paradigm

(Zemplén 2000e), Goethe’s many ties to modificationism and his collaboration

and subsequent attitude to his younger follower, Schopenhauer displays several

problematic points in these accounts (Zemplén 1998). I commented on some

contemporary misinterpretations of Newton’s theory (Zemplén 2001e).

Chapter II.iii is part of a longer essay where I argue for a duality present in

Goethe’s critique on science. Though in this present work I concentrate on

Goethe’s work on colours, I previously investigated his work in the sciences in

general (Zemplén 2000d; Zemplén 2000f), with special attention to his

morphological work (Zemplén 1999a). In this work I mention, but not really

investigate the Romantic counter-Newtonian movement (Zemplén 1999a;

Zemplén 2001c; Zemplén 2001f).

EEaarr lliieerr   wwoorrkkss
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I Newton and the
modificationist
tradition

I.i NEWTON’S FIRST PUBLICATION

s long as there is History, there will always be dates to remember,

dates of importance. Whether social constructivist, feminist

empiricist or contextual, history will never be nonchalant toward

this or that date. 1543 marks the birth of the Heliocentric Universe even

though Heliocentric models have been known since the Antiquity. The same

year marks the onset of modern anatomy, with Vesalius’ ground-breaking

book, although some contemporary atlases contained better drawings. The

examples can easily be continued. All these dates are created by master

narratives of history, just to be criticised, fought about, attacked, and finally

be replaced by other master narratives.

The date our story commences with is 1672, when the nearly two-

thousand-year-old modificationist theory of light and colour received an

unexpected and deadly blow. Or at least this is how the received story goes.

That year an unknown Cambridge don, Isaac Newton sent a letter to Henry

Oldenburg, then secretary of the Royal Society. The letter was read out at the

society as customary to the epistolary publications of the time and was with

minor, but as we will see crucial corrections printed in the Philosophical

Transactions of the Society for 19 February 1672 (Hall 1993: 47 writes March).

The letter had no title, and contained a
“New Theory about Light and Colors: where Light is declared to be not Similar or

Homogeneal, but consisting of difform rays, some of which are more refrangible than others: And
Colors are affirm’d to be not Qualifications of Light, deriv’d from Refractions of natural Bodies,
(as ’tis generally believed;) but Original and Connate properties, which in divers rays are divers:
Where several Observations and Experiments are alleged to prove the said Theory.” (Newton
1671-72: 3075)

After propounding his theory Newton stated: “These things being so, it

can be no longer disputed, whether there be colours in the dark, nor whether

A

Box 1. Newton’s theory and
modificationism

The basis of Newton’s
Theory:

N: Colours are not a)
Qualifications of Light, but b)
Original and connate properties

A general
modificationist thesis:

M0: Colours are a) Qualifications
of Light, and not b) original and
connate properties

N : ~a & b
M0 : a & ~b
N ?  ~ M0

NNeeww  TThheeoorryy  aabboouutt  LLiigghhtt  aanndd
CCoolloouurrss
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they be the qualities of the objects we see, no nor perhaps, whether Light be a

body” (Newton 1671-72: 3085).

His theory was not only trespassing accepted disciplinary boundaries

connecting optics, the study of light, with chromatics, the study of colour, it

was also a straightforward negation of the modificationist orthodoxy as the

quotation above testifies. This tradition, leading back at least to Aristotle

stated that colours are the results of certain modifications (or qualifications) of

the homogeneous white light. As to the exact nature of how these

modifications took place, several accounts existed, but they all negated the

existence of colours in white light (see Box 1. above). How did Newton arrive

at his highly original theory? To understand the development of Newton’s

position, I will first reconstruct Newton’s developing views on light and colour

in his formative years 1664-6 (I.ii.). I will use this chapter to show how his

ideas developed from a basic, mechanistic aperçu , combined with certain

physiological experiments, and gradually refined physical experiments. I will

also introduce some basic types of modificationism, further developed in the

ensuing chapters. After giving an account of the formation of his core ideas, I

investigate how his anti-modificationist theory of colour fared in the debate

following the first exposition of his theory. This necessitates a short

introduction to the content of the 1672 “New Theory” (I.iii). I will investigate

the contemporary reactions in more detail by mulling over some of the less

studied aspects of the debate that followed the publication of the letter (I.iv.).

The subject matter of this chapter will be to investigate on what grounds

it seemed justified for Newton to proclaim the falsity of the modificationist

thesis, and how he reached his conclusions – both in private, and in public.

I.ii NEWTON’S EARLY NOTES AND HIS REJECTION OF
MODIFICATIONISM

Even though Newton is one of the most studied scientists, many aspects of his

early development remain obscure. The chronology of his optical research and

his manuscripts is confused (Westfall 1980: 156). I will not embark on the

project of settling the debate between historians all of whom have spent years

working with Newtonian manuscripts, even if the credibility of Newton’s
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account is at stake (Guerlac 1983). Instead I will track the development and

maturing of Newton’s ideas in a few of his notebooks5.

The most important of these is a section of a commonplace book,

now pressmarked Add. 3996, with the inscription: “Isaac Newton Trin. Coll.

Cant. 1661”. The 9.5 x 14.2 cm leather-bound ‘Note-Book’ , has been available

for examination since 1888, and was described in A Catalogue of the Portsmouth

Collection of Books and Papers written by or belonging to Sir Isaac Newton. It had,

however, been mainly neglected before A. Rupert Hall stressed its importance

and published a short introduction to it sixty years later (Hall 1948), signifying

a crucial trend in Newton-scholarship, concentrating on the unpublished

record (Westfall 1966b). The latest mentioned date in the Note-book is related

to the observation of a comet on 5 April 1665, but of course later entries

could well have been made. The book contains, apart from several pages of

citations and summaries, a section of notes collected under the heading

“Questiones quædam Philosophcæ6”, with the motto: “Amicus Plato amicus

Aristoteles magis amica veritas”. The Questiones contains several sets of

observations on colours. I will separate his earlier, rather haphazard ideas

(I.ii.a), and his first prismatic experiments (I.ii.b).

Then I will investigate small fractions of two notebooks, the Waste

Book (Add. 4004) and parts of another notebook, Add. 4000, both primarily

concerned with mathematics. Following this, I summarise Newton’s

development in yet another notebook (Add. 3975), probably started in 1664

and used until at least 1693. In this I will investigate his ideas on ‘Of Colours’,

folios 1-22 (I.ii.d)7. I will not treat his mathematical endeavours connected to

optics, and his early work on the colours of thin plates in detail (for this see

Westfall 1965).

I.ii.a  Questiones I. – First Notes
Newton’s first entries in the Note-book on colours and light are mostly inspired

by his early readings. The ones important for our present discussion are Walter

Charleton’s Physiologia Epicuro-Gassendo-Charltoniana (1654) and Robert Boyle’s

                                                
5 For a more complete list see e.g. (Gjertsen 1986: 419-20).
6 The second i is omitted by Newton.
7 When analysing and citing the text of I.ii.a-b, d, I will refer to the page numbers in (McGuire
1983), with unspecified page numbers in brackets, not to the original MSS and folio numbers.
Also, I will use their corrected text, citing the odd, ‘recto’ pages of the work, not the ‘verso’ pages
containing Newton’s transcribed manuscript.

TThhee  iinnvveessttiiggaatteedd  nnootteebbooookkss

 Picture 1. Newton as a young
student at Trinity College
(McGuire 1983)

An early entry on methodology in
the Note-book with the heading

PPhhiilloossoopphhyy  OOccccuulltt  QQuuaalliittyyeess::
“The nature of things is more
securely and naturally deduced
from their operations one upon
another than upon our senses.
And when by the former
experiments we have found the
nature of bodies, by the latter we
may more clearly find the nature
of our senses. But so long as we
are ignorant of the nature of both
soul and body we cannot clearly
distinguish how far an act of
sensation proceeds from the soul
and how far from the body.”
(McGuire 1983: 377)
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Experiments and Considerations Touching Colours (1664)8. In the notebook there

are notes on transparency (361), on reflection and refraction “in vacuo” (371),

inspired by Boyle. A curious passage suggests an antiperistasis mechanism for

the propagation of light (“Of species visible”, 385, see Picture 2) summarised

in (McGuire 1983: 242-246). But the important entry concerning

modificationism is Of Colors (389)9. Newton here states that
“That dark colours seem farther off than light ones may be from hence: that the beams lose

little of their force in reflecting from a white body because they are powerfully resisted thereby, but
a dark body, by reason of the looseness of its parts gives some admission to the light and reflects
it but weakly. And so the reflections from whiteness will be sooner at the eye. Or else, because the
white sends beams with some force to the eye and gives it a fiercer knock.”

 McGuire and Tamny suggest that Newton’s two propounded

explanations hint that as he associates light body with white body “he had

already begun to dissociate whiteness from colour” (McGuire 1983: 244). But

it is important to see that at this point both white and black are properties of

bodies and of lumen, of the light reflected from bodies, and not of lux, light

coming from a source10. White is thus not a measure of the amount of light

(Hendry 1980: 233), it is only reflected more strongly or gives a fiercer knock

than black11. Modificationist accounts also differentiate between black and

white, the two extremities on the luminosity scale, the other colours being in

between the two.

This entry is followed by a direct reference to modificationism:

“Colors arise either from shadows intermixed with light, or stronger and

weaker reflections. Or, parts of the body mixed with and carried away by

light” (389) Here – influenced by Charleton – Newton refers to three

possibilities concerning how colours may arise. The first two are variations of

the basic modificationist scheme M0 (see Box 2.). Shadows intermixed with

light is one possibility, light interacting with bodies in the course of suffering

                                                
8 He had some knowledge of Descartes, e.g. the La Géometrie in van Schooten’s edition. He was
also influenced by two Cambridge luminaries, Henry More - major advocate of Cartesianism in
England, growing up very near Newton, attending the same school -, whose Immortality of the Soul
(1659) had a deep impact on the young Newton, and Isaac Barrow – Lucasian Professor of
Mathematics, supporter of Newton, also at Trinity College – whose courses on mathematics and
optics Newton probably attended form March 1664. For a chronology of early readings see
(Hendry 1980). Contrary to Westfall’s accounts (Westfall 1965: 182; Westfall 1980) his early notes
are probably not directed against Hooke, as probably he had not yet read his Micrographia.
9 This is a small section in the Note-book, as opposed to the larger set of notes with identical title in
another notebook, investigated in I.ii.d.
10 The old lux-lumen difference was still stressed in Barrow’s 1669 Lectiones XVIII in quibus
opticorum phaenomenon genuinae rationes explicantur¸a book proof-read by Newton (Barrow 1987)
(Hall 1961). Even in his Lectiones opticae, Newton writes: “Let light [lux] be a quality of a luminous
body; let light [lumen] be the action of the transparent and color its extremity…” (Newton 1984:
85)
11 Newton employs the concept of force, but it is unclear if by this momentum, internal/angular
motion or something else is meant.

TThhee  eeaarr lliieesstt  eennttrr iieess

Picture 2. Newton’s drawing of
a globulus of light

surrounded by subtle matter,
under the heading “Of species
visible”. (McGuire 1983: 385)

Box 2. Possible modificationist
positions recognised by Newton

Two possibilit ies of the
modificationist thesis
according to Newton:
M1: Colours arise from shadows
intermixed with light.
(M1a: The mixing takes place on
boundaries of light and
shadow.)
(M1b: The mixing is between light
and a medium that contains
darkness-shadow.)

M2: Colours arise from stronger
or weaker reflections.

The ‘visible species’
thesis:
VS: Colours arise from parts of
the body mixed with and carried
away by light.

FFiirrsstt  rreeffeerreennccee  ttoo
mmooddiiff iiccaattiioonniissmm
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reflection is another. The first stresses the importance of two (possibly polar)

entities: light and shadow, or darkness.  It can work either on the boundaries

of light and shadow (M1a) or inside a medium or body, containing an element

of darkness or shadow (M1b). The second, on the other hand, is a mechanism

constrained to surfaces – or at least regions very near the surface of bodies.

The third explanation is, strictly speaking non sequitur. It is a very succinct way

of referring to the ancient or medieval simulacra or species theory, positing

corporeal effluxions from bodies. However, the species theory in its original form

gives a general account of vision, not of colours. Concerning colours and

modificationism, this theory supposes that as to the extent there are colours in

the world, they are connected to the objects, or to the effluxions emanating

from them, and are thus immutable.

On the same verso page (389) Newton already seems to draw a

conclusion concerning his previously mentioned three possibilities. Based on

observations he writes (see Box 3.) :
 “(P1) No color will arise out of the mixture of pure black and white, for then pictures, drawn

with ink would be colored, or printed would seem colored at a distance, and the verges of
shadows would be colored, and lamp-black and Spanish whiting would produce colours. (C1)
Whence they cannot arise from more or less reflection of light or shadows mixed with light.”

McGuire and Tamny argue that at this stage Newton conceives

whiteness “as the measure of the amount of light (i.e. the number of particles

per unit time that strike the eye), he has already rejected it as a property of

reflected light” (McGuire 1983: 244). This seems to be the straightforward

negation of both of the previously mentioned modificationist theses. But

carefully read there is something cock-eyed about the reasoning. Permitting P1

which does not seem to be extremely controversial and is supported by the

examples listed, it is not easy to see how the conclusion, the rejection of M1

and M2 follows. That white and black are not sufficient causes of colour-

production does not mean that under certain circumstances they are not

necessary12. What we could say is that Newton rejects a theory, according to

which from two principal colours the other colours can be derived (see M1’ in

Box. 3.), in this specific case the principal colours being “pure black and

white” (as in M1’’). I use the apostrophe to show that these are variants of the

more general modificationist claims M0 and M1.13 When looking at the list of

                                                
12 That a boundary of different levels of luminosity is necessary for colours to appear in prismatic
experiments was one of Goethe’s main points in his Contributions to Optics (II.ii on page 52).
13 Here I am not following Nakajima, who defines modification theory as “the theory which
regarded white to be the primary original colour of light” (Nakijama 1984: 277). Although his
work on modificationism is one of the precious few, my later treatment of the tradition explains
my departing from his ideas.

TThhee  eeaarr lliieesstt  rreeffuuttaattiioonn  ooff
mmooddiiff iiccaattiioonniissmm

Box 3. Newton’s negation of M1

and M2:

P1: No color will arise out of the
mixture of pure black and white.
C1: Colors cannot arise through
M1 or M2.
(P2): ???

M0’: Colours are qualifications
(modifications) of primary colours.

M1’: Colours are qualifications
(modifications) of binary colours.

M1’’: Colours are qualifications
(modifications) of pure white and
black, arise from black intermixed
with white.
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examples, we can see that all of them belong to boundary modificationism

(M1a), or possibly to the stronger or weaker reflections (M2), and none treat

colour changes in media or objects that require no boundaries, reflections, or

more than one medium (M1b), although such modificationist accounts were

known since Aristotle (see on page 87). Newton’s disproof is against a narrow

conception of modificationism, but he uses it to reject the broader theses M1

and M214.

Newton in these passages probably does not slavishly copy from books

as in some other places of the Note-book. There is no mention of Descartes,

although by this time he has most probably read some of his works on optics,

and his main source, Charleton also discusses the Cartesian theory. The ideas

written here thus seem to be acceptable to him. He seems to equate light body

with white body, and seems inhospitable towards modificationist theories in

general.

I.ii.b Questiones II. – Early prismatic experiments
The second series of notes in the Note-book were written around mid-1664

(McGuire 1983: 262), probably preceding Newton’s reading of Hooke’s

Micrographia. Thus the main influences remain to be Charleton and Boyle. His

knowledge of the Dioptrique by Descartes is debatable. The description and a

drawing of a subjective prismatic experiment with 16 numbered entries

following it comprises three fully written folios (122r-124v). It starts with a

proposal for a further experiment: “Try if two prisms, the one casting blue

upon the other’s red, do not make a white” (431). These notes ‘Of colors’ seem

to indicate that a) Newton only had one prism at the time15, b) he did have a

theory of light and colours in need of empirical testing, and one that was more

organised and elaborate as when the first set of notes were written. I will

summarise the main propositions of the entries, for sake of brevity focusing

only on their relation to Newton’s later development and their bearing on

modificationism. For more detailed and less single-minded descriptions see

(Hall 1948; Sabra 1967; Hendry 1980; Westfall 1980; Nakijama 1984; Hall

1993; Steinle 1994b).

                                                
14 It seems that ruling out the two possibilities leaves the species model intact.
15 The desire to test the query with two prisms might have given rise to the series of prismatic
experiments with two colours seen through one prism (Hendry 1980).

Picture 3. “Rouzing the faculties
to act”

From early on, one of Newton’s
main interest was to connect
physiology and the corpuscular
philosophy. In this eye-pressing
experiment he is studying the
physical effects on the physique
(McGuire 1983: 438).

AAnn  eeaarr llyy  pphhyyssiioollooggiiccaall
eexxppeerr iimmeenntt:
“When I had looked upon the
Sun all light colored bodies
appeared red, and dark colored
bodies appeared blue…After the
motion of the spirits in my eye
were almost decayed, so that I
could see all things with their
natural colors, I shut it, and
could see no color or image till I
heightened my fantasy of seeing
the sun. Then begun to appear
a blue spot which grew lighter
by degrees in the midst … next
to which were circles of red,
yellow, green, blue, and
purple… After I opened my eye
again, white bodies looked red
and dark ones blue, as if I had
newly looked on the sun…”
(McGuire 1983: 397)
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In his prismatic experiments he first notices differential refraction of

light rays16. He connects this with the alleged differences in the speed of the

particles and claims that “slowly moved rays are refracted more than swift

ones” (433). He also finds a connection between the property of the rays

corresponding to the colours they ‘arise’ in us and the property determining

their degree of refraction. The prism separates the different colours and thus

“two kinds of colors arise, viz.: from the slow ones blue, sky colour, and

purples; from the swift ones red, yellow.”17 Moreover, he carries out rather

painful experiments, and concludes that by strong pressure on the eye the

perceived colour is red, by weaker pressure blue18. He arrives at a unified

explanation operating with the speed of rays. This connects the physical

(refrangibility), the psychological (colours seen) and physiological (pressure on

the eye) experiments.

Although the physiological experiment does not necessitate it,

Newton at times employs a binary terminology (“two kinds of colours”) – very

similar to that of Goethe’s –, corresponding to the boundary colours of the

prismatic experiments: warm colours over the lighter object  as opposed to

cool colours over the darker object (McGuire 1983: 246)19. At the same time,

slightly contradicting the notion of “two sorts of colours”, Newton identifies

specific colours with specific ray-speeds. He also draws another distinction

between different colours (433):
“The more uniformly the globuli move the optic nerves, the more bodies seem to be colored

red, yellow, blue, green, etc. But the more variously they move them, the more bodies appear
white, black, or grey”.

White, black or grey are thus fundamentally different from the slow blue,

swift red, or “neither very swift or slow” green colours (435), as they arise

from the commingling of rays. They are strictly speaking more complex than

the other colours (which constitute what we would today call the new natural

                                                
16 The subjective prismatic experiment is a study of boundary colours. With eleven pairs of
colours (among them black and blacker) meeting at cd Newton studied the colour of the rectangle
eocd seen through a prism held with the refractive angle upwards (see Picture 4). Newton seems to
think that the only difference in the objective and subjective prismatic phenomena is the order of
colour (470, entry 14, see in fn. 25). Here he uses the prism to collect light coming from a surface.
17 It is possible that the source of this inference is the series of physiological experiments carried
out on himself. But it could also be an idea taken from Descartes, for whom colours correspond
to differing rates of rotation of the corpuscles of the subtle medium: accelerated along red rays,
decelerated along blue. See the second discourse of the Dioptrics and the eight discourse of the
Meteors (Descartes 1998: 76-84, 85-98).
18 It is worth noting here that Newton’s experiments on vision are very different from what the
received view concerning seventeenth-eighteenth century studies of sight and vision is. Comparing
the eye to a camera obscura was the standard practice in writings in optics (Yolton 1979). Opposing
this static approach to the more physiological and subjective approach is one of the main points in,
e.g. (Crary 1990). Seeing Newton’s physiological experiments such a narrative is necessarily
questioned. For a more comprehensive critique see (Zemplén 2000e).

 Picture 4. Newton’s drawing of the
subjective prismatic experiment
studying boundary colours.

UUnniiff iieedd  eexxppllaannaattiioonn

SSoommee  cchhaarraacctteerr iissttiiccss::  BBiinnaarryy
ccoolloouurr   tteerrmmiinnoollooggyy

HHuuee  aanndd  lluummiinnoossiittyy  sseeppaarraatteedd

AA  mmoorree  iinnttrruussiivvee  pphhyyssiioollooggiiccaall
eexxppeerr iimmeenntt:
“By putting a brass plate
between my eye and the bone
nearer to the midst of the tunica
retina than I could put my
finger, I made a very vivid
impression … If I was in the
dark and the pressure on the
eye was very strong, toward the
outside appeared a broad circle
of purple, next blue, then green,
then yellow, red like flame,
yellow, green, blue, and
purple…All the other outmost
colours, without strong pression,
be but blue.” (McGuire, 1983:
439)
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kinds), they are explanandum, not explanans, as most modificationist theories

would suggest. This is a significant break from nearly all contemporary

accounts of colour. It implies that Newton already separates lightness or

luminosity from hue. If all sorts (hues) are mixed, the amount of globuli

determines their lightness (white, grey, or black). Although Newton is by no

means the first in this, he is clearly departing from the ordering of colours

based on the subjective luminosity, the dominant trend since Aristotle (Jäger

1984). Thus we have clear indication of Newton’s belief in the heterogeneity

of light that is reflected from coloured bodies. Newton also believes that the

prism, as a tool for analysis, separates the different rays by differential

refraction (McGuire 1983: 250). It is, however, unclear how many colours are

primary, and also whether all light is heterogeneous.

To answer the question of colour-perception Newton embraces a truly

mechanistic model: the mechanical effect of the ray on the sensorium (437)

determines the colour seen. At this stage, Newton operates with both size and

speed of the globuli20, when attempting to construct a mechanical model

whereby the colour of the bodies would be reduced to the laws of elastic

collision (Bechler 1974b). This means that while Newton endorses the

heterogeneity, he does not necessarily subscribe to the immutability of light

rays – nothing is easier than to change the speed of a particle21.  McGuire and

                                                                                                                             
19 This does not negate the acceptance of M1’ (see Box 3.), but does not necessitate it either.
20 In the first entries, only speed is referred to (433-435). In entry 8, his first quantitative
discussion of the matter, Newton writes “Though two rays be equally swift yet if one ray be less
than the other that ray shall have so much less an effect on the sensorium as it has less motion
than the other. Whence, supposing that there are loose particles in the pores of a body bearing a
proportion to the greater rays as 9:12; and the lesser globulus is in proportion to the greater as 2:9,
the greater globulus, by impinging on such a particle, will lose a 6/7 part of its motion and the
lesser globulus will lose 2/7 of its motion, and the remaining motion of the globuli will have
almost such proportion to one another as their quantities, that is, 5/7:1/7::9:1 4/5 which is
almost twice the lesser globuli, and such a body may produce blues and purples. But if the particles
on which the globuli reflect are equal to the lesser globuli they shall lose their motion and the
greater globuli shall lose 2/11 part of their motion and such a body may be red or yellow.” (437-9)
In the first case the lesser ray has a greater final motion than the greater ray, this implies the
production of blue, in the second case the greater ray dominates, and the result is the production
of red. It is thus not speed alone that counts for colour, but size (mass) and speed combined, the
“motion” or momentum of the rays. About deciphering the details and the arithmetic mistakes
see (Hendry 1980), who suggests a chronological order, a move from the velocity to the mass
model, as opposed to (Westfall 1962; Sabra 1967). Of course other mechanical explanations are
also possible, like Descartes’s model operating with a rotation of the globuli. But this is not
investigated by Newton – did he not know about this model at the  time?
21 Rupert Hall suggests that the property of the ray that causes the colour is intrinsic to it (Hall
1948; Hall 1993). The same holds for Westfall (Westfall 1980: 159-161). Hendry claims that after
entry 8 colour was “related to the innate and immutable property mass” and Newton’s theory was
essentially complete (Hendry 1980: 242). Sabra denies this: “the physical property responsible for
producing a given colour is not original or connate with the ray”(Sabra 1967: 247). I believe that if
Newton uses only mass to differentiate between the globuli, this implies immutability, but in the
Questiones I do not believe this to be the case, siding with Sabra and opting for vagueness. It is also
important that taking this mass-model for granted Newton is stuck with a two-colour theory hard

SSttiillll  eemmbbrraacciinngg  mmooddiiff iiccaattiioonniissmm??

NNeewwttoonn  aaccqquuiirreedd  aa  bbooookk  iinn
11666699  ccoonnttaaiinniinngg  aa  tteexx tt
aattttrr iibbuutteedd  ttoo  AAllbbeerr ttuuss
MMaaggnnuuss::
“All colours that can be
conceived by men in the world
appear there [in white] and
then they will be fixed and
complete the Work in a single
colour, that is the white, and
in that all colours come
together.” (Gage 1990: 140)
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Tamny recognise this, but they conclude: “It is clear that Newton supposes

bodies to have the capacity to alter or ‘modify’ the speed with which rays are

reflected. This should not be seen as evidence that he adheres to a

modification theory of colours” (McGuire 1983: 251, 260). They do not see in

Newton a modificationist in “any ordinary sense”, as they show that to posit a

dualist theory, like Westfall does, is strained (Westfall 1980: 171). At the same

time they admit that “contingent circumstances (pertaining to the structure of

bodies) can alter the speed and size of the rays in reflection and transmission.”

This shows that McGuire and Tamny connect two-colour theories (M1’) to

modificationism. As I take M0 to be the most general and at the same time the

most intelligible modificationist starting point, I share Sabra’s position, who

holds that at this stage Newton had not clearly abandoned the modification

theory (Sabra 1981: 247). Although Newton clearly rejects M1’’, his position

concerning other modificationist theories is debatable at this stage22.

The development of Newton’s ideas is remarkable. After rejecting

white and black as origins of all colours (M1’’) he endorses the concept of the

heterogeneity of light.  By connecting physics and the physique (using

prismatic and physiological experiments) he has a grip on colour-phenomena: a

secondary quality (as colour is described in Boyle’s Touching Colours) is

associated with a physical property (speed), even if not every, but only

sufficiently large change in speed produces a change in colour (McGuire 1983:

256). He is on his way to arrive at “the oddest, if not the most considerable

detection wch hath hitherto been made in the operations of Nature” (Turnbull

1959: I/83) But the model is not yet coherent, the number of basic colours is

not determined, the question of immutability and refrangibility is not settled. It

is vague and it gives very little control over the phenomena that he wishes to

explain. While modificationism was previously rejected in general, there is no

                                                                                                                             
to dispose. I would rather look at both models as attempts, with different preliminary
considerations, and not necessarily as stages in a linear development.
22 Rejecting M1’’ does not mean that one willy-nilly rejects M0’. It may be that colours per se are not
modifications of light. Even accepting heterogeneity one can claim that the two basic colours are
blue and red, themselves not a result of modification, but their mixing can give rise to the other
colours. Although this is not a very plausible explanation, ruling it out leaves the importance of
blue and red for Newton unexplainable in this set of notes, and even more in I.ii.c. This would be
a hybrid theory, not using a modificationist explanation for the emergence of primary colours.
Originally Hooke’s solution operated with two basic colours, blue and red. These arise from a
pulse of light, but are modified: for blue the weakest part of the oblique and confus’d pulse of light
procedes, and the strongest part follows, for red the other way round (Hooke 1665: 64). In his
letter to Newton (I.iv.a), however, he maintained that these two colours can be treated as original
and primary – suggesting an explanation compatible with a restricted version of M0, accepting M1’,
M0’, but rejecting M1’’.

AA  ssuummmmaarryy  ooff  tthhee
ddeevveellooppmmeenntt
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sign of further pursuing the subject: neither systematic rejection nor conscious

rehabilitation can be seen in the notes.

I.ii.c Of Refractions
In his early notes and experiments Newton’s main aspiration was to

understand the colour of physical bodies and the physiology of perception. In

the famous Waste Book (Add. 4004) several series of notes are on geometrical

optics, starting possibly from September 1664 (Whiteside 1966: 551). During

1665, he undertook a more systematic study of Descartes and refraction.

There is a series of abortive proofs relating to Descartes’s discussion of the

problem of finding the surfaces of a lens which shall, by double refraction,

send all rays of incident white light emanating from a point through a second

point. Notwithstanding their failure, these attempts were important for

Newton in developing his theory of spherical lenses (Whiteside 1966: 558-9).

These notes show that he was aware of the problem of spherical aberration. At

some stage, however, he considered chromatic aberration a much greater

obstacle.

In yet another notebook (Add. 4000: 26r-33v) there are further notes

on geometrical optics and an essay Of refractions, probably composed in the

winter of 1665-6. There are several devices constructed to grind lenses,

numerous calculations, but what is of significance for the present work are

‘Notes on the theory of compound lenses’ (Whiteside 1966: 575). These notes

prove that at this time Newton already recognised differential refrangibility, he

considered it a problem (possibly of greater scope than spherical aberration),

and was prepared to work on the solution (Whiteside 1966: 576; Bechler

1975). In these notebooks there are no further considerations on the nature of

colours or that of modification.

I.ii.d Of Colours
The notebook in question (MSS. Add. 3975) contains as much as 22 folios

written in 1665-6 on the nature of light and colours. The first five entries are

about Boyle’s observations23 on the colours of physical objects, the others are

on Newton’s own experiments. Some are repeated from the Questiones (I.ii.b),

but new ones also appear. For the first time Newton projects the sun’s image

through a prism onto a wall. The first version of the later experimentum crucis

Box 4. New features of
Newton’s theory

1) The number of basic
(primary) colours is more than
two, a two-colour system is
rejected (~M1’)
2) Light arriving from bodies is
heterogeneous
3) Luminosity and hue are
separated: hue corresponds to
physical properties of light
rays, lightness corresponds to
amount of light
4) There is a correspondence
between physical properties
(refraction) and physiological
ones (colour, a function of an
effect on the Sensorium)

Picture 5. Newton’s
physiological experiments

 (Westfall 1980: 95): Inserting a
bodkin “betwixt my eye & ye bone
as neare to ye backside of my eye
as I could: & pressing my eye wth

ye end of it” (McGuire 1983:
482), exp. 58.
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appears, but without the epistemological burden placed on it in the 1672 letter

(exp 44)24. Subjective and objective experiments are devised to make use of

refraction and internal reflection (exp. 22-26). Again, subjective and objective

prismatic experiments are held to be fundamentally the same25. As the notes

on colours and light become more and more detailed, I will attempt to extract

the gist of these entries in a more and more condensed form.

In general, it can be said that the notebook contains a mature theory,

based on notions previously arrived at (see Box 4.). Heterogeneity is extended

not only to light arriving from bodies, but also to the light arriving from the

Sun. A major difference from his published views is that unequal refrangibility

of the Sun’s rays is not connected to the claim that specific colours are

immutably present in the rays (McGuire 1983: 269, also Shapiro 1980).

One very curious fact concerning Of colours is its treatment of colours.

Newton is clearly on the track of formulating his famous proposition in the

“New Theory” of 1672, and yet a polar conception of colour pervades his

notes. Not counting his entries basically copied from Boyle (1-5), more than

ten of the next twenty numbered paragraphs on experiments contain “blue”

and “red” as accentuated if not the only colour terms. Entries 27-43 on thin

films contain only five, but 44-64 on prism- and physiological experiments

contain seven such entries26.  If it is considered that many of the entries

contain no colour terms at all, this large number is even more surprising. I

have not found any discussion of this phenomenon in the literature. To state

that Newton works in a strict two-colour system (as Westfall suggests) is too

strong, as sometimes he lists all spectral colours and treats them as equal. But

the efforts to ascribe to this stage the same attitude towards colours as in the

1672 “New Theory” is thwarted by the ubiquity of the red-blue binary. My

only plausible conjecture is that although Newton was rejecting

modificationism in general, at this time he still entertained the possibility of

two colours that have special significance in the colour system (in the

production of other colours, like M1’).

                                                                                                                             
23 According to (Hall 1955: 27), the importance of Boyle “has hardly been sufficiently appreciated”
and Newton’s turning to prismatic experiments on the first place is a result of reading (Boyle 1664:
191).
24 Here, contrary to the 1672 “New Theory” Newton also explicitly writes that the prism is in the
position of minimum deviation.
25 The only difference Newton notes: “14. Prismaticall colours appeare in ye eye in a contrary order
to yt in wch they fall on ye paper.”
26 In some other cases only red is emphasized (24, 30). The numbers are debatable, arguments
could be made for a smaller or higher proportion (e.g. if terms like “blewish” are accepted), but the
tendency is clear.

AA  ffuullll-- ff lleeddggeedd  tthheeoorryy
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I.ii.e Newton’s early attitude towards
modificationism

In a cursory way I recapitulated the development of Newton’s ideas on light,

colours, and the modificationist tradition in his formative years from some of

the notebook material that is available today27. Newton’s early embracement

of mechanical philosophy, most probably through Charleton’s work is clearly

visible from the notes. His early encounter with the rather primitive

modificationism in Charleton’s work was followed by his rejection of the

whole research tradition. Studying the colours of bodies, Newton very soon

found reason to reject a limited modificationist theory (M1’’), but when

scrutinised, this rejection does not apply to the general thesis (M0). There are

no traces in the notes that he investigated certain – plausible – types of

modificationism (like M1b). It would be reasonable to suggest that in his later

work he was more systematic and meticulous in rejecting the theory that was

the main existing alternative to his own theory of colour. In this case the

reconstruction of these early insecure steps deserves little credit. But even

when condemning general modificationist attitude specifically in his Lectiones

opticae, Newton wrote: “all agree in a certain common error; namely, the

modification of light by which it exhibits different colors is not innate to it

from its source but is being reflected or refracted” (Newton 1984: 85). Again,

no mentioning of medium-modificationism (or even of light-shadow boundaries)

as a valid alternative – this type of modification does not get refuted even in

the Opticks: in Prop. II, Theor. II he writes: “All homogeneal Light has its

proper Colour answering to its degree of Refrangibility, and that Colour cannot

be changed by Reflexions and refractions”. It might be suggested that Newton

was simply unaware of instances of medium-modificationism, like [Aristotle’s]

account, which clearly imply colours modified by a medium28. If we accept the

general modificationist thesis M0 to be the negation of Newton’s theory (N),

we have to see that a rigorous argument against M0 is not to be found in the

                                                
27 I concentrated on the earliest extant notes, and neglected the Lectiones Opticae, composed
around the 1672 letter, and the revised version of it, the Optica.  Both give a detailed treatment of
modificationism (Lecture 3 and Lecture II, 1,2) but in a markedly different way (Newton 1984).
The reason for this is that my aim was to attempt to reconstruct how Newton arrived at his
rejection of modificationism, and not how he later formulated it in various ways, using different
techniques. To some of these I will return in Chapter II. In this work I also treat Hooke’s views
and Newton’s critique on Hooke marginally, even though this would be an important segment in
systematically exploring Newton’s ideas about modificationism.
28 Meteor. 374b9-14, see page 87. It seems that in general Newton had little knowledge of
Aristotle’s writings on light and colour. He viciously attacks Aristotle’s definition of colour in De
Sensu 439b12-13, not realising that Aristotle answers many of his critiques in the preceding lines,
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texts mentioned, and so the falsity of M0 – as a kind of indirect proof of the

validity of N – is not demonstrated by Newton.

It is important to see that Newton did not pursue a systematic attack on

modificationism, he was merely following his own line of research. As is clear

from the early notebook-entries, he was busy harmonising and equalising the

results coming from various modes of investigation. He tackled the question

from at least three sides: carrying out physiological experiments, observing the

colours of physical phenomena, and probing different mechanistic models to

account for colours (Steinle 1994a: 569). The self-correcting character of

Newton’s method can already be seen at this stage of development29.

Throughout the notes the acceptance of corpuscular ideas is clear. With

the physiological experiments he established a connection between force and

colour of globuli. This could be implemented in a velocity model, very

favourable towards modificationism30, and in a mass/size model, which is

clearly hostile to it. Opting for a mass/size model entails rejection of

modification – at least as far as the creation of the (two?) basic colours are

concerned. Given his early rejection of a wave model Newton was on a fairly

narrow track to reach his conclusions concerning heterogeneity, and with the

mass/size model to support his immutability thesis.

I believe that his radically unconventional solution stemmed from his

corpuscular philosophy just as much as his novel experimental uses of the

glass prism (Schaffer 1989), his mastery of contemporary geometrical optics,

his patchy knowledge of rival theories of modification, and a limited

acquaintance with newly discovered optical phenomena. He based his theory

on experiments with refraction, and to a lesser extent reflection and

interference. He did not pursue the study of double-refraction (the basis of

Huygens’s theory) or diffraction (as in the work of Grimaldi), both known by

this time, both of which would have posed serious obstacles at this,

preliminary stage of research31. It will be interesting to see how Newton

                                                                                                                             
De Sensu 439b2-5. As Shapiro suggests, Newton probably did not directly study Aristotle’s work,
and copied the passage from Magirus’s Physiologiae peripeteticae (Newton 1984: 83). See also fn 182.
29 “One must realize, …that in making selections from the various sources of knowledge available
to him Newton utilized a sophisticated balancing procedure that enabled him to make critical
judgements about the relative validity of each…for no single approach to knowledge ever proved to
be effective in settling the knowledge crisis of the Renaissance and early modern periods” (Dobbs
1995: 10).
30 Newton’s mentor, Isaac Barrow suggested a corpuscular modificationist theory. In this changes
in the motion, the power of action, or the quantity of light results in the appearance of colour.
31 Newton probably learnt about Diffraction through Honoré Fabri’s work. A summary of
Grimaldi’s work appeared in the issue previous to his “New Theory” in the Transactions. But until
1675 he probably still haven’t done any experiments (Hall 1990).

HHaarrmmoonniissiinngg  mmooddeess  ooff  iinnqquuiirryy
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attempted to incorporate these areas after he had worked out his basic theory

(see I.iv on page 19). He only tried to defend  systematically  his basic aperçu ,

once he had arrived at his own theory of light and colours and he met the more

sophisticated modificationist theories. I showed that in so doing, he

completely failed to combat medium-modificationist accounts.

He was far from rendering the science of colour ‘as mathematical as any

other part of optics’ at this stage, though his attempts at quantification are

already impressive. His approach is mostly physiological. To allude to the title

of my work, Newton had an eye for a new theory, and the investigation of the

eye and vision played a crucial role in the development of his ideas. Also, his

preference and gradual move from modification to analysis – in I.ii.b still a

combination of both (Westfall 1962) – paved his way towards a non-

qualitative approach concerning colours, a very controversial but highly

seductive move, which proved extremely fruitful in the following centuries.

In this Rückblick it becomes clear that, as opposed to his intentions when

scribbling the Latin motto in his Note-book, Newton clearly did not equate

what he considered truth with the friendship of Plato and Aristotle. Little

acquainted with their works on light and colours, Newton in his quickly

maturing theory radically departed from the ideas of the ancient philosophers.

I.iii THE ‘NEW THEORY’ OF 1672
The seemingly historical narration, which on greater scrutiny turns out to be at

least partly fictitious32, presenting an argument (Sabra 1967: 248) and a

doctrine, was written with a ‘Baconian’ audience in mind. However, the aim

was much more than recording “bare unfinished Histories” (Feingold 2001:

79). The “New Theory” included a theory of light and a theory of colours, and

both areas, at least according to their author’s hope, had been tackled with the

method of mathematics (Mamiani 2001)33. The employment of the

                                                
32 According to “New Theory” Newton developed the Theory in January 1666. However in letter
to Oldenburg on 10 January 1676, he writes that the idea is seven years old. His reference to his
attempt to grind “Optic glasses of other figures then Spherical” means that at the time of
composition he had to be familiar with Descartes’s work on spherical aberration. Also, employing
an assistant suggests Cambridge as the locus of the experimenting. In the letter he uses two
prisms, and the grinding of lenses requires special paraphernalia as well. Because of the plague
Newton was away from Cambridge in the summer of 1665 until March, 1666, and also from the
summer of 1666 until April 1667, as well as from 4 December 1667 till 12 February, 1668. After
this break he buys three prisms and a putty for polishing glass: the mature theory might have
emerged as late as 1668 (Hall 1993: 41).
33 In a passage of the ’New Theory’ omitted by Oldenburg from the printed version (but
probably read by Hooke) Newton wrote: “A naturalist would scearce expect to see ye science of
those [colours] become mathematicall, & yet i dare affirm that there is as much certainty in it as in
any other part of Opticks.” (Turnbull 1959: 96) Later Newton wrote to Oldenburg (21 September
1672): “To comply w th your intimation … I drew up a series of such Expts on designe to reduce ye

AAmmiiccuuss  PP llaattoo  aammiiccuuss  AArr iissttootteelleess
mmaaggiiss  aammiiccaa  vveerr iittaass??
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mathematical method might have seemed suspicious for the naturalists of the

Society. At this time they were the dominant force, but the process has already

started, which gradually lead to the election of Edmond Halley in 1686, the

publication of the Principia, and the predominance of mathematicians in the

Society (Feingold 2001)34. So Newton’s ‘mathematical’ approach, though

unusual, was not unprecedented.

The letter had two parts, one culminating in the experimentum crucis35, and

establishing the different refrangibility of light rays (Newton 1671-72: 3075-

80, see Picture 6 on page 22) the other unfolding the origin of colours

(Newton 1671-72: 3081-87). I will not embark on the project of giving a

detailed analysis of the letter, as this has been done frequently with different

aims in mind (Sabra 1967; Lohne 1968a; Lohne 1968b; Bechler 1974a;

Laymon 1978a; Shapiro 1980a; Feyerabend 1981; Sepper 1988; Hakfoort

1988 (1994); Schaffer 1989; Crary 1990; Hall 1993; Sepper 1994; Dear 1995;

Fehér 1995a; Thompson 1995; Crary 1999; Lampert 2000; Zemplén 2000c;

Zemplén 2000b). Most of these narratives concentrate on the crucial

experiment, undoubtedly the most exciting and epistemologically most

significant part of the letter. The bearing of this experiment on the theory of

colours and especially modificationism is not downright.

I will only mention some of the noteworthy and surprising aspects of this

work that will later be referred to.  First, the letter connects two areas that

have traditionally been considered as separate: the study of light and the

system of colours. To this time light and the behaviour of light was the subject

matter of a proper science, optics. According to the accepted disciplinary

boundaries, it was one of the scientiae mediae, a mathematised discipline,

together with astronomy, harmonics and geometry. As such suitable to be

                                                                                                                             
Theory of colours to Propositions & prove each Proposition from one or more of those Expts by
the assistance of common notions set down in the form of Definitions & Axioms in imitation of
the Method by wch Mathematitians are wont to prove their doctrines” (Turnbull 1959: 237). See
also part of the reply to Hooke: if the physical principles of optics are such that “on them a
Mathematician may determin all the Phaenomena of colours that can be caused be refractions, &
that by computing or demonstrating after what manner & how much those refractions doe
separate or mingle the rays in which severall colours are originally inherent; I suppose the Science of
Colours will be granted Mathematicall & as certain as any part of Opticks.” (Turnbull 1959: 187).
See also fn 79.
34 This does not mean of course that this tendency was maintained throughout the eighteenth
century, after the presidency of Newton. For more see (Sorrenson 1999). It was not only Newton,
who decided to use singular experience when presenting material that he thought was a
mathematical scientific argument, John Wallis used similar techniques in 1666 to present the Royal
Society his explanation of tides (Dear 1995: 230).
35 Newton first excludes random scattering of light, followed by edge disturbances, and
differences in the thickness of glass as possible reasons for the “oblong” spectrum. When he
discusses the possible curvature of the path of light, he is departing from the Cartesian model,
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taught at universities throughout Europe, which, well into the seventeenth

century, based their curricula on the Aristotelian writings. On the other hand,

colours seemed to have little to do with geometry and mathematics. Except

for a few peculiar cases like the rainbow, they appeared to be stable properties

of objects. Newton’s letters, however, connected the two areas and claimed

that the science of colour could reach the status of the mixed mathematical

sciences.

Also, the letter pretended to fit into an empiricist tradition, where

excellent reproduction of the phenomena is a must, and yet most of the

observations were heavily theory-laden: already at the beginning of the letter

the oblong form of the spectrum “terminated at the sides with streight lines” is

an idealisation as the axial intensity of the spectrum is not even, with yellow

light as most intense, the spectrum there seems thicker. This discrepancy

between the observed phenomena and Newton’s description of it gave rise to

several misunderstandings and objections later36.

In the first half of the letter the experimentum crucis is aimed at positively

proving Newton’s own proposition that “Light consists of Rays differently

refrangible” (Newton 1671-72: 3079) and thus (if refrangibility determines

colour) entailing the rejection of the general modificationist thesis M0. The

major theoretical result presented by Newton in this part is the compositeness

of light, which predicts a grim future for the makers of refracting telescopes.

The success of the attempt was interpreted variously by contemporaries, and

even among historians the opinions greatly differ. Rupert Hall writes: “They

could not see that Newton had positively demonstrated – rather than inferred

– the existence of innumerable colours in white light…How could there not be

an infinity of coloured rays forming the spectrum when each part of it is

illuminated by a ray following a uniquely refracted path?” (Hall 1993: 64),

while Sabra holds that “the effect of this ‘demonstration’ is, it must be

admitted, almost hypnotic. Nevertheless, it is certainly inconclusive.” (Sabra

1967: 249) I admit that my sympathies lie with Sabra, and the contemporaries

had similar views, as will be visible in I.iv. The different interpretations result

from Newton’s highly compact description of his crucial experiment, omitting

                                                                                                                             
which he aims to reject, as Descartes never suggested that the path of the spinning globules is not
straight.
36 Feyerabend argued that for Newton “phenomena are no longer a basis of knowledge but they
are conjectures put forth in accordance either with some rule of simplicity, or with the theory to be
demonstrated” (Feyerabend 1981: 36). To many of the contemporaries (and later e.g. to Goethe)
this was not a legitimate procedure.

ZZeevv  BBeecchhlleerr   oonn  tthhee    ‘‘NNeeww
TThheeoorryy’’  ooff   NNeewwttoonn
“The first paragraph of
Newton’s 1672 optical paper
announced the need for a
revolution in optics. Three
pages later, the revolution was
performed, again in a single
short paragraph. The rest of
the paper carefully explained
that all was over: The
revolution was complete…  This
was bad form. One doesn’t
just walk in, announce a
fundamental inconsistency in
accepted scientific beliefs,
declare the need for a
revolution, perform it, and walk
out. Things are simply not
done this way” (Bechler 1974a:
116-7)

TThhee  nneeww  tthheeoorryy  ooff  lliigghhtt
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much of his reasoning that led him to the conclusion. In the crucial experiment

parts of the light refracted through a prism are directed towards a second prism

and this second refraction is investigated. The rays are refracted differently,

although they have the same angle of incidence at the second prism. This

clearly implies heterogeneity – after the first refraction. That this heterogeneity

is immutable means subscribing to a weak immutability thesis (Shapiro

1980a), not contradicting modificationist accounts. The much-debated

inference is whether to ascribe to light strong immutability, a thesis that holds

that this heterogeneity existed before the first refraction and is in both cases

the cause of the differential refraction. For this inference one has to rule out

the possibility that causes external to the properties of the rays could cause the

difference of refraction at the second  prism. Albeit the differently refracted

rays have the same angle of incidence at the second prism, to achieve this, the

position of the first prism has to be modified (thus changing the angles of

incidence and refraction here, as well as the trajectory of light within the

prism). Thus it is not a trivial claim that there could be no external causes

responsible for the heterogeneity of the rays at the second prism37.

The composite nature of light offers a “theoretical bonus” (Sepper 1994:

43), as a radically new theory of colours can be constructed upon this

fundament. Newton clearly connects the previously established ‘difformity’ of

rays with the origin of colours. But, instead of further following the

(apparently) Baconian method, he lays down the Doctrine first, followed by

only ‘one or two of the Experiments, as a specimen of the rest.’ The Doctrine

‘you will find comprehended and illustrated in the following propositions’, and

Newton lists thirteen propositions. I summarise these, as subsequently I will

refer to them:
1. Colours are connate properties of the differently refrangible rays, not qualifications of light.
2. “To the same degree of Refrangibility ever belongs the same colour, and to the same colour

ever belongs the same degree of Refrangibility…this Analogy ‘twixt colours, and refrangibility, is
very precise and strict…”

3. Both properties, i.e. colour and refrangibility are “not mutable by Refraction, nor by
Reflection from natural bodies, nor by any other cause, that I could yet observe.”

4 [an unnumbered paragraph in the printed version]. Mixtures can be made, but on analysis
these turn out to be composite, like mixing yellow and blue powders.

5. There are ‘two sorts of colours’, Original or Primary are red, yellow, green, blue, and a
violet-purple, together with orange and indigo, and the indefinite number of intermediate hues.
All other colours are compounded of these.

6. The same colours-species as Primary colours can be produced by composition.

                                                
37 The Newtonian theory can explain that there is an elongated image after the first prism, but so
can the modificationist accounts – a thick bundle of light (i.e. a physical, not a mathematical ray)
can be modified at the edges as it reaches the glass surface and enters a different medium, resulting
in the elongation of the spectrum and the array of colours in the iris. But leaving this topic for a
moment let us investigate the claims of the second part of the letter.

TThhee  nneeww  tthheeoorryy  ooff  ccoolloouurr
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7. Whiteness is always compounded of all the aforementioned primary colours mixed in due
proportion.

8. White is the usual colour of light, which is a ‘confused aggregate of rays’.
9. Objective and subjective prismatic experiments are explained using the previous

propositions.
10. The primary and secondary bows of the rainbow are explained.
11. The colours of ‘transparently coloured’ bodies and infusions are explained.
12. The colours emerging in a specific experiment by Hooke using wedge-like vessels filled

with red and blue liquids are explained.
13. Colours of all natural bodies differently reflect the different sorts of rays. In

monochromatic light ‘any body may be made to appear of any colour’ and the colour of the body
is only determined by the light falling on it (‘this is the entire and adequate cause of their colour’),
they have ‘no appropriate colour’. They are brighter in light resembling their own daylight colour.

The conclusion has already been alluded to at the beginning of this

chapter:
“These things being so, it can be no longer disputed, whether there be colours in the dark,

nor whether they be the qualities of the objects we see, no nor perhaps, whether Light be a Body.
For, since Colours are qualities of Light, having its Rays for their intire and immediate subject, how
can we think those Rays qualities also, unless one quality may be the subject of and sustain
another; which in effect is to call it a substance.” (Newton 1671-72: 3085)

In Rupert Hall’s words (Hall 1993: 16):
“…the essence of the Newtonian theory of colour (and hence of light) is that true colours

always exist, just as atoms always exist, and cannot by any process be created (except by the creation
of white light). The rays are the colours and the colours are the rays, or to be more physically exact
the property of the ray that we perceive as colour is indissolubly part of it and cannot be altered.”

It seems that based on the result of the experimentum crucis, Newton has

trust in the truth of the propositions. The verification of heterogeneity for

Newton probably carries the verification of his theory of colours, and also

perhaps his corpuscular background assumption (at this stage at least he seems

to think so, even though in later debates he calls this merely a hypothesis)38. In

response a modificationist could either question the experimentum crucis, or the

doctrine, or the connection of the theory of light to the doctrine. This

connection is far from obvious. Why does Newton trust the doctrine? Because

he thinks that they self-evidently follow from the result of the experimentum

crucis? In which case the other experiments are further support for

confirmation? Or is the doctrine merely an outline of a theory – simply

presented without being argued for? Why does then Newton believe that the

science of colour is mathematical (see fn. 79 on p. 39)? Or is it just asserted

without being argued for39? The doctrine is followed by a conclusion. Newton

asserts theses that he could by no means hold as hypothetical: that there are no

colours in there dark, that colours are qualities of light, and that light is,

perhaps, a body. Were they put forward as more than purely conjectural

                                                
38 The famous corpuscular Query (29 in the fourth edition) is described by Worrall as a “perfectly
kosher hypothetico-deductive argument” (Worrall 2000: 47). In his article Achinstein investigates
several interpretations (Achinstein 1990).
39 A letter to Lucas four years later suggests this (Turnbull 1960: 258).
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statements, and were they seen by Newton as natural consequences of the

crucial experiments?

I.iv THE ENSUING DEBATE
When compared to his previous works, the 1672 “New Theory” paid a lot of

attention to colours with some obvious targets for the opponents of the

Newtonian view. The letter contained very few experiments, their description

lacked detail, and the propositions were farfetched if not vociferous. The

strong claim that his theory is true, „without any suspicion of doubt”, has not

appeared in the much more detailed and with experiments better supported

Lectiones Opticae. We can probably agree with Shapiro that Newton at this stage

„became overconfident not yet realizing the difficulties of invoking his new

principle” (1980a: 217).

There were obvious contradictions not only between the “New Theory”

and the received view on light and colours, but also within the theory itself.

Propositions 2 and 3 posit a one-to-one correspondence and immutability

concerning any colour, while Proposition 6 admits that the same colours in

specie can be primary or compound, which is obviously against the ‘very precise

and strict’ one-to-one correspondence. Newton might have composed it in

some haste, still being overwhelmed with the praise he received and kept

receiving for his miniature reflecting telescope, about 15 x 4 cm in size with a

magnification of about 30, a truly admirable technical feat (Hecht 2001).

Reading out the letter in front of the society “mett both with a singular

attention and an uncommon applause” (Turnbull 1959: 107) as Oldenburg

wrote to Newton on the 8th of February, 1672. The audience “did in an

extraordinary maner applaude your Ingeniosity, as well as your high degree of

francknesse” (Turnbull 1959: 108). But the unconditional kudos did not last

long. The comments and criticisms slowly but inescapably arrived. Letters, one

after the other, from the various intellectual centres of Western Europe kept

questioning the experimental procedure, the propositions, the crucial

experiment, the hidden assumptions behind his view, until the death of

Oldenburg and Newton’s deliberate isolation after June 1678 put an end to the

correspondence. Newton might have had some foreknowledge of the

shortcomings inviting criticism. As he wrote to Oldenburg on the 10th of

February, he had agreed to the printing of the letter, but had thought that it is

“too straight & narrow for publick view”, as it had been designed only “to

those that know how to improve upon hints of things”. He had also promised
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“some more of the Experiments to second it”. His distrust was well grounded

– many of the objections raised were due to the descriptions lacking detail and

to the incompetence of some of the critiques (though traditional accounts

would put these two in the opposite order). But regardless of the scientific

level, the ensuing debate was probably the first major, international discussion

on the columns of a scientific journal (Kuhn 1958).

In the following I will describe this highly significant debate in a

nutshell. Several good accounts exist, but most of these focus on the

controversy around the theory of light, like (Shapiro 1975). I will only

concentrate on the elements that have a close bearing on the modificationist

tradition and on Newton’s argumentation. This will result in an obviously

unbalanced treatment of the controversy, protagonists taking the roles of side-

characters and vice versa. I will mostly follow a chronological order of the

criticisms, first treating Hooke, followed by Pardies, Huygens, and the Liège

company: Linus, Gascoigne, and lastly Lucas, the discussion of whose ideas

will be treated the most thoroughly.

It is generally held that the impact of the correspondence on Newton’s

views was negligible: “The continuing correspondence provoked by the initial

paper … involved only one addition to his optics, his introduction to

diffraction and brief investigation of it” (Westfall 1980: 238). I will investigate

this claim, and see how Newton responded to the several attacks from

modificationist opponents.

I.iv.a Hooke
Hooke’s first response, written in a few hours (Turnbull 1959: 198) was read

out at the Society on 15 February, only a week after Newton’s letter. In this he

acknowledged the experimental results of Newton, but noted that his

“Hypothesis of salving the phaenomena of Colours thereby I confesse I cannot

yet see any undeniable argument to convince me of the certainty thereof.”

(Turnbull 1959: 110) He further went on to claim, that these experiments also

support his pulse theory. Hooke wanted “one Experimentum crucis from Mr.

Newton, that should Divorce him” (Turnbull 1959: 111) from pulse theory. As

to the theory of colour he was more stringent: he accepted proposition one

(Turnbull 1959: 112) that colours are connate properties of light, but only for

blue and red rays (subscribing to M1’), as this suited his theory expounded in

the Micrographia. Similarly, propositions 2, 3, 6, and 9 to 11 were also taken for

granted.  His main objection to the fifth proposition was that positing an

HHooookkee’’ss  ff iirr sstt  lleetttteerr
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indefinite variety of “primary or originall colours” (Turnbull 1959: 113) makes

no sense as it is “wholly useless to multiply entities without necessity”, when

his two colours are sufficient to explain the others. He similarly rejected

proposition 7 (white is only one motion, colour is a second motion), and 8. At

the end of the letter he again raised his most important objection: “I cannot

think it to be the only hypothesis; not soe certain as mathematicall

Demonstrations” (Turnbull 1959: 113)40.

Hooke thus attacked not the experimental basis, only the theoretical

superstructure built on it and the use of the experimental basis. Yet he also

suggested that chromatic aberration might be overcome based on his previous

work on the subject, and still considered colours as “nothing but dilutings”.

Concerning modificationism, it thus seems that Hooke, accepting M1’ was

willing to accept M0’, but was against a corpuscular conception of light

(“whether Light be a Body”), which was clearly implied by Newton.

Did this letter have any effect on Newton’s own position? Yes, it seems.

In his detailed answer several months later (11 June, 1672) Newton showed

how to reconcile a wave hypothesis with his theory of colours, and then

condemned it as “not onely insufficient, but in some respects unintelligible.”41

While the “New Theory” was neatly separated into two parts, and the

experimentum crucis was described without reference to colour, in this letter – by

no means written in haste, as there were very few letters in Newton’s lifetime

that he rewrote as many times as this one - Newton connected refraction and

colour: “ye designe of it is to show that rays of divers colours considered apart

do at equall incidences suffer unequall refractions, without being split, rarified,

or any ways dilated”42 (Turnbull 1959: 187). Also, while the letter seemed to

                                                
40 It seems that at this time the experimentum crucis has not yet started its triumphal march. Just as
Newton rejected Hooke’s usage of the term, so did Newton discard Hooke’s appeal to it in his
Micrographia: “Though Descartes may bee mistaken so is Mr Hook in confuting his 10 Sec. 38 Cap.
Meteorum he says well yt this Phaenominon of Muscovy Glasse cannot bee explained theirby, or
that ye turbinated motion of ye Globuli signifys nothing unlesse they did not only endeavour but
also move to ye eye &c”, as cited in the selection that has a slightly self-contradictory title (Hall
1978).
41 Newton’s hostility towards a pulse- (wave-) theory did not fundamentally change throughout
his life, as he believed it cannot account for rectilinear propagation of light. Rather obvious
objections, however, could be raised against a material or emission theory as well, like the
(miraculous?) ability of two people to look straight into each other’s eyes.
42 The word show means, among other things, to prove, to demonstrate. It could be argued that it
is simply a description of the experimental observations made. But a) in the “New Theory” colour
terms are copiously absent from the description. Why do they appear than here? It seems that this
is close to stating proposition 2. – but is this really supported by the crucial experiment? No. b)
that the ray is not dilated or changed is far from obvious at this stage of the debate (Schaffer 1989),
and it is nowhere described (showed) by Newton in the crucial experiment that the colours of the
rays remain the same (they don’t) c)if this is all that the crucial experiment show, then where is the
argument that supports the claim to heterogeneity?

NNeewwttoonn’’ss  aannsswweerr   ttoo  HHooookkee
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argue for strong immutability, this reformulation to Hooke only stated weak

immutability – white light is not even mentioned.

Apart from the ad hominem tone, from this time on Newton separated

heterogeneity and corpuscularity much more clearly43, and changed his

arguments stressing that the heterogeneity is the essence (see Turnbull 1959:

419-20, letter to Oldenburg, 15 Feb. 1676).

I.iv.b Pardies
The two Latin letters written by Ignace Gaston Pardies, professor at the

Collège Louis-le-Grand in Paris were among the most courteous and least

troublesome that Newton received during the years of the controversy. The

questions asked were easily answered by Newton, and the replies were politely

accepted by Pardies.

In the first, written on 22 March Pardies was concerned with Newton’s

“hypothesis” of unequal refrangibility.  This, in Pardies’s view would

overthrow dioptrics. He was opposing the idea of the infinite number of rays,

the immutability of rays, and treating white as composite – all typical of the

seventeenth century modificationist objections to Newton’s theory. He also

noted that mixing colours would give a deep hue, as in the case of painters

pigments, not white44.

In his second letter on 11 May Pardies suggested two further

explanations that could account for the elongated spectrum (Turnbull 1959:

130-3), one based on Grimaldi’s work on diffraction, the other on Hooke’s

work45. This shows that while he hastened to apologise about his use of the

word hypothesis concerning Newton’s theory46 in the first letter, this was not

                                                
43 It seems that corpuscularity was held as a very likely thesis for Newton throughout his life – see
Query 28 in (Newton 1952).
44 “Quare si omnes omnium colorum radii simul confunderentur, necesse esset in ista hypothesi
ut ille color appararet, qui revera apparet in permixtione omnium pigmentorum. Atqui si ista, hoc
est rubrum simul et flavum una cum caeruleo et purpureo aliisque omnibus si quae sint,
conferantur et confundatur, non jam candidus, sed obscurus et satur color exsurget” (Turnbull
1959: 133). I only quote this sentence in extenso, because this is the first sign of the difficulties
arising out of the attempts to apply Newton’s theory for the arts. Newton’s reply, on 13 April,
however reasonable, did not solve the immense problems the unpredictability of colour-mixing
caused. “Mihi vero albus, niger et omnes intermedij fusci, qui ab albo et nigro permistis componi
possunt, non specie coloris sed quantitate lucis tantum differre videntur.” (Turnbull 1959: 141).
The colours of bodies also suppress much incident light (“maxima pars lucis incidentis
supprimatur et retineatur” Turnbull 1959: 141).
45 Stuewer claims that Pardies “was guilty of misleading Newton” about Grimaldi’s work
(Stuewer 1970: 189). Another way of interpreting this is that Newton familiarised himself fairly late
with Grimaldi’s work and for years has not carried out experiments on diffraction.
46 Newton does not alter his opinion about the truth of his statements: “I am content that the
Reverend Father calls my theory an hypothesis if it has not yet been proved to his satisfaction. But
my design was quite different, and it seems to contain nothing else than certain properties of light
which, now discovered, I think are not difficult to prove, and which if I did not know to be true, I

Picture 6. The first published
drawing of the experimentum
crucis

In his reply to Pardies, Newton
finally published a drawing of he
crucial experiment (Gage 1990)

GGooeetthhee  oonn  PPaarrddiieess  ((FFLL--HHTT))::
1. Pater Pardies...gibt höflich
nach, ohne eigentlich überzeugt
zu sein.
2. Pater Pardies erklärt sich
befriedigt, tritt von dem
polemischen Schauplatze und
bald nachher auch von dem
Schauplatze der Welt ab.
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only because it was the first word which came to his mind, but also because he

was not convinced of the demonstrative power of Newton’s crucial

experiment, and still held that alternative views could explain the phenomena.

Newton requested Oldenburg in two letters not to publish this second

objection (6, 13 July; (Turnbull 1959): 210, 217). But in his reply Newton for

the first time gave an illustration of the experimentum crucis. (see Picture 6).

Soon after this correspondence, Pardies died of fever contracted whilst

ministering to the prisoners of Bicêtre, near Paris, 22 April, 1673.

I.iv.c Huygens
Oldenburg sent a copy of the “New Theory” to Christiaan Huygens (see

Picture 7), accompanied by a note that drew attention to Newton’s work.

Huygens’s first reaction about the theory of colours was positive (“elle me

paroit fort ingenieuse”), which Oldenburg forwarded to Newton, together with

Pardies’s letter on 9 April (Turnbull 1959: 135). He, however, attributed the

oblong shape to the defect of the refraction of convex lenses, and maintained

that it is still necessary to see if the theory of colours agrees with all

experiments.

In the next letter at the beginning of July his opinion was again

favourable, but with some reservations47. But his third letter on 27 September

maintained that Newton’s theory is a very plausible hypothesis (Turnbull

1959: 235-6), however, even if true, Newton still owes us a mechanical

explanation of the diversity48. He also picked up a line of argument from

Hooke questioning Newton why two colours are not enough. The two-colour

hypothesis (M1’) is supported by parsimony, as both Hooke and Huygens

                                                                                                                             
should prefer to reject as vain and empty speculation, than acknowledge them as my hypothesis”
(Turnbull 1959: 144).
47 I suggest that the increasing interest on Huygens’s side in Newton’s theory can be derived from
the fact that he had learnt of Erasmus Bartholin’s discovery and description of the Iceland spar by
July 8, 1672. By September he had made observations, and this strange phenomena stimulated
“his active interest in a theory of light” (Shapiro 1973: 240). See also (Shapiro 1980b), and for the
original text of Bartholin’s essay (Lohne 1977). Although his model was accurate, complete and
verified, it was not accepted by the scientific community of the eighteenth century, as it was closely
bound up with a wave-theory (Frankel 1974).
48 This commitment on Huygens’ part to find plausible mechanistic interpretations has been
often stressed. As Westfall notes (not considering the serious consequences for parsimony and
simplicity of explanation): “Once again, the mechanical philosophy with its demand for picturable
explanatory images obstructed the understanding of Newton’s discovery that light is
heterogeneous.” (Westfall 1980: 249) See also (Sabra 1967: 270-2) and Huygens’s letter on 14
January 1673 (Turnbull 1959: 255-7). This might even signify one of the greatest differences
between his and Newton’s approach (Stein 1990).

Picture 7. Christiaan Huygens

When faced with the rather
impertinent tone of Newton’s reply,
Huygens discontinued the
correspondence.
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argue49. To this, Huygens added the simplicity of a mechanical model

operating with only two colours, as well as a surprising idea confirmed in the

nineteenth century by Helmholtz: white might be composed of only yellow

and blue, that is, mixing spectral yellow and blue can result in white. This,

apart from modifying proposition 1, flatly contradicts propositions 2., 3., 5., 7.,

8. Newton in his reply was certainly not amicable (3 April, 1673, (Turnbull

1959: 265):
“If therefore M Hugens would conclude any thing, he must show how white may be

produced out of two uncompounded colours; w ch when he hath done, I will further tell him, why
he can conclude nothing from that.”

It can, of course, be argued that Huygens did not describe an

experiment, where white is composed of blue and yellow, even though

Newton’s later work and his colour circle in the Opticks would support the

possibility, but as to the second part, it is very hard to justify Newton’s

position. Newton is here alluding to the fact that the white composed of

yellow and blue would have different physical properties, would not be the same

white as the sun’s white, or cold not “be truly called white” (Turnbull 1959:

265). Huygens was somewhat shocked at Newton’s reply and asked “But what

means it, I pray, that he saith; Though I should shew him, that the White could be

produced of only two Un-compounded colors, yet I could conclude nothing from that. And

yet he hath affirm’d in p. 3083, of the Transactions [i.e. No. 80, 19 February

1671/2] that to compose the White, all primitive colors are necessary.”

(Turnbull 1959: 285). Newton’s impatient and slightly arrogant answer on 23

June 1673 ended the correspondence of the two (at the time probably the

greatest) writers on the topic.

The seriousness of this objection can easily be underestimated. After

this Newton had to (and did) restrict his claims to the white light of the sun,

greatly reducing the universal nature of his theory. As Shapiro convincingly

argues, this “embarrassing dichotomy” clearly diminished the power of any

reasoning appealing to similarity or analogy, like one of the two (independent)

arguments presented in the Lectiones (Shapiro 1980a: 225). Huygens’s comment

thus put Newton on defence, he lost one of his arguments, and (at least)

proposition 7 had to be modified using negative heuristics.

                                                
49 Newton’s argument in extending the reasoning from the second prism to the first in the crucial
experiment also employs a principle of economy – a notion used in optics at least since the
Catoptrics of Hero of Alexandria (Cohen 1948 (1969)).
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I.iv.d Line
In October 1674 the seventy-nine year old Francis Hall (Line or Linus)50,  a

Jesuit at the college of Liège, put Newton’s patience to a further test

suggesting that the clouds near the sun could have disturbed Newton’s

experiment (they do). The letter from an “old fool” (Westfall 1966a: 303),

Newton’s “bitterest and least intelligent critic” (Kuhn 1958: 34) was followed

by a second one in February 1675. Their import and that of Line’s visit to

London and to the Royal Society was that Newton decided to write a long

letter to the Royal Society in the autumn. The epistle sent on 7 December

contained a “Discourse of Observations” (possibly composed as early as 1672),

and “An Hypothesis explaining the properties of Light discoursed in my severall Papers”

(a draft of which had also been composed in 1672 as a reply to Hooke)51.

I.iv.e Gascoigne
After the death of Linus, John Gascoigne52 continued his professor’s fight and

raised objections to the experimentum crucis, none of which will be discussed

here in detail. He was ‘wanting convenience’ to carry out experiments, and

handed the case over to Anthony Lucas.

I.iv.f Lucas
A third Jesuit from Liège embarked on correspondence with Newton on 17

May 1676; (Turnbull 1960): 8f), who was by this time far from a polite

respondent. Anthony Lucas (1633-93), originally from Durham, succeeded

Line as Professor of Theology in 1672 in Liège, and was Rector of the English

College at Rome after 1687. In 1693, shortly before his death, he was

appointed Provincial of the order (Gjertsen 1986). In his first letter addressed

to Oldenburg, he took up Line’s argument, earlier crusaded by Gascoigne

(Turnbull 1959: 393, 15 December 1675). He describes the setting of a

prismatic experiment virtually identical to Newton’s, and states the following

(I will compress the content into a series of short points):
1. The length of the image is greater than the breadth on clear days, but clouds even near the

sun broaden the image considerably53. But this “will not, I conceve, be questioned” (8)
2. As a more serious problem, he notes that the spectral image is at best 3 ½ time longer than

broad, when the refractions are equal on both sides54.

                                                
50 About the interesting life of Line see (Reilly 1969).
51 Both are available to the Hungarian reader in Márta Fehér’s translation (Newton 1977).
52 Westfall writes Gascoines (Westfall 1966a), while Kuhn Gascoigne (Kuhn 1958), but other
possibilities are also present. I will use Gascoigne.
53 This is a necessary support for Line. It is important to note, however, that the other problems
raised are independent of Line’s critique.

Box 5. Some of Line’s (1595-1675)
more notable contributions

1. Designing a waterclock
planned to be used by friends of
Galilei in the defence of him after
the process of 1633
2. Author of “funiculus”
hypothesis, designed to refute
Boyle’s theory of vacuum – an
important contribution in the
development of Boyle’s law.
3. Sundials devised in Liège and
in the King’s Garden, London

LLuuccaass’’ss  ff iirr sstt  lleetttteerr
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3. He suggests a series of further experiments, which “would be very proper in order to a
further discovery of the truth of his assertion.” This seems to be a thoroughly different road than
the one taken by Newton. Lucas, it seems, does not grant the demonstrative power to the
experimentum crucis55. The proposed  experiments are:

3.1 Newton’s theory supposes focal difference for different colours – yet when scarlet and
violet coloured silk pieces are viewed in a microscope, there is no inequality of focus.

3.2 Different colours arranged in a line under water are seen from above. When retreating, the
colours are seen “by the help of the refracted ray”, and yet they remain to be in one line.

3.3 The same experiment with a second refraction
3.4 The same experiment with a third refraction, also using “some unconcerned persons”.
3.5 Casting violet and scarlet from two prisms parallel to the horizon, and viewing them

through another prism: colours still appear in a straight line.
3.6 Trying to see the effects of sunspots (placing a telescope behind the prism), but without

success (see also Turnbull 1960: 14, note 10).
3.7 While Lucas carries out subjective experiments, he notices the difference in colour: scarlet

appearing above, violet below, the opposite order as in the objective prismatic experiments. I cite
one in detail (see Picture 8): “In pursuance then of my former suspicion, having fixed my prism in
a steddy posture, I caused the paper C to be applyed close up to the paper circle abd: whereupon the
former violet of d, and scarlet colour of c vanished into whitenesse. Next I remooved the
mentioned circle from the shutts and placed it in the open window, supported onely by the edge d:
whereupon, to my astonishment, all the former colors exchanged postures in the Retina, the
scarlet now appearing below, the violet above; the intermediate colors scarce discernible.” (Turnbull
1960: 11) Lucas not only describes the experiment, but reaches a conclusion as well: “Whence it
followes, that thes colors doe in great part arise from the neighbouring light.” He goes on:

“Lastly I placed the paper circle anew, soe as the one halfe b was fastened to the shutts, the
other semicircle a being exposed to the open aire. Whereupon the semicircle a became bordered
with violet above, scarlet below; but the other semicircle b quite contrary.” (Turnbull 1960: 10) In
this experiment, Lucas reaches the following inferences: 1) not only light, but ambiant air also has
influence on colours. What needs an explanation is not the length but the small breadth of the
spectrum. 2) “were there a more luminous body behinde the sun, we should in all likelyhood have
the colors of the spectrum in a contrary situation to what they appear in at present”. Whence 3) the
present spectrum and order of colours are not the result of any intrinsic property of refrangibility,
but of contingent, extrinsic circumstances of neighbouring objects.

3.8 To test Newton’s proposition 5 (see I.iii), he places a thin slice of ivory in the window-
shut. This looks yellow, but when three, four, or more slices are in the way of light, the
transmitted colour is red. His conclusion is that “yellownesse” is not primary, but compound of
red.

3.9 He directly challenges proposition 12: One can see through red and blue solutions placed
one before the other.

When concluding his letter he refers to Newton’s closing words in the

“New Theory”, asking for constructive criticism: “Thes experiementall

exceptions will not, I hope, be unwellcome to Mr. Newton, his onely aime

being the improovement of naturall knowledge…” (Turnbull 1960: 12).

The general assessment of Lucas’s contribution to the debate is not

favourable. As Westfall notes: “Lucas’s letters betrayed no particular acumen;

the experiments he presented were not well designed” (Westfall 1980: 275).

He “espoused the grab-bag method of experimentation”, “his letters manifest a

                                                                                                                             
54 “It is well worth noting here that (in 1668?) Newton measured a spectrum whose length was 3
or 3 ½ times the breadth. But after 1670 he stubbornly insisted that the length must be at least 4
or 5 times the breadth, although the angles of the prisms were all nearly 60 degrees…In 1675
Newton declined to believe in the numbers of his opponent Lucas, although they differed little
from his own numbers from 1668.” (Lohne 1968b). Even in the Lectiones Opticae there is an
observation where the ratio is 1:3, see (Newton 1984: 27, fn 3).
55 This is typical of the response of Baconian naturalists facing Newton’s work. A beautiful
example is Oldenburg’s request to Newton (“with all the delicacy of an uncoordinated cow”,
Westfall 1980), asking him to suggest further experiments and thus helping him to settle the
debate.

Picture 8. Lucas’s drawing to his
subjective experiment
(Turnbull 1960)
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failure to comprehend the very nature of experimental investigation” (Westfall

1966a: 306-7). Sabra considers Line, Gascoigne, and Lucas on a par, and does

not analyse the “far less important and not very revealing discussion” (Sabra

1967: 231n) similarly to Hall (1993)56. Clearly, some of the objections (1., 3.1-

4., 3.9) seem rather naïve. Their non-supportiveness might simply be the result

of bad experimental setting, which cannot display the fine differences between

the refrangibility of the differently coloured rays57. But in a more Aristotelian

conception (and Lucas was certainly closer to these ideas on epistemology

than Newton), a pronouncement about the nature of things should generally

apply to them, should be visible not only in specifically restricted settings

(‘ceteris paribus’). Seen in this light, Lucas rightfully wants to know why it is

that this ‘most significant’ discovery is not made manifest at all places, where one

can expect it to appear, as there is no restriction on the propositions in the “New

Theory”.

Apart from citing the more common and generally negative valuation it

has to be noted that some historians consider Lucas as one of the ablest but

little58 recognised of Newton’s opponents. Already Goethe called him the first

clear-headed opponent of Newton59. Gruner labelled the dispute “very

promising”, and claims that the interesting points were never effectively

answered by Newton (Gruner 1973: 328). Laymon calls Lucas’s arguments

“ingenious and bold” (Laymon 1978b). More recently Sepper called Lucas’s

critique “sustained and well-planned” (Sepper 1988: 159).

More meticulously investigated, Lucas’s objections turn out to be less

naïve than at first sight. In 2. he produces results that are nearly identical to

Newton’s early measurements in his notebooks. Yet Newton flatly rejects

                                                
56 Hall at another place suggests that apart from the fire in his room and the death of Oldenburg,
the continuing correspondence (against his wish) with Lucas could also have played a part in
abandoning the plans for the publication of a book on optics (Hall 1961: 32), but he does not
analyse the letters.
57 Experiments like 3.2 have been known and carried out at least since the time of Ptolemy (see
the third book of his Optics (Smith 1996; Smith 1999). He, with a simple apparatus could measure
angles of incidence and refraction to about 1° accuracy. If there is a significant difference, as
suggested by Newton, such simple techniques should display the differences in refraction.
58 Having said this I still cannot sympathise with the argumentum ad misericordiam from Gruner:
“Lucas was badly treated in his day. He has been badly treated since. Is it not time to review his
case and give him a fair hearing?” (Gruner 1973: 328).
59 „Antonius Lucas … der erste helle Kopf unter den Gegnern Newtons” (LA 6: 271). The close
connection is also to be noted in the positive appraisal of Lucas and close study of Goethe’s theory
of colour: see for example Sepper’s book (1988), or (Gruner 1974). Some authors like Goethe, or
even Thomas Kuhn did not have access to the unprinted letters of Lucas. Only the first was
printed with Newton’s reply to it, the others were suppressed, and his last one, a reply to
Newton’s last letter is lost. This is why Kuhn could be surprised at Newton’s failure to answer any
of Lucas’s experimental criticism (Kuhn 1958: 35).

NNeewwttoonn’’ss  ddeessccrr iippttiioonn  ooff  aann
aacchhrroommaattiicc  mmiiccrroossccooppee::

“I have thought to make a
Microscope, which in like manner
should have, instead of an Object-
glass, a Reflecting piece of metall.
And this I hope they will also take
into consideration. For those
Instruments seem as capable of
improvement as Telescopes, and
perhaps more, because but one
reflective piece of metall is requisite
in them…” (Newton 1672: 3080)
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these60. His suggestion in 3. clearly indicates that he believes Newton’s

conclusions not to be the result of deducing laws from phenomena: what

Newton put forward in the “New Theory” is not conclusive the way it is

presented. 3.1 is by no means an ad hoc trial – Newton’s description and praise

of a reflecting microscope in the “New Theory” clearly implies that the

different refrangibility should hinder microscopic observations. And if it is not

hindered, as both pieces of silk can be seen clearly, the whole quest of

producing such a microscope is futile. This experiment, together with 3.2 and

3.3 question proposition 2, the assertion that coloured rays are bent at

different angles of refraction (Gruner 1973: 318)61. 3.7 presents a series of

experiments and conclusions nearly identical to that of Goethe (see Chapter

II.ii)62. The gist of the experiments with the coloured circle is that the position

of colours is not only dependent on the light-source, but also on its

surroundings: a condition that Newton failed to mention. In 3.8 the

experienced change in colour clearly challenges proposition 5, and had already

been raised by Hooke.

As for the reply, we would expect Newton to clear up points

misunderstood by Lucas, treat in detail 3.8., as an experiment not supporting

his theory. He should also point to weaknesses in some of Lucas’s

experiments. Point 2. should make him seriously consider the problem of

achromaticity, as it coincides with his earlier measurements, and is also

supported by Hooke’s work (see also his reply to Hooke, toying with the same

idea, and Whiteside 1966; Bechler 1975).

In his first answer on 18 August 1676 to Lucas and Line through

Oldenburg, Newton noted that there had to be some difference in the prisms,

and granted that “all this, if it should be so, would take away the greatest part

of ye difference between us” (Turnbull 1960: 76). He then meticulously tests

several angles of two prisms, noting:

                                                
60 See also fn. 54. Gruner suggests that Newton’s continuous insistence on the exact size and
shape of the image is an attempt to bring the argument back to its earlier, more primitive level,
back to Line’s objection about the shape and size of the spectrum. Newton’s position is naturally
much stronger here (Gruner 1973).
61 This is not a proposition put forward by Newton, however is a clear consequence of
propositions 1, 2, and 3.
62 They are, strictly speaking, not falsificatory, but show how a rival modificationist theory can also
explain facts used by Newton to support his own theory. The way Lucas presents them, however,
is different. He thinks his theory follows  from the result, just as his inferences do. This is clearly a
mistake. The “New Theory” of 1672 has the potential to accommodate these findings even though
these and similar instances are not listed in the epistle. Although as inferences they are false, they
can legitimately be used as bases for a modificationist theory.

NNeewwttoonn’’ss  ff iirr sstt  aannsswweerr
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“You may perceive that the length of ye images in respect of ye angles that made them, are
somewhat greater in the 2d Prism then in ye first: but that was because ye glass of wch ye second
Prism was made, had ye greater refractive power.”

Most surprisingly, he does not pursue this further, and thus fails to

notice that not only refractive, but also dispersive power of prisms can be

different. Newton also comments on the clearness of the sky. In general, his

approach is correct, but cavalier. He thanks Lucas for other experiments – this

means “he really desires to know what truth there is in these matters”, and

writes (Turnbull 1960: 79):
 “But yet it will conduce to his more speedy & full satisfaction if he a little change ye method

wch he has propounded, & instead of a multiple of things try only the Experimentum Crucis. For it
is not number of Expts, but weight to be regarded; & where one will do, what need of many?”

To give this answer, when reading experiments that are supposed to

overthrow many of his propositions, requires an explanation. If the

experiments are not fit to judge a theory, this has to be shown and argued for.

Many of the experiments seem to go against what Newton wrote in his “New

Theory”. In case they support his theory rather than overthrow it, it is a

prerogative to explain why they are supportive. It might easily be that these

experiments can be explained by a slight modification of Newton’s theory or

simply by further explanation. But until Newton has not done this, it is

reasonable to raise the objections, as, clearly, the experiments go against

Newton’s doctrine – as understood by the contemporaries – in its unmodified

form. Yet Newton is unconcerned about this. He seems to say that what Lucas

is doing is an early stage of inquiry, he has been there, he has done that63. He

maintains like a good-hearted mentor that first his experiments should be

investigated, and seen whether “any of those be demonstrative”64. He certainly

does not treat Lucas as his equal. He holds that his main point is the

refrangibility of light and this point has been demonstrated. He also claims

that Lucas’ experimental discourse “has proceeded partly from some

misunderstanding of what he writes against, & partly from want of due caution

in trying experiments” (80), and one of his objections can be converted to

provide strong support for Newton. Not surprisingly, then, there is no detailed

                                                
63 “Had I thought more requisite, I could have added more. For before I wrote the first letter to
you about colours I had taken much pains in trying experiments …& written a Tractate on that
subject wherein I had set down at large ye principall of ye experiments I had tryed; amongst which
there happened to be the principal of those experiments wch Mr Lucas has now sent me”
(Turnbull 1960: 79)
64 One meaning of the word used in mathematical reasoning is to show or make evident by
reasoning; to establish the truth of (a proposition, etc.) by a process of argument or deduction; to
prove beyond the possibility of doubt. However, in the period 1560-1680 it has also been used to
describe “the process whereby favourable evidence gradually raises a theory’s acceptability or
plausibility”, not implying infallibility (Vickers 1992: 508). Hooke, for example, probably used it in
the latter sense in his Micrographia.
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answer to any of the objections Lucas raised. But there are no arguments

convincing us that Newton can incorporate Lucas’s observations into his

theory, only authoritative claims from the relatively unknown Cambridge

scholar.

This answer also highlights the significantly different status Lucas and

Newton attributed to experiments. While for Lucas experiments open up a

new way to acquire knowledge about the workings of nature, for Newton they

are part and parcel of arguments, important elements in discovering the verae

causae of nature. If an experiment does not clearly support the theory, for Lucas

it is a sign that the theory is not necessarily a true and unquestionable set of

statements about the world, while for Newton such an experiment is simply

irrelevant. As a result of the extreme popularity of Newtonianism much of the

scientific community has gone Newton’s way, accepting his position and

answer.

On 13 October 1676, Lucas sent his second letter to Oldenburg65. In

this, as requested by Newton, he turns his attention to the experimentum crucis.

He claims that it does not provide demonstrative proof. In a syllogistic form,

Newton’s major premise states that “Rays differently colourd suffer an

unequall refraction at an equall incidence”. The minor premise states that “this

unequall refraction necessarily implys an unequall refrangibility in rays

differently coloured”. Thus  is the conclusion: “rays differently colourd have

an unequall refrangibility, even at an equall incidence on the prisme” (see Box

666).

The major is accepted by Lucas. The minor, however, states that the

unequal refraction is because of a property that the rays have (refrangibility),

and not because of contingent factors. The question remains whether the

evidence Newton provided in his “New Theory” suffices or not. Lucas holds

that the minor premise is not only not a) self-evident, b) it is not even

evidenced from the experimentum crucis. If we accept Lucas’s reconstruction it s

                                                
65 And also an altered copy of the second one (Turnbull 1960: 246-251) around February 1677, as
the original was burnt in a fire in Newton’s room.
66 This is syllogism Barbara. Although the wording suggests a reconstruction as in the Box, it has
to be noted that a correct reconstruction has the premises the other way round. The major term,
the predicate of the conclusion, is predicated of the middle term. The middle term is predicated of
the minor term, the subject of the conclusion. In the reconstruction U (suffering unequal
refraction) is the middle term. Lucas calls the minor term, where R is (predicated of) U, which
makes U is (predicated of) C the major term. But to conclude from these two premises that R is
(predicated of) C, R has to be the major and C the minor term. Less obviously the conclusion
could be: C is (predicated of) R, in which case the minor is U is (predicated of) R, but this
reconstruction is less supported by the propositions. To save Lucas’s distinction, I left the names
as they were (or as they were transcribed from the manuscript).

LLuuccaass’’ss  sseeccoonndd  lleetttteerr
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easy to concede that the introduction of a new physical property by Newton is

not self-evident. The experimentum crucis supports the view that after the first

prism no modification of light takes place, but the same experiment can be

challenged when it is used to get information about light before the first

refraction.

Lucas’s aim is to investigate in several experiments “whther this

unequall refraction at an equall incidence, constantly accompanys rays

differently coloured”. I believe this is a reasonable position, once the one-to-

one correspondence needs further support. But when reproducing the crucial

experiments he stumbles on a surprising phenomenon: violet rays cast on the

second prism show greater refraction than red rays, but “I …constantly found

the violet rayes accompanyed by a considerable quantity of red ones upon ye

paper behind the second prism” (105). Similar anomalies reported by Mariotte

some twenty years later brought about a major, public defence of Newton’s

theory. This time, however, they were simply put aside by Newton as

signifying bad experimental technique.

To pursue the question Lucas turned back to his favoured subjective

prismatic experiments. Cutting out black and white circles, placing them on

white and black background, and viewing them from 16 feet he found that (a)

“the yellow in the inferior limbus of the black circle fully equalld in length ye

violet of the white one, even whilst the spectrum of the white circle was

represented at its greatest Length.” Also, (b) “the red of the superior limbus of

ye white circle equalled in length the violet, or rather blew of the black one”67

(106-7). This demonstrates that “very different colours, yea quite opposit ones

may at the same incidence appeare under the selfe same degree of

refraction.”68

To summarise, Lucas reconstructs the logical structure of Newton’s

argument. Finding one premise in need of verification (the minor is not

evidently true or true beyond doubt) he carries out experiments that could

                                                
67 One regularly appearing problem of Newton’s theory is highlighted in the description: we see
bands of colours, not a continuous change of colours in the spectrum, and there are lawful
regularities to be found here, like the equal extension of pairs of colours, as described by Lucas (see
Picture 33).
68 This shows how Lucas treats black and white on a par, another similarity between his and
Goethe’s treatment to be expounded in Chapter II. His experiment where a white and a black circle
on the window-shut is viewed through the prism is also worth mentioning but will not be
discussed here. At equal incidence both images are oblong, but while the white one is seen as
coloured oblong, the black as colourless oblong. Lucas states that this is not opposing the
experimentum crucis, yet “oppugneth the maine part of his new Theory” (Turnbull 1960: 250). This
hint to refraction without colour is not taken up by Newton. Goethe also discusses refraction
without the appearence of colour (FL-DT §195-6).

Box 6. Lucas on the
experimentum crucis

Lucas’s reconstruction
of Newton’s argument:

Major: Every C is U (at an equal
incidence)
Minor: Every ray that is U is R
atqui: Every C is R (even at equal
incidence)
(1st figure)

C: differently coloured ray
U: suffering unequal refraction
R: has unequal refrangibility

Lucas criticises
a) the demonstrative value of the
experiment (unsupported minor
premise)
b) the truth of the major premise:
“very different colours, yea quite
opposit ones may at the same
incidence appeare  under the
selfe same degree of refraction.”
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further support Newton’s argument. Instead of confirmation he hits upon a

number of anomalies that require further exposition or modification of

Newton’s theory. Lucas clearly states that the burden of proof is on Newton,

as he has shown the weakness of the deductive reasoning and has

experimental arguments against the main thesis of Newton’s paper, the

unequal refrangibility. He also thanks Newton for the meticulous calculations,

but disregards them for the time being, as he believes that the fundamental

point in question is more important69. As yet Lucas has only raised fruitful

objections, “such as should delight the hearts of the members of the Royal

Society” (Gruner 1973: 321), somewhat confused, but interesting, to the

point, and typical of the followers of the Baconian method.

Newton’s second letter of 28 November 1676 to Oldenburg (Turnbull

1960: 183f) brings no improvement in the tone. He accuses Lucas of

digressing again, and states (Turnbull 1960: 184):
“Tis ye truth of my experiments which is ye business in hand. On this my Theory depends, &

which is of more consequence, ye credit of my being wary, accurate and faithfull in ye reports I have
made or shall make o experiments in any subject…”

Now that Lucas calls his experiments a Demonstration, Newton shows

willingness to contest the two rivals, and asks for Lucas’s best shot. This

seems a fair deal indeed, but Lucas did give the contesting theory and the

experimental support. To ask for experiments and to display no consideration

of Lucas’s already mentioned examples sounds strange.

In a highly neurotic tone, Newton wants “direct answer” (Turnbull

1960: 185) concerning the exact ratio of the length and breadth of the image.

                                                
69 Among others Westfall (1966) states that “Experiment” to Lucas was equivalent to
“observation”, and that “any experiment stood on a plane of equality with any other; and since
apparently no system of order was expected to reveal itself in the outcome, theory could be
determined by the number of experiments in the majority – a strangely democratic theory from the
Society of Jesus” (Westfall 1966: 307). Westfall at times gives surprisingly biased accounts of the
correspondence. He writes that “through one exchange of letters Lucas ignored Newton’s demand
for exact measurments”. Also: “nothing in the letters of Lucas, much less of Linus, suggested even
an approach to the standards of accuracy that Newton demanded of himself” (Westfall 1966: 308-
9) Such an interpretation, however, completely overshadows the fact that Lucas’s points were
logical in character, and for him it was improper “to enter upon a dispute touching the precise
length of the spectrum by severall prismes, before the maine and fundamentall point be agreed on,
namely ye different refrangibilty of rayes differently coloured” (Turnbull 1960: 251) See also fn 60.
Also, such accounts take Newton’s exactitude at face value – not considering that his data are exact
often to a meaningless level, and could be (and are) used as powerful rhetorical tools. Just to give
one example: Lucas only gave the refracting angle of his prism a round 60° value (Turnbull 1960:
8), while Newton gave several values with accuracy to the minute (e.g. 63°48’, see Turnbull 1960:
77). Not taking into account that the prisms were admittedly convex and concave on the two sides
of the Channel (see also Picture 9), one minute difference accounts to 1/150 of an inch difference in
the length of the spectrum, 10’ account for 1/15 inch, and even a whole degree difference results in
a length error of 2/5 of an inch (Laymon 1978a)– not easy to perceive with the relatively fast
movement of the spectrum in the Newtonian setting (about 3 cm/min), and even less significant,
if the difference on two relatively clear days can be up to 1/3 of an inch according to Newton
(Turnbull 1960: 77). It is thus unnecessary and meaningless to provide more exact measurements
than Lucas did. By not conforming to Newton’s standards of accuracy he simply wasn’t following
an – in this case – pointless practice.

NNeewwttoonn’’ss  sseeccoonndd  aannsswweerr

Picture 9. A 17th c. prism (Gage
1999).

Thomas Harriot notes that ab is
concave and ac is convex: a typical
problem with the quartz prisms of
the century
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Unless Lucas finds a suitable prism (reproducing Newton’s results) and

concludes the question of the length of the image, Newton will not even

“acquiesce and begin wth his Objections” (Turnbull 1960: 185). Gruner sees

in this a pertinent criticism of the experimental method so typical of Boyle and

other Baconians, and questions “whether Newton has really grasped the idea

of the experimental method. Is he not confusing mathematical proof with

physical proof?” (1973: 322)70. I do not think the situation to be so grave.

Given the purity and exactness of the glass prisms, it is reasonable to suggest

that the difference in the prisms and the contamination in the glass causes the

differences – possibly not only in the size of the image, but also some of the

anomalous colour-phenomena. It is thus rational for Newton to insist that the

two prisms be compared – through measurements that are exact but not

meaninglessly so.

Lucas in his third letter on 23 January 1676 shows obvious

disappointment, as Newton, yet again, gave no substantial replies to his

objections. He found problems with the experimentum crucis – Newton said his

theory depends on this, so why no correct answer? He still considers exact

measurements as secondary, as he does not question the oblong form of the

image, he only explains it differently. But to satisfy Newton he investigates the

question and finds that the glasses are different, that Newton probably has

prisms with a somewhat convex side, while his have concave sides. He claims

that he carried out the experiments “in ye morning between 6 and 7 a clocke”

(Turnbull 1960: 191),  which necessarily questions his ability to reproduce the

experimentum crucis  in a 16 feet long room, with the sun situated near the

horizon71.

He never questions Newton’s accuracy, “and should really be glad I

could say the same of the methode he has pitched on in order to ye

examination of my experiments”  (Turnbull 1960: 191). Lucas finds strange

that Newton claims he has experiments that decide the question, refers to

                                                
70 This nicely contrasts with Westfalls claim, according to which it is Lucas who failed to
understand the nature of experimental investigation (Westfall 1966a: 307).
71 Interestingly, ‘defenders’ of Lucas, like Sepper (1988) or Gruner nowhere mention this curious
profession on Lucas’s side. According to my calculations in Liège (around 51.5° N) the sun at 6 is
only above the horizon between the two equinoxes. In June, however, by 7 it can rise up to 27°.
Even with Newton’s prism described in the ‘New Theory’, the refracted rays should enclose less
than 20° with the floor, not damaging Lucas’s credibility. He sent his second letter in October,
thus he could easily carry out the experiments in the summer of 1776.

TThhee  tthhiirrdd  lleetttteerr   ffrroomm  LLuuccaass

NNeewwttoonn’’ss  tthhiirrdd  aanndd  ffoouurr tthh,,  llaasstt
aannsswweerrss  ttoo  LLuuccaass

11..  TThhee  rreeppllyy  ttoo  tthhee  ff iirr sstt  lleetttteerr
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these to reject objections, yet does not publish them72. But to comply with

Newton’s demand he picks out the most important of his experiments:

subjective experiments in the second letter, the reconstructed crucial

experiments where violet rays have red “contamination”, and the second

experiment of the first letter (3.2). At the same time he demands printing the

letter – without much success.

On 5 March, Newton replies to Lucas’s previous letters (Turnbull 1960:

254f). He in fact writes two letters, the first longer and more concerned with

the previously unanswered objections. One by one he explains the problems

with the objections raised in the first letter.

To 3.1 he objects that 1) the focus of the microscope is “big enough to

containe ye foci of all sorts of rays”; 2) the colours of the silk are not

uncompounded, as all colours in nature are compounded, and so are these; 3)

“ye eye alters & fits it self to see distinctly Objects at several distances”. All

three objections seem tenable, but there is a prize to pay for each one of them.

As regards 1), Newton’s jubilant announcement of the achromatic reflecting

microscope is rather premature – it seems normal refracting microscopes have

no chromatic aberration. In 2) he uses a circular explanation73, which, if

accepted  disqualifies his own very similar and much cherished experiments in

the Opticks (I/1, Exp. 1-2) used to ‘prove’ his first proposition (see fn 175).

And finally considering 3) Newton employs very plausible ad hoc explanations

– but if the eye can correct chromatic aberration what need of his telescope?

Or in Newton’s own experiments the eye cannot and in Lucas’s it can?

To 3.2 the same criticism as in 2), above is given. Newton also charges

Lucas of using the wrong setting, the wrong angle, the wrong distance of the

eye, and the wrong prism74. Here Lucas’s position is weaker: his apparatus

might simply not have been sensitive enough the way it was devised.

Looking at 3.5, point 2) is repeated, together with Newton’s assertion:

“you committed some other oversight in ye tryal for ye experiment succeeds

                                                
72 His argument using unpublished, and for Lucas unavailable material – nice example of the
argumentum ad veracundiam - has received little attention from historians who unquestioningly
accepted Newton’s superiority in the debates.
73 He uses his own criterion to distinguish between compound and uncompounded colours, all
based on the assumption that his theory is true.
74 An urban myth says that the City of London some years ago invested huge sums of money
into buying new subway coaches which can operate even in case of snow-fall – a rare but
unpleasant occurrence for a commuter in London. However the trains often broke down in winter,
when a reassuring voice from the loudspeakers announced that the cause is the “wrong type of
snow” that has fallen.

Box 7. Newton’s objections to
Lucas 3.1

1) Focus of microscope  “big
enough”
2) All colours in nature are
compound
3) The eye accommodates for
chromatic aberration

Consequences:
1), 2) Newton’s invention of a
reflecting telescope and his
plans for a reflecting microscope
are pointless
2) Natural colours cannot be
used either pro or  contra in
deciding between Newton and
rival theories
3) If true, why do we need
achromatic optical instruments
in the first place?
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otherwise yn you have reported it”. In his reply to 3.7 Newton maintains that

Lucas’s mistake arises from not considering:
“yt when equal lights…are conterminate, ye colours arise from ye greater light, ye less light

being in respect of ye greater but as a shadow…this you would have known…[you would] not
have been astonished… ye Phenomenon being as plain as any in Nature.”

This means that even viewing the same light source through the prism

gives rise to different effects depending on the surroundings. The order of colours

in the image, i.e. the nature of the spectral image is dependent not only on

light and the prism, but on the relative luminosity of the image/light75. White as a

source of light (with its rays differently coloured) does not determine the

spectral image, only if the surroundings are less white, and not whiter.

As to 3.8., he claims to have already answered this type of objection to

Hooke and of course reiterates point 2). In 3.9 he writes that Lucas did not get

good tinctures. He adds: “as for my saying if one liquour transmitted only red &c.

you are not to apply it to all liquors nor too rigorously to any. The intent of it

was only to explain ye Phenomenon by putting a Case”. Of course there is

something cock-eyed about defining red as the colour with which the

experiments work, and everything else only looks red, but is not really so.

However Gruner’s conclusion that this utterance “represents in truth the

admission that his experiments do not always work whilst at the same time the

conclusions he draws from them are solid truths” (Gruner 1973: 325) is far-

fetched, as this proposition does not belong to the core of his theory – it is

only a curious phenomenon, the description of which is taken from Hooke,

that his theory is claimed to explain.

In due course the second letter is investigated. Newton seems to bring a

tour de force argument to disprove Lucas, who claims that refrangibility is not

demonstrated by the experimentum crucis (Turnbull 1960: 256):
“…you begin wth a distinction between internal & external refrangibility calling yt internal wch

arises from ye Nature of ye rays & yt external wch arises from external causes whereas refrangibility
always arises from both together. There co[u]ld be no internal refrangibility were it not for ye
refracting power of ye Medium nor external refrangibility were it not the internal Nature of ye rays
to suffer by external causes. The external causes (such as are ye specific nature, & prismal figure of ye
Glass &c) cause ye rays to be refracted every one according to their internal dispositions. And
therefore your distinction falls unto ye ground, & whilst [you grant] external refrangibility, you
grant ye business.”

Newton’s argument can be reconstructed as follows (see also Box 8):

                                                
75 Goethe’s conclusions are very close to this – but of course he never read the suppressed part of
this correspondence. Newton nowhere mentions this concession in the Opticks.

22..  TThhee  rreeppllyy  ttoo  tthhee  sseeccoonndd  lleetttteerr
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Newton states: You begin with a distinction between internal & external
refrangibility. (Lucas’s question is IR v ER)

Def1Lucas internal refrangibility (IR): difference in refraction that ’arises from ye
Nature of ye rays’

Def2Lucas external refrangibility (ER): difference in refraction that ’arises from
external causes’

For Newton (Conclusion 1): ‘refrangiblity always arises from both together’.
For Newton (P1): ’There could be no internal refrangibility were it not for ye

refracting power of ye Medium nor external refrangibility were it not ye
internal Nature of ye rays to suffer by external causes.’ (IR ?  ER) &
(ER ?  IR)

For Newton (P1’)’The external causes…cause ye rays to be refracted every one
according to their internal dispositions.’ (ER ?  IR)

For Newton (Conclusion 1’): ‘whilst you grant external refrangibility you grant
ye business’

An approximate reconstruction in Box 8. shows that the argument is

valid. But Newton’s argument suggests that the question is a question of

either-or (IR v ER). To answer that both are needed for refraction is natural. I

believe, however, that this is not really the question for Lucas. He accepts that

the differently coloured rays after leaving the first prism and meeting the

second one at equal incidences will have different refractions, “that lights

differently coloured, suffer different refractions” (Turnbull 1960: 246) but

questions whether this property of refrangibility is intrinsic to light-rays, their

stable property, that “this difference ariseth from the different nature of

severall lights (which for distinction’s sake I call intrensicall refrangibilty)” (ibid.),

or a result  of e.g. modification at the first prism. He believes that the

refraction might be a result of some cause “extrinsicall in respect of light”, and

he brings a logical argument, and experimental evidence. It is not a question of

either-or, as Newton’s argument would suggest, but a question of whether

Newton really demonstrates differential refrangibility, as a property of the light

rays. Lucas is simply sceptical about the value of Newton’s proof, and claims

that the crucial experiment needs “further assistence” (Turnbull 1960: 247).

But Newton carries on, and returning to the two-prism setting of the

experimentum crucis attempts to prove the strong immutability thesis, which I

present reconstructed below and in Box 976:

                                                
76 For the reconstruction I will simply accept Timm Lampert’s analyisis (2000: 100-1), with minor
alterations in symbols (“?” stands for material implication, “? ” is not defined here, and stands
for causal relation in the Newtonian theory). This is a rather strong reading of Newton’s argument.
See more under
http://philoscience.unibe.ch/lehre/winter99/farbenlehre/loesung1/loes1buch.pdf .

Box 8. Newton’s argument for
internal refrangibility

Newton’s
reconstruction of
Lucas’s argument:
Lucas’s question:

IR v ER
P1 (& P2):

(IR ? ER) & (ER ? IR)
Lucas’s concession:

ER
Concl:

IR & ER
IR
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“If you would have distinguished different refrangibility into internal & external you should
have called yt External wch arises, (not from external causes) but from a difference of external causes.
But this would have not served your turn for in ye External causes you name there was no
difference. The incidence of ye rays ye specific nature of ye Glass ye Prismal figure, &c were ye same
in both cases, & therefore could not caus ye difference: [it being absurd to attribute the variation of
an effect to unvaried causes.] All things remained ye same in both cases but ye rays, & therefore
there was nothing but ye difference of their Nature to caus ye difference of their refraction. [For this
difference of their refraction must proceed from a difference in something on wch ye refraction
depends & consequently on a difference in ye internal cause, ye experimt being so contrived yt there
should be none in ye external. To attribute this variation of refraction to ye specific nature of Glass,
ye Prismal figure or ye like external causes, is to tell me yt an effect may be varied by unvaried causes: than
wch nothing can be more absurd. But it seems my Expmt stood in your light & you could think
of no way more plausible to get rid of it.”

Def2Newton external refrangibility (ER): difference in refraction that arises from
a difference of external causes Diff (Cext1, Cext2).

Prem 1: in the External causes you name there was no difference ~Diff (Cext1,
Cext2)

Prem 2: this difference of …refraction Diff (R1, R2)
Causal rule 1: it being absurd to attribute the variation of an effect to unvaried

causes   Diff (Ex, Ey) ?  (Diff (Cx, Cy)? Diff (Ex, Ey))
Concl 1: therefore [the External Causes] could not cause ye difference ~(Cext

?  Diff (R1, R2))
Concl 2: therefore there was nothing but ye difference of their nature [„a

difference in their internal causes”] to caus ye difference of their
refraction Diff (Cint1, Cint2) ?  Diff (R1, R2)

Concl 3: this difference of their refraction must proceed from a difference in
something on wch ye refraction depends Diff (C1, C2) ?  Diff (R1, R2)

The argument, again, seems strong. By showing that all external

conditions at the second prism are the same, and employing a principle of

economy with respect to causation (Causal Rule 1), a difference in internal

causes must be responsible for the different refraction. But what does this

internality stand for? The rays surely have to contain something when reaching

the second prism, as they refract differently (~Diff (Cext1,  Cext2)). But this

‘internal’ predisposition can be either ‘connate’ to the rays, or be ‘acquired’ –

we know that the first prism had to be moved to get light through to the

second prism: at the first prism not all external conditions are identical for the

different light-rays.

This part of the crucial experiment thus does not exclude the possibility

of modification. The way Newton formulates the conclusion, however,

suggests otherwise: “All things remained ye same in both cases but ye rays, &

therefore there was nothing but ye difference of their Nature to caus ye

difference of their refraction.” This formulation raises the suspicion that there

is a subtle shift in the meaning of the word ‘external’ in the argument. If by

‘Nature’ of the rays we mean the sum of connate properties (and not

accidental ones), then Newton’s statement is unsupported. ‘External causes’

first implied external to the rays at the second prism, but in the conclusion

imply external as not connate to the rays in general. The rays are admittedly

Box 9. Newton’s argument for
strong immutability

P1 (Prem 2):
Diff (R1, R2)

C1 (Concl 3):
Diff(C1, C2) ?  Diff (R1, R2)

P2 (Prem 1)
~Diff (Cext1, Cext2)

P3
Diff (C1, C2) = Diff

(Cext1, Cext2) v Diff (Cint1, Cint2)
C2 (Concl2)

Diff (Cint1, Cint2) ?  Diff (R1, R2)
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different at the second prism, but this is not necessarily because they have

different ‘connate’ physical properties. Strong immutability is thus

unsupported, and the crucial experiment cannot rule out the general

modificationist thesis (M0), while Newton maintains that it ‘demonstrates’ the

negation of this thesis (N, see Box 1, see also following pages) 77.

In the next part of the letter, to recapitulate his arguments, Newton

names two serious mistakes in Lucas’s objections. First, he states that the
 “[Question of different refrangibility which I bring] ye Experimentum Crucis to decide, is not,

as I sayd whither rays differently coloured are differently refrangible, but only whether some rays be
more refrangible yn others…. If you consider this you wil see yt while you have laboured to
oppose different refrangibility, there’s not one of your objections wch concerns it except ye third
where ye Experiment succeeds otherwise than you have reported it. The rest are only against
analogy between refrangibility & colour, for if I would say yt rays differently refrangible have no
appropriate colours, all your objections would cease.” (Turnbull 1960: 257-8)

One way of interpreting this passage is to claim that “there is something

deceptive in this attempt to separate differently refrangible rays from colour

phenomena.” (Gruner 1973: 326). It can be argued that we need the colour

phenomena to derive the notion of different refrangibility. But it is true that

even without treating colour phenomena, a colour-blind with a measuring rod could

come up with the notion of differential refrangibility (even though, as I have

tried to show, the notion of strong immutability is unsupported).

Is this what Newton was doing? For the experimentum crucis, it can be

claimed, yes. But what are we then to do with the second half of the letter, the

viciously defended propositions (most of them surfacing later in the Opticks,

too), the science of colour that had become ‘mathematised’, and the

conclusions that are drawn after the propositions and which rely heavily on

them?

                                                
77 A crucial assumption is that if modification is true (and Newton’s thesis of diverse refrangibility
is false), then the second prism should carry out the same modification on the modified beam as
the first has done on the unmodified beam (Causal rule 1, P3). But this is certainly not a necessity.
To give just two examples: live music digitalised will be modified, but a digitalisation of the
digitalised version (using an identical device) will not be further modified. Similarly, after the Fourier
analysis of a raw set of data a second analysis would not change the result – and this does not
imply that the sine functions have been present already before the first analysis. This is very often
the case in population biology, where no one claims that the sine functions existed in the raw data.
The Fourier analysis example is also suggested by Sabra (1967: 261, 280-1), and he argues that
similar arguments have been used by Hooke in Newton’s time and by M. Gouy in the nineteenth
century, supporting the wave theory of light. See also Sepper (1988: 14). If we apply these analogies
to the prism, and not that of a set of sieves selecting stones of different size (or something
similarly corpuscular), we have to realise that both cases would belong to modificationism, and the
experimentum crucis would not rule them out. Lampert argues that employing Newton’s second
rule of reasoning, and postulating causal homogeneity, Newton’s argument is stronger than
represented here (2000: 104-9). This is not the only rationally acceptable position. Its success
depends on triviality of all the premises. And in a modificationist framework to state that the
effects of the two prisms are the same, that they are comparable, is questionable.
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I think the letter is not deceptive, as Gruner suggests, but contains what

I claim to be one of the most significant alterations Newton had made during

the debates. Or, in fact, ever, concerning his theory of colours. One can

straight away see that his way of reasoning greatly strengthens his theory of

light and his immutability claim (but only the weak immutability). No

nonsense is thus accepted about colours unexpectedly appearing in the

spectrum, little ivory discs placed before one another, etc. The problem

becomes purely one of exact measurements, and the question is: which theory

can best explain elongation after the first prism, and no further elongation after

the second one. The contradictory examples operating with different colours,

etc. are disqualified. As previously mentioned, modificationism had no unified

front to explain the new and strange phenomenon78. None of the existing

theories can explain the phenomenon as neatly as Newton’s theory.

But is not there a price to pay for this great success? I claim that while

being victorious in explaining elongation, Newton has to sacrifice his whole

theory of colours. He has to give up his conviction that the secondary quality

of colour can be the marker of a primary quality – one of his basic tenets, also

reappearing in the Opticks (see the Propositions, and Query 12-13), and also

his claim to provide a mathematical science colours79. It may be that Newton

correctly says about Lucas that he thought Newton “brought it [the crucial

experiment] to prove that rays of different colours are differently refrangible:

whereas I bring it to prove (without respect to colours) yt light consists in rays

differently refrangible” (Turnbull 1960: 257) But if “rays differently refrangible

have no appropriate colours”, then what supports the propositions? And in

this case the naturalist is right in rejecting the possibility of the

aforementioned mathematisation, and in condemning it as a bold and

misguided attempt.

According to Newton Lucas’s second mistake is his misapprehension of

primary colours. Had he understood these correctly, he would have realised

                                                
78 Of previous experimenters, Descartes put the screen too close to the prism to observe the
elongation, Marcus Marci and Boyle used a different prism-position, Hooke and Boyle were not
greatly interested in measuring coloured patches on the wall.
79 In his Lectiones opticae Newton wrote: “The relation between the properties of refractions and
those of colors is certainly so great that they cannot be explained separately. Whoever wishes to
investigate either one properly must necessarily investigate the other. Moreover, if I were not
discussing refractions, my investigation of them would not then be responsible for my
undertaking to explain colors; nevertheless the generation of colors includes so much geometry,
and the understanding of colors is supported by so much evidence, that for their sake I can
attempt to extend the bounds of mathematics somewhat…Thus although colors may belong to
physics, the science of them must nevertheless be considered mathematical, insofar as they are

Picture 10. Descartes’s diagram of a
prism (Gage 1999).

Contemporary scientists did not
investigate the prismatic spectrum
under the same circumstances as
Newton – and thus the elongation of
the image at minimum deviation was
not recognised as a problem.

NNeewwttoonn’’ss  ff iinnaall  ccoommmmeenntt  oonn
LLuuccaass’’ss  llaasstt  lleetttteerr   ttoo  JJoohhnn  AAuubbrreeyy
((nnooww  lloosstt  aanndd  pprroobbaabbllyy  nneevveerr
rreeaadd  bbyy  NNeewwttoonn))::
“I understand you have a letter
from Mr Lucas for me. Pray
forbear to send me anything of
that nature” (Turnbull 1960: 269)
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that “all ye Experiments you have objected against different refrangibility are

against your self [i.e. Lucas]” (Turnbull 1960: 259). Newton claims that all the

experimental findings are on his side, as they can be either explained by his

theory, or not, in which case Lucas’s setting is necessarily wrong, and properly

carried out, these experiments would provide further support for his theory.

Newton claiming to have truth all along on his side, there is little room for

rational debate here80.

On the same day, Newton wrote a second letter, increasingly paranoid in

tone81, basically banning the publication of the debate.

I.v A SUMMARY OF NEWTON’S EARLY ATTITUDE
TOWARDS MODIFICATIONISM

In his formative years Newton started working on a highly original and

promising corpuscular research program. This worked extremely well for many

of the phenomena he encountered in his various (physical, physiological,

optical) experimenting. He had an eye for optical theory, and he hit upon a

novel idea, well suited to explain the phenomena he directed his attention

towards. He found phenomena (like the elongated spectrum with the prism at

minimum deviation) which seemed to be unaccountable for by the rival

theories he knew. His theory had only partial success, but at this time he was

not familiar with many of the phenomena the incorporation of which would

later be highly problematic82.

Newton, stepping into the full glare of publicity, had to learn that

several new phenomena had to be incorporated into his theory to achieve the

success he had thought he had already achieved. He knew Hooke’s work on

thin-plate-colours,  (1665), but learnt only later about Grimaldi’s observation

of diffraction (1665), or the curious double refraction (birefringence) of

Islandic spar as described by Erasmus Bartholin (1669), or Rømer’s

                                                                                                                             
treated by mathematical reasoning” (Newton 1984: 87) This attitude, though not visible in this
letter to Lucas, again appears in the Opticks, p. 244. See also fn 33 on page 14.
80 “Were I minded I could say much of your reconciliation of Mr Line wth Me & truth…”
(Turnbull 1960: 260)
81 “Pray trouble your self no further to reconcile me wth truth but let us know your own
mistakes…Do men use to press one another into Disputes? Or am I bound to satisfy you? It
seems that you thought it not enough to propound Objections unless you might insult over me
for my inability to answer them all, or durst not trust your own judgement in choosing the best.”
(Turnbull 1960: 263)
82 Shapiro argues that the delayed publication of the Opticks was not the result of Newton’s
wariness of Hooke (he only published the Opticks  after Hooke’s death), but that the book was
simply not ready: Newton still had to work out the part on diffraction – admittedly not the most
successful part of the book (Shapiro 2001).
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measurement of the velocity of light (1676). As a consequence in his later

works he had to employ explanations more suiting a wave-theory, and in toto

he “left the physical concept of light no more intelligible then before” (Hall

1993: 59), a significant departure from his basic corpuscular insight, sacrificed

for higher explanatory power83. This is a beautiful example that a unified

theory does not necessarily has a great deal of explanatory power – in fact the

more phenomena Newton’s theory incorporated the less clear it became what

light actually was or even what it could be. (For more similar examples from

the History of Science see Morrison 2000).

The “New Theory” was not directly about his basic corpuscular insight,

but it aimed to show the fruitfulness of Newton’s approach. After the

publication, however, the young don faced a series of criticism. The status of

his corpuscular starting point as the only possible one was questioned (Hooke,

Pardies). His theory was considered hypothetical, but no real (modificationist)

rival theory was proposed to account for the same phenomena with the same

gracefulness. His interpretation of the crucial experiment, employing a

principle of economy of causes was challenged by contemporaries employing a

principle of economy concerning the number of basic colours (Hooke,

Huygens). These critics pointed out that rejection of modificationism does not

follow from the crucial experiment, and thus Newton’s claim to the

heterogeneity of light (a negation of modificationism) is not demonstrated.

Newton also had to learn that his concepts of demonstration, of true causes,

etc. were far from being obvious for his opponents, suspicious to any signs of

dogmatism – seen as one of the main threats in the scientific circles of the

time. Probably under the influence of Isaac Barrow84 he developed ideas

radically different from most members of the Royal Society, who mostly

presented their findings as singular experienced events.  For him, his work on

colours had the same status as any of the mixed mathematical sciences. For

most of his opponents he simply put forth a hypothesis about the nature of

light – belonging to physics, and having a much more modest epistemic status.

                                                
83 Newton first added an account of ‘fits’ to his theory, but to incorporate double refraction, he
had to add ‘sides’ to the corpuscles as well. Goethe ridiculed Newton for the claim to polarize little
balls of light (Burwick 1987).
84 Barrow wrote about the Peripatetic or Aristotelian “perpetual Observation of Particulars”, that
they are unnecessary, “since only one Experiment will suffice (provided it be sufficiently clear and
indubitable) to establish a true Hypothesis to form a true Definition; and consequently to
constitute true Principles. I own the Perfection of Sense is in some Measure required to establish
the Truth of Hypotheses, but the Universality or Frequency of Observation is not so.” Quoted in
(Dear 1995: 224). See also (Shapiro 1993: 32-40). A parallel could also be made with some of
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The high esteem of Newton’s scientific achievements resulted in a

biased treatment of the debate and, together with this, the worth of the

scientific theories – in this case modificationism – held by the opponents. I

tried to pinpoint some of the problems with these accounts.

The Newtonian rhetoric proved to be very powerful. Even in the

twentieth century Rosenfeld stated the inaccurateness of Newton’s opponents

(Rosenfeld 1927), similarly to (Westfall 1966b: 306), both seeing thus the

superiority of Newton’s experimental practice. On closer scrutiny some of the

exact measurements turn out to be meaningless, a source of criticism already

stated by some of Newton’s contemporaries and later by Goethe. The

eighteenth century acceptance of Newton’s theory of white light and colours,

and his heralding as the successful empirical scientist (Hakfoort 1988) was

only achieved at the cost of disregarding many colour phenomena, a major

source of critique for Goethe, as I will show in the following chapter.

Concerning modificationism, I have shown that from early on Newton

only considered certain modificationist accounts, and according to the written

record some completely escaped his attention (like medium-modificationism, not

present in the notebooks or in the Lectiones Opticae). In his “New Theory” he

did not demonstrate strong immutability – thus leaving modificationism still

defensible. I have analysed his correspondence with Lucas where, I believe, his

arguments are the strongest. Here he stresses the claim to have demonstrated

immutability, even at the price of giving up the second part of the “New

Theory”, his theory of colours. But, again, if the “very precise and strict” one

to one correspondence between refrangibility an colour is sacrificed, then an

argument about unequal refrangibility has either no bearing on colours and on

modificationism, or, if it s used to rule out modificationism then it fails. If the

aim of Newton’s early work85 is either to rule out all possible modificationist

accounts thus indirectly proving the truth of his thesis (N), or to demonstrate

directly the truth of N and thus rule out modificationism (M0) then this aim is

not fulfilled in the works discussed above. He does not succeed in excluding

modificationist accounts, the negation of his own theory or to demonstrate the

truth of his thesis.

                                                                                                                             
Bacon’s ‘prerogative instances’, but the level of Newton’s acquaintance with Bacon’s ideas is
debatable.
85 if we are to believe to the “Contents” of the “New Theory” – also appearing verbatim  in the
main text – quoted at the very beginning of the Chapter: “Light is declared to be not Similar or
Homogeneal, but consisting of difform rays, some of which are more refrangible than others: And
Colors are affirm’d to be not Qualifications of Light, deriv’d from Refractions of natural Bodies,
(as ’tis generally believed;) but Original and Connate properties, which in divers rays are divers”.
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II Goethe’s
Modificationism

II.i THE POETIC STRUCTURE OF COLOURS

n spite of the arguments the overwhelming force of which is debatable

and the amendments in position, Newton’s doctrine emerged as

victorious after the controversy following his first publication. The

selective publication of the letters, addressed to challenge the “New Theory”

might have played a part in the triumph. But the Newtonian theory of colour,

further expounded in the long letters to the Royal Society, and the Opticks was

also clearly superior to the then existing modificationist accounts. The success

was buttressed by Newton’s international fame that followed the publication

of the Principia, and his choice to publish a work on colours and optics in the

vernacular86.

It is also important to realise that while modificationism was

widespread, it was hardly an elaborated theory. Writers usually restricted their

utterances about colours to a few passages. Surprising as it might seem, in the

“scientific” literature (i.e. not in the work of artisans, painters, etc.) Hooke’s

theory was one of the most complex and worked-out example of

modificationism – and even this comprises one part of one observation in his

Micrographia, while discussing the colours seen in thin sheets of mica (Hooke

1665). Boyle’s extensive work ‘Touching Colours’ was more a collection of

observations than a theory (Boyle 1664).

The reason for the lack of clearly articulated and detailed theories is

manifold. First of all, the geometrical science of optics has not incorporated

the complicated colour-appearances, as quantification seemed near impossible

                                                
86 He began to prepare a book, titled Fundamentum opticae in 1687, as the Philosophiae naturalis
principia barely left his hand. The text he finished in 1692 was not published, and remained in
manuscript until 1704, when an English version with some modifications appeared under the title
Opticks, or a Treatise of Light and Colours.

I

Picture 11. The young Goethe
in 1776 by  G. M. Kraus
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for centuries87. Also, great works, like Euclid’s Optics had precious little to say

about colour. Other treatises, like the first book of Ptolemy’s Optics, with a

large section on colours, were lost.

Secondly, though modificationism was successful and widespread, no

great synthesis had ever appeared. There were certain optical appearances,

which gave rise to emphatical colours, such were halos, coronae, prismatic

colours, but most importantly the rainbow. Some time after 1304 Theodoric of

Freiberg successfully explained the primary and secondary bows of the

rainbow, and his explanation lost and rediscovered only in 1814 was clearly a

modificationist one. Roger Bacon, who measured that the primary bow is seen

at 42°, Robert Grosseteste, who stated in 1255 that the sun’s rays are refracted

as opposed to being reflected, or Albertus Magnus, who held that single

droplets of rain are responsible for the rainbow, all subscribed to some sort of

                                                
87 “There will be no difficulty in seeing how and by what mixtures the colours are made…He,
however, who should attempt to verify all this by experiment would forget the difference of the
human and the divine nature. For God only has the knowledge and also the power which are able
to combine many things into one and resolve the one into many. But no man either is or ever will
be able to accomplish either the one or the other operation. The law of proportion according to
which the several colours are formed, even if a man knew he would be foolish in telling, for he
could not give any necessary reason, nor indeed any tolerable or probable explanation of them” –
as Plato writes in the Timaeus (68, trans. Benj. Jowett, 1871). The evanescent nature of colours was
generally accepted. As Aristotle wrote in De Sensu 2,3, (trans. J. E: Beare, 1908): “…in determinate
bodies the colour presented is definitely fixed, unless, indeed, when the atmospheric environment
causes it to change”. In the pseudo-Aristotelian  De Coloribus we read (793-794, I quote the
interesting passages in extenso –  a gargantuan quote, but an important early consideration of
changes in surface reflectance – drawing attention to the evanescent nature of colours): “We must
not omit to consider the several conditions which give rise to the manifold tints and infinite
variety of colours. It will be found that variations of tint occur either because colours are possessed
by varying and irregular strengths of light and shade (for both light and shade may be present in
very different strengths, and so whether pure or already mixed with colours they alter the tints of
the colours); or because the colours blent vary in fullness and in powers; or because they are blent
in different proportions. Thus violet and crimson and white and all colours vary very much both
in strength and in intermixture and purity. ... Difference of hue may also depend on the brightness
and lustre or dimness and dullness of the blend. Lustre is simply continuity and density of light;
e.g. we have a glistening gold colour when the yellow colour of sunlight is highly concentrated and
therefore lustrous. That explains why pigeons' necks and drops of falling water look lustrous
when light is reflected from them. .... We never see a colour in absolute purity: it is always blent, if
not with another colour, then with rays of light or with shadows, and so it assumes a tint other
than its own. That is why objects assume different tints when seen in shade and in light and
sunshine, and according as the rays of light are strong or weak, and the objects themselves slope
this way or that, and under other differential conditions. Again, they vary when seen by firelight or
moonlight or torchlight, because the colours of those lights differ somewhat. They vary also in
consequence of mixture with other colours, for they are coloured by passing through one another.
For if light falls on a given object and is coloured by it crimson or herb-green, and then the light
reflected from that object falls on another colour, it is again modified by this second colour, and so
it gets a new chromatic blend. This happening to it continuously, though imperceptibly, light
when it reaches the eye may be a blend of many colours, though the sensation produced is not of a
blend but of some colour predominant in the blend. This is why objects under water tend to have
the colour of water, and why reflections in mirrors resemble the colour of the mirrors, and we
must suppose that the same thing happens in the case of air. Thus all hues represent a threefold
mixture of light, a translucent medium (e.g. water or air), and underlying colours from which the
light is reflected”. In general, in spite of attempts of quantification, colour theory was not
considered part of the scientiae mediae and was thus left to painters (Guerlac 1986).
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modificationism88, yet no unified and generally accepted explanation existed.

The seventeenth century was also dominated by modificationism89, combined

with the revival of corpuscular and mechanistic ideas, the success of

Epicurean atomism (rediscovered in the Renaissance), and the influential work

of Gassendi and other atomists. Colours were more and more often considered

as properties of light and not of objects, but, again, several partially successful

and only partly elaborated accounts existed.

Thirdly, the multitude and variability of colour phenomena simply defied

any simplistic and general handling, as the history of colour and vision science

in the last centuries has clearly shown. For a successful theory, it was a

precondition that certain classes of colour phenomena be disregarded, as

Newton’s theory beautifully illustrates this. Here the theory ‘defined’, what is

to be seen, what legitimate colour-phenomena are, and monstrosities,

unexpected appearances of colour were relegated as illusions, malfunctioning

of the sense of sight, or simply the result of incompetent experimenting90.

Although Newton’s theory of light was probably the best one at the

time, it was neither the only one, nor satisfactory in every aspect. Huygens’

Traité de la lumière, 1690 was an extremely well written treatise by a

modificationist – and when read surprisingly modern for us (Huygens 1790

(1962)). It further developed the wave or continuum theory based the work of

Hobbes, Hooke, and Pardies. It was a true rival theory that sadly passed into

oblivion in the eighteenth century. It has later been taken up in Euler’s Nova

Theoria Lucis et Colorum91. This work was an important step towards the

nineteenth century wave-theory of Young and Fresnel. This treatise, however,

had precious little to say about colours – maybe that is why it reads so easily,

as a contemporary work. With the death of Hooke, Newton’s most significant

rival in England, and with the publication of Newton’s Opticks in 1704 and its

                                                
88 Bacon wrote about the weakening visual rays in passage through dense media, basically the
Aristotelian scheme. See more in (Lindberg 1966). Usually theories of colour are not treated in
great detail in the standard works, like (Lindberg 1976).
89 Marcantonio de Dominis in his 1611 De Radiis Visus et Lucis claims that the differences in colour
are due to the length of the travel of the light-ray within the droplet – also explainable in
modificationist terms (Ziggelaar 1979). Descartes’s explanation of the rainbow is also
modificationist.
90 As I have shown, this is not true of Newton’s early, more explorative work. On the changing
notion of optical illusions, see e.g. (Wade 1998; Zemplén 2000b).
91 The work was popularised in his 1768 Letters to a German Princess. The best and – at last
translated – work on Euler’s achievements and the contemporary debates is (Hakfoort 1995).
From Goethe’s account it does not appear that at the time of his Farbenlehre a large number of
German textbooks actually adopted Euler’s theory and not Newton’s (Clark 1997).
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successive editions as well as its Latin and French translation, the question of

light and colours seemed settled for many.

The extreme success of the Newtonian research program has been

analysed by many works, shedding light on various social, political, and other

aspects of the popularises of “a mind for ever, / Voyaging through strange seas

of thought alone”92 (Ault 1974; Gjertsen 1988 (1994); Sepper 1994; Dobbs

1995; Fehér 1995b; Hall 1999). Interestingly the non-scientists played a major

role in the dissemination of Newton’s ideas.

They sang the praises of “The Columbus of the Skies”93, and they saw

the beauties of the world and nature according to the theories of Newton,

whose “wellpurged penetrating eye / The mystic veil transpiercing, inly

scanned / The rising, moving, wide-established frame.”94

Even the beautiful world of colours received new attention and an

organising principle according to which the poet could sing the praises of

Nature. As Richard Savage wrote in The wanderer95

Some range the colours as they parted fly,
Clear-pointed to the philosophic eye;
The flaming red, that pains the dwelling gaze,
The stainless, lightsome yellow’s gliding rays;
The clouded orange that betwixt them glows,
And to kind mixture tawny lustre owes;
All-chearing green, that gives the spring its dye;
The bright transparent blue, that robes the sky;
And indico with shaded light displays,
And violet, which in the view decays.

The colours of the spectrum, the ‘parental hues’ brought order to the

coloured world. The model for Savage’s poem was Thomson’s To the Memory of

Sir Isaac Newton that described the “parent colours” the following way96:
First the flaming red

Sprung vivid forth; the tawny orange next;
And next delicious yellow; by whose side
Fell the kind beams of all-refreshing green.
Then the pure blue, that swells autumnal skies,
Ethereal played; and then, of sadder hue,
Emerged the deepened indigo, as when
The heavy-skirted evening droops with frost;
While the last gleamings of refracted light
Died in the fainting violet away.

                                                
92 Wordsworth, Prelude, III. 62-3. Wordsworth, who was educated at Cambridge, contrary to
many of his romantic contemporaries, was never hostile to Newton and Newtonianism.
93 John Hughes, The Ecstasy (London, 1735). II, 307 quoted in (Epstein 1984).
94 James Thomson, To the Memory of Sir Isaac Newton. ll. 73-5.,  in (Thomson 1908)
95 Richard Savage, Works. ed. Johnson. Vol. 45 p. 67
96ibid. ll. 102-111
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The prismatic colours reoccurred in poems on the atmospheric

appearances, in poems about the rainbow, about precious stones, or even

about the times of the day. The present work skips much of the exciting

eighteenth century, literally dominated in the sciences by the Newtonian

theory of colour, and picks up the thread in the last years of the century, at the

twilight of the Newtonian theory of light, and at the dawn of a new age,

romanticism. This means that the existing modificationist accounts of the

century will not be investigated, although this undercurrent would surely

deserve much attention. The nineteenth century revived the dormant wave-

theory, but as opposed to its seventeenth century predecessors  this subscribed

to a transversal wave-concept as opposed to a longitudinal one. The new

wave-theory was, however, fundamentally Newtonian97 in many respects, and

thus rejected modification theories employed to explain the emergence of

colours.

Where I take up the thread of modificationism is not among physicists or

natural philosophers. Some of the greatest laudators of Newton were “non-

scientists”, just as his bitterest opponents in the Romantic movement98. It is

the work of Goethe that I investigate in the following, and where we find a

late but highly sophisticated modificationist theory99.

Goethe worked on colours from the early 1790s to nearly his death in

1832. His gigantic undertaking occupied much time, and his knowledge in the

history of the subject and in certain types of experiments was hardly rivalled in

his time. A curious features of his work is that, unlike many before or after

him, it did not simply follow an individual line of research, but was mercilessly

polemical in its approach. Goethe was puzzled by the fact, “how so

extraordinary a man could have been so egregiously mistaken, as Newton

was”. And it was not only Thomas Young who suggested that Goethe’s own

case may afford something like an illustration of the supposed paradox100.

                                                
97 Thomas Young in his important lectures – in 1801 the “On the Theory of Light and Colors” and
in 1803 the “Experiments and Calculations Relative to Physical Optics”, both held before the Royal
Society – put a great emphasis on connecting his work to that of Newton.
98 On this topic of Anti-Newtonianism, especially in connection with Blake and Goethe, my ideas
are expressed in detail in (Zemplén 2001f; Zemplén 2001c) .
99 In 1966 Westfall could write quite correctly about works on Goethe’s Farbenlehre that “none that
I have seen has made the elementary observation that Goethe’s theory largely repeated the very one
that Newton’s displaced” (Westfall 1966b).
100 See (Young 1814), also LA II, 5A, 92. Young “will not compliment him so far” as to call him
extraordinary, but see e.g. (Böhme 1987). A note on the references: until now I have tried to use
in-text references as often as possible. From now on, however, I will often use footnotes, and will
give more information about the citations. I try to provide paragraph numbers, and page numbers
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The reception of the work has not always been positive, but claiming

that scientists always treated his work with scorn is also false101. In general the

Goethe-reception can be seen as complementary to that of the reception of

Newton’s work (Schneider 1988: 163). For a very long time, however, the

general negative criticism had been taken for granted. This suited the ‘received

view’, which treated Goethe’s project as “a striking example of the perversion

of the human faculties” (Young 1814). At the same time it served well the

needs of an alternative view, seeing a pioneer in Goethe not understood in his

time. In fact, Goethe’s work had received many praises together with the

better known scolding.

Even today there is no agreement as to how to include Goethe in the

history of science. More and more scholars treat him in the mainstream science

of his day, but some still see him as a famous curiosity, the laughing stock of

physicists. Still others grant him a special role in science – as developer of an

alternative but scientific methodology to our present day science (Amrine

1987)102. For the historian of science Goethe is one of the more notable

scientists of his age, but his achievements are by no means extraordinary103. A

modern-minded view from specific scientific disciplines either shows deep

regret that some of Goethe’s great ideas have not been recognised and further

developed in the “right” direction, or feels pity for his misguided attempts to

come to grips with natural phenomena. In general attention is concentrated on

his morphological work in Biology and the Didactic Part of the Farbenlehre

(FL-DT), and little is paid to the Historical and Polemical parts of the

Farbenlehre (FL-HT, FL-PT).

One reason for the diverse reception is that Goethe’s contribution bears

upon several traditions of thought, academic disciplines. Although his use of

language is connected to the terminology of the physical optics of his age104,

he had little schooling in geometrical optics and had hardly any influence upon

                                                                                                                             
of readily available German works as well as their English translation. When discussing single
works, the unspecified paragraphs within the chapters always refer to these works.
101 To give just one example: Leopold von Henning taught the Goethean theory of colour at the
University of Berlin from 1821 to 1821, having on average  forty students per lecture. He was
supported by the government to buy optical instruments and was promoted to professorship
(Jungnickel 1986: 17).
102 I investigated the three possibilities in detail in (Zemplén 2001a).
103 For introductions in Hungarian (from very different perspectives) see (Túróczi-Trostler 1916;
Kenéz 1969; Csányi 1972; Zemplén 2000b; Zemplén 2000f; Zemplén 2000d).
104 His use of “Bild” as opposed to rays of light was common among his contemporaries, see
(Burwick 1989). It seems that he is avoiding the terminology of geometrical optics deliberately at
times.
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this area105. His contributions to physiological optics is clearly recognised, but

this does not imply that Goethe belonged to this tradition.  Nevertheless his

work on colour-blindness, on successive and simultaneous contrasts, sustained

and mixed contrast, retinal afterimages, coloured shadows, etc. clearly secure

him a position in the history of the subject106. His work on the sensory-moral

effect of colour is often mentioned in psychology textbooks. Among painters

his influence was considerable, but the acceptance of his ideas was by no

means unconditional. Few painters have followed closely his instruction.

Among the contemporaries his impact was significant on Philip Otto Runge

and J. M. W. Turner (Gage 1993: 79-92). An interesting case is Wolfgang

Ehrenberg’s work, whose strict system of painting owes a great deal to Goethe

(Ehrenberg 1986).

Goethe himself lists several disciplines where he “endeavoured to

serve”. The philosopher107, the physician, the investigator of nature, the

chemist, the mathematician, and the practical man, the dyer should all benefit

from his work (Goethe 1970: lviii-lxi). In spite of this multitude of interests

and methods employed, his work is very closely connected to the

modificationist tradition. It is clearly the mainly modificationist segment of his

work that will be investigated here, but I believe that this segment is of

paramount importance for understanding his thoughts on colours.

Rupprecht Matthei grouped Goethe’s work on colours in four major

periods (Matthaei 1971). From these generally accepted periods (Burwick

1986; Jackson 1994), I will only consider the first two, the writing and

reception of the Beyträge zur Optik, 1791-5, and the writing of the Farbenlehre,

1795-1810. I will not analyse his work of the entoptic phenomena, from 1810-

1820 and his engagement in Purkinje’s work, 1820-1832. In these periods

some significant changes took place in Goethe’s thinking, for example

                                                
105 An interesting exception is Johann Christian Werneburg’s who mathematised the Goethean
Farbenlehre (Werneburg 1817).
106 He gave detailed description of what is called the Mach band effect, even if leading textbooks
still attribute the discovery to Mach (Palmer 1999: 106). These are illusory variations in perceived
lightness occurring at certain types of edges. Together with Runge Goethe put forth a colour
theory in many respects similar to Hering’s influential opponent process theory (Hering 1878).
While for a long time standing in bitter opponency to Helmholtz’s trichromatic theory (Turner
1994), Hering’s work has been incorporated in the highly successful dual process theory (Hurvitch
1957). In his work on subjective prismatic experiments Goethe gave a detailed description of what
was later called the Bezold-Brücke hue shift: at lower light intensities we see more red and green, at
higher light intensities the blues and yellows dominate – i.e. matching a unique hue with a binary
hue is light-intensity dependent; see also Picture 28 on page 95. In Hungarian see also the excellent
history of the subject in (Pléh 2000).
107 Some current philosophical accounts readily treat his work, like (Thompson 1995), while
others mostly neglect him (Hardin 1988).
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concerning the here discussed Nebenbild concept, the importance of double-

refraction108 and of physiological experimenting. This focus on only two

periods has no didactic reasons: space permits no comprehensive treatment of

either Newton’s or Goethe’s work.

I will first introduce and analyse his general attitude towards science and

his early works in optics, the Beyträge zur Optik I-II. (Goethe 1964, BzO), and

will try to place him in a broader modificationist tradition. These Contributions

to Optics (BzO) clearly show Goethe’s close ties with modificationism (Chapter

II.ii).

At the time of this phenomenological, covert attack on Newton, Goethe

started seriously considering the methods and pitfalls of scientific work – in a

series of methodological essays. I will not discuss any of these essays in detail.

Instead I will briefly write about two distinct but complementary set of ideas

about scientific methodology (Chapter II.iii). While not congruous, both are

well fitted to be used against the Newtonian methodology – something that

ideally suited Goethe in his decade-long fight to break the hegemony of the

‘Newtonian guild’.

Following this I will very briefly summarise Goethe’s overt attack on

Newton in building a comprehensive theory in the Didactic part of the

Farbenlehre (Chapter II.iv), and mention small segments of his meticulous and

determined critique of the Opticks in the Polemical part (Chapter II.v). Before

drawing the conclusions of the chapter (Chapter II.vii) I will  shortly discuss

modificationism and its treatment in general (Chapter II.vi).

II.ii   A PHENOMENOLOGICAL ATTACK ON NEWTON’S
THEORY

A few years after the discovery of the os intermaxillare in humans, and after

finishing his work on The Metamorphosis of Plants Goethe published two slim

volumes on prismatic experiments. In these he investigated a very limited

group of phenomena, the colour appearances in subjective prismatic

experiments. He only used a single prism, and after the initial fiddling with it,

he restricted the experiments to viewing black and white (later coloured) cards

– also supplied with the booklets – through the prism with the refractive angle

pointing downwards. The seemingly innocent game was in fact covert polemic

                                                
108 Double refraction was an important and controversial phenomenon of the time. The French
Academy even had a price competition in 1808 to find a corpuscular theory of the phenomenon
(Frankel 1974). At the same time, Young’s (and later Fresnel’s) wave theory also tackled the
problem. It would be well worth comparing these solutions with that of Goethe.
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against the Newtonian theory of white light and colour. Goethe does not

subscribe to statement N (see Box 1), but holds a general modificationist

thesis (as M0), the details of which I will shortly investigate.

The first of the two essays109 (published in October 1791) starts with

some poetic outbursts on the beauty of colours, but very soon mentions a

curious phenomenon: if the sky’s colour is blue, why do we see distant hills

more white and not more blue (§6)? Soon there is an oblique blow to a

“tiefsinniger Mann” (§10), whose doctrine [Lehrgebäude] had been tyrannising

the study of colours and whose disciplines oppressed all opposing voices

(§11). Newton’s fame and prestige (as it is of course him who is being referred

to) nearly discouraged Goethe from investigating the matter, but he finally

decided to repeat some of the experiments. If Newton’s theory is true – as

was believed by many – then this is of course utterly useless. But Goethe

gives reasons why he thinks his work is important, and in listing these he

clearly shows where he is dissatisfied with Newton’s work (§14, see Box 10,

and also II.iii.a below on methodology). The bold hypotheses of chemistry

[Kühnheit in Hypothesen] should serve as an example for all sciences (§16),

as human thought is very easily ossified into systems, and becomes a

hindrance to development (§17). According to Goethe the aim of the optician

is to produce instruments where the disturbing colour-effects are suppressed

(§8), but the theory he uses for this, although it can explain colour phenomena

in the world, is of no use to the artist (§19).

Goethe very early on stresses that colours are intimately connected to

lightness and darkness, but the exact nature of these laws are hard to discover

(§19). He introduces the principle of warm and cold colours [das Gesetz der

sogenannte warmen und kalten Tinten, §20]. Darkness [Finsternis], he defines,

is the state of a space [Zustand des Raums], where we can see no objects with

open and healthy eyes (§22). This is surprisingly Aristotelian, but unlike

                                                
109 Goethe also wrote down eighteen experiments in the summer of 1792 on coloured shadows
intended as a further piece of the BzO (LA I/3:64-81). Here his explanation is not yet
physiological: “Zwei entgegengesetzte Lichter von differenter Energie bringen wechselweise farbige
Schatten hervor, und zwar dergestalt, daß der Schatten, den das stärkere Licht wirft, und der vom
schwächern beschienen wird, blau ist, der Schatten, den das schwächere wirft, und den das strärkere
bescheint, gelb, gelbrot, gelbbraun wird. Diese Farbe der Schatten ist ursprünglich, nicht abgeleitet,
sie wird unmittelbar nach einem unwandelbaren Naturgesetze hervorgebracht” (LA I/3:71). While
early in his colour-studies Newton carried out painful physiological experiments, Goethe started
working in a physicalist – objectivist conceptual framework (see below). This later changed,
possibly after reading Hemsterhuis’s Lettre sur L’Optique in 1793, given by his friend, Amalia von
Gallitzin. He revised his explanation (FL-DT §§66,77) and employed the concept of
complementary colours, aroused in the physique, as opposed to writing about physical light and
dark.

Box 10. Goethe’s criteria for
sound science in the Beiträge, §14

1. Pure experience [Erfahrung]
should be the fundament of
natural science
2. A whole series of experiences
can be attained without any
recourse to theory
3. A theory is only commendable
[schätzenswert] if it a) incorporates
all experience that serves as its
basis and if b) its practical
application is helpful [for solving
practical problems]
4. A theory should include only
calculations that have a sound
data-base.

TThhee  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  ttoo  tthhee  ff iirr sstt  eessssaayy
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Aristotle, he believes that light is not instantaneously propagated (§24). The

definition of the colours of bodies (§25) shows an objectivist commitment:
“Die Oberflächen der Körper, die uns sichtbar werden, haben außer ihren Eigenschaften,

welche wir durchs Gefühl erkennen, noch eine, welche dem Gefühl gewöhnlich nicht unterworfen
ist; wir nennen diese Eigenschaft Farbe.”110

Goethe differentiates between black-white and the rest of the colours,

though all can be colours of bodies – in this sense they are equal (§25). White

also represents light [Weiß…ein Repräsentant des Lichts], and black darkness

(§29). He returns to the pre-Cartesian dichotomy of emphatical and real

colours [absolute Farben, farbige Körper, §26], but states that for every

emphatical colour there are coloured bodies that have the same colour in specie

(§27). The only colours that give us pure concepts [die uns einen reinen

Begriff geben] are blue and yellow and their mixing yields green (§30).

This is the short summary of the introduction to the first essay. It is

generally believed that the Beiträge is a phenomenological work on optics. As

Sepper summarises (Sepper 1988: 45):
 “the Beiträge zur Optik is an experimental history of a certain class of prismatic colour

phenomena. Although it may appear to be just a collection of well-known phenomena, it is
actually an example of inductive generalisation through the judicious concatenation of
phenomena, an effort to see the phenomena in their emergence and passing away, a critique of
prevailing doctrine and pedagogy, and the reopening of the scientific investigation of colour.”

However, already in the introduction crucial decisions have been made

concerning the colour phenomena in question, all in favour of a

modificationist explanation operating with two primary colours (see Box 11.).

After the introduction Goethe lists experiments, starting with casual

observations (§§37-43), and moving towards more specific and simplified

settings (§§44-52). The blue of the sky is not altered when viewed through a

prism (§41), similarly to other homogeneous surfaces. It is only difference in

colour or rather difference in luminosity that gives rise to the prismatic colours

(§42).

With this knowledge Goethe invites the reader to join him in studying

subjective prismatic phenomena. The investigated cards become ever simpler,

as Goethe filters out the conditions not necessary for the appearance of

colour111. Finally he reaches the simplest setting: 2x2 black and white

rectangles, like four squares of a chequered board, and thin white and black

rectangles on black and white background (see Picture 13)112. In every case

                                                
110 Colour is thus a property of the ‘outer skin’ (chrôma) of the object, and not a quality of light.
111 For a more detailed introduction see Sepper (1988), or in Hungarian (Zemplén 2001c) .
112 In an objective setting the last two correspond a ray of light and a ray of darkness. Many
commentators have been shocked by this. It seems as if Goethe used a ray of darkness to
overthrow Newton’s theory – but in the Newtonian theory there are only rays of light and they

Box 11. Goethe’s ‘inductive’
starting point in the Beiträge zur
Optik

1. Important for understanding
colours
-their relation to light-dark
-the principle of warm and cool
colours
2. Darkness is a state of space
3. White and black represent
colour and light.
4. There is a distinction between
absolute colours and coloured
bodies – though they can have the
same colour in specie.
5. The only two pure-concept
colours are blue and yellow (M1’)
6. The mixture of the two pure-
concept colours yields green

TThhee  ff iirr sstt  oobbsseerrvvaattiioonnss
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colours are only seen where lighter and darker boundaries horizontally meet113.

The colours also exhibit a fundamental polarity [das Prisma zeigt die Farben

nicht auf einander folgend, sondern einander entgegengesetzt, §55]. First

colour fringes appear on the light-darkness boundary, and gradually spread out.

One colour fringe is blue-violet, the other is red-yellow. Looking at Picture 13

through the prism from different distances we see the gradual change of the

image. The white strip on black and the black strip on white look the

following (§§59-61):

Position of the prism White strip on black Black strip on white
Close to the painted card red blue

yellow violet
xxx (white) xxx (black)
blue red
violet yellow

Some distance from the card red blue
yellow violet
green peach blossom (Pfirschblüt)
blue red
violet yellow

From a distance (a few feet) deep red (Hochrot) blue
green (Papagaigrün) peach blossom
violet yellow

Goethe’s description of the colour-changes runs as follows. First, two

coloured fringes appear. They are symmetrical114, containing thicker red and

blue and thinner yellow and violet bands. (This becomes evident when a

chequered board is viewed through the prism). These fringes spread out as we

move away from the prism, make the strip thinner, or use a prism with greater

                                                                                                                             
have to have “smallest” parts – as corpuscles of light. Though this is not how Goethe explained
the phenomena, a ray of darkness means no greater departure from the tradition of geometrical
optics operating with rectilinear visual rays than a ray of light. (Cohen 1948 (1969): 257). Newton’s
definition of a ray of light (Def. 1 of Opticks) implies that the ray moves, can be stopped, it is no
‘presence’. It “carries the substantive, contingent assumption that light comes in discrete elements,
separable from one another both spatially and temporally: and the further assumption that these
elements are, when left to themselves, transmitted along straight lines” (Worrall 2000). “The Rays
are taken to be discrete entities travelling along the rays (i.e. lines) of geometrical optics.…In sum,
Newton’s ‘Definition’ and ‘Axioms’ involve substantive assumptions and without them
Newton’s proof would not go through. It is only in virtue of these assumptions, for instance,
that Newton could track the path of the ‘same light’ as it passed through various prisms.” (ibid.)
For a full list of the tables see http://www.farben-welten.de/farbenlehre/
beitraege_zur_chromatik1/beschreibung_der_tafeln.htm.
113BzO §54. “Das Prisma zeigt nur Fraben da, wo Licht und Schatten horizontal wechseln;
deswegen zeigt es gewöhnlich an allem horizontalen Rändern Farben, weil kaum ein Rand zu
denken ist, wo nicht auch Abweichung der Farbe oder des Lichts und Schattens von einem
Gegenstand zum andern existiert.”
114 See Lucas’s critique, Box 6., and fn 68.

Picture 13.  The simplest figures
in the Beiträge
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refractive angle. When they meet, new colours appear: green115 and peach

blossom or magenta. This new colour spreads further, and extinguishes the

two colours that gave birth to it: the yellow and the blue in case of the white

strip, the violet and the red in case of the black strip (see also Picture 29 and

Picture 30).

After these experiments Goethe draws attention to the fact that one of the

six schemes – see table above – resembles the Newtonian spectrum, but

Newton’s experiments are a long way away from the experiments that were

here investigated (§§67-8). Unlike in Lucas’s description (I.iv.f, 3.7.) the

spectra are different, and dynamically changing. In §72 Goethe recapitulates the

result of the first essay in 24 points, but the attempt to follow the inductivist

method makes this summary rather expletive116.

The second essay starts with a description of a water prism, with which

the reader can investigate all the mentioned phenomena. After stressing that

the prismatic colours are boundary-phenomena (§89), Goethe describes the

symmetric spreading of colours [Strahlungen, §§90-2]. Following this he

studies grey surfaces to show that boundary colours result from all differences

of luminosity (§§93-100). Similarly, as all colours are between white and black

in a luminosity scale (§102), they will also show the coloured fringes when

viewed through a prism. However, as some of the colours are similar to the

colours of the coloured fringes, these fringes can appear to enlarge the

coloured card (§103). A blue and a red card next to each other on a black

background thus seem elongated in opposite directions (the blue towards the

blue fringe, the red towards the red one), while contracted in the other

direction117. But for this the colours have to be well chosen [Zinober,…Indig,

§110], as if the blue were light, the red yellowish, or if other colours were used,

the fringes would become visible. Goethe further investigates the coloured

rectangles on white background, and on half-black half-white background, to

show that the fringes appear according to the luminosity difference of the

                                                
115 That the spectral green is a mixture was held even by David Brewster. On this, and
Helmholtz’s experiments see (Wells 1978: 79).
116 His letter to Jacobi in July 1793 (LA I,3 128) is more often quoted, as it contains a precise
summary of Goethe’s views and what he opposes in Newton’s theory of light and colour. I
paraphrase some important elements in Box 12. Interestingly point 3. criticizes Newton for  not
providing the sufficient circumstances under which colour phenomena appear – but in this aspect
Goethe’s work fares little better.
117BzO §109. “Die Wirkung … ist so mächtig und so sonderbar, daß einem jeden Beobachter
beim ersten Anblicke die beiden Vierecke aus der horizontalen Linie heraus und im
entgegengesetzten Sinne auseinandergedrückt scheinen, das Rote hinaufwärts, das Blaue
herabwärts.”

TThhee  sseeccoonndd  eessssaayy
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adjacent areas118. On a white-black background, depending on the orientation

both the blue and the red rectangles can appear elongated in both directions or

contracted on both ends (§120).

To summarise Goethe’s first publications on colours, we can say that it

is a radical departure from the style of the works on colour at the time. These

nearly all started with a summary of the Newtonian theory. The BzO

reinvestigates subjective prismatic colour phenomena – thought to be clearly

explainable by Newton’s theory –, and strive to offer no general theory about

light or colours. Goethe re-establishes a distinction between emphatical and

real colours (Box 11:4) and notices novel phenomena, like the reduction in the

number of colours as the distance increases. This is not only unpredicted by the

Newtonian theory (like the symmetrical arrangement of the two-two coloured

bands at the edges) but exactly the opposite is predicted: by increasing the

distance of the screen, the ‘primordial’ colours should be more and more

separated119. There are strong preliminary considerations favouring and indeed

looking for a polar explanation, for example (See Box 11:1, 5). Some of his

preliminaries are unsupported (Box 11:5) – the blue-yellow polarities never

appear by themselves, only together with violet and red.

For Goethe the colours of the prismatic experiments are modifications

of white light, appearing always on light-darkness boundaries after refraction

through a prism. This means that Goethe subscribes to M0, and also to M1 (see

Boxes 1 and 2), more specifically to boundary-modificationism (M1a in Box 2.). He

also subscribes to M1’, believing that two primary colours give rise to the

colours of the spectrum, but rejects M1’’ (see Box 3), as these primaries are not

black and white. This explanation is similar to most seventeenth century

accounts, but it is throughout a dynamic explanation: the colours created by

the modification of light change, new colours appear, and some even

disappear. One can only applaud Goethe’s noting of these subtle changes.

Newton seems not to have made any such observations120.

Goethe describes a small segment of prismatic colour-appearances, but

with much more precision than the Newtonian theory can account for it. From

Goethe’s account it seems that Newton’s spectrum and his setting in a

darkened chamber is a special case of his prismatic games, a sort of

                                                
118 See also Lucas’s point 3.7 in his first letter.
119 See Opticks Book I/1, Prop IV., Probl. 1, 11th Exp. Goethe points to this in FL-PT §245.

EEvvaalluuaattiioonn

Box 12. The main points of
Goethe’s findings

A summary to Jacobi, 1793

1. Light is not compound
2. Colours being darker than
colourless light, brightness cannot
be compounded out of darkness
3. Inflection, refraction, reflection
are often accompanied by colour,
but are not causes of colour. More
important is the moderation of
light and the interaction of light
and shadow
4. The two pure colours are blue
and yellow. Red pertains to both,
green and magenta are the two
mixtures.
5. Observed colours or pigments
cannot combine to give colourless
light
6. External circumstances give rise
to observable colours
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nomological machine, to use Cartwright’s term121. The diverse refrangibility is

displayed as an illusion when viewed from the perspective of Goethe’s

experiments – something that most physicists rejected out of hand. The small

treatises did not provoke the interest Goethe expected from them, and after a

few years of silence, he embarked on a more large scale attack.

II.iii EPISTEMOLOGICAL ATTACK ON NEWTON
The attack Goethe launches on Newton is more than purely a critique of

Newton’s theory. It goes much deeper, to combat a his methodology and the

epistemic status of his laws. Goethe constructs an alternative but not less

ambitious methodology of science, a new way to arrive at ep?st?µ?  or scientia.

At the same time he gives a critique of science as a whole, attacking any human

endeavour aimed at arriving at absolute knowledge122. Both are used as parts of a

general attack on Newtonian science. In fact, though the secondary literature

stresses either one or the other, the two are hardly separable in some of

Goethe’s writings. At the same time the two are also in contrast to each other.

The first is present in all of Goethe’s scientific endeavours. It is aimed at

providing an alternative to the then current scientific method, largely shaped

by Newton’s works, at the same time not changing the epistemic expectations

from the truly scientific method. The other, fundamentally relativistic critique

of science, has been lately rediscovered by historians and philosophers of

science, mostly influenced by the Kuhnian turn. It is clearly sceptical of any

scientific endeavour. The first is a non-reflexive, realist, ahistorical, ‘scientific

absolutist’, as opposed to the second: a reflexive, historicising, language-

conscious attitude. In the following I will very briefly sketch these. For want

                                                                                                                             
120 He has not recognised that the intensity of the luminance of the object is also a determining
factor: “the quantity of light does not change the species of colour. For a red body, for example,
will always appear red whether it is viewed at twilight or at brightest midday” (Newton 1984: 83).
121 A nomological machine “is a fixed (enough) arrangement of components, or factors, with
stable (enough) capacities that in the right sort of stable (enough) environment will, with repeated
operation, give rise to the kind of regular behaviour that we represent in our scientific laws”
(Cartwright 1999: 50). Of course the parallel is somewhat stretched and highly anachronistic. But I
believe that at the heart of the debate between Newton on the one hand and Goethe (or Lucas) on
the other hand one important factor is the latter’s disappointment in the structure of Newtonian
science. Newton’s laws (and today’s laws) hold only ceteris paribus, and yet they are claimed to be
valid everywhere and all the time (a kind of fundamentalist attitude). On the other hand, while
Goethe also wants to arrive at universal theories, he believes that this is only possible following a
radically different methodology resulting in a radically different conception of what a law is.
122 My claim is by no means that the alternative methodology was developed against the
Newtonian theory. It has its roots in Goethe’s thinking about organisms, in his early
morphological works. But certain negative influences, like d’Holbach’s (WA I, 28, 69-70) or the
Newtonians of Goethe’s time probably played a role in consciously developing his views. When
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of a better labelling, I will call the two readings of Goethe the naïve and

sceptic Goethe (not alluding to Schiller’s dichotomy of naïve and sentimental).

I will first investigate the non-reflexive, or naïve Goethe.

II.iii.a An alternative to Newtonian science
The naïve, non-sceptical Goethe is far from being uncritical. He clearly rejects

the Newtonian method when applied in the realm of colour-experiences123.

But he is by no means critical of science as a whole. From many of his

writings, it seems, however sceptical Goethe is towards what we might call the

Newtonian ideal of science, he is not sceptical about the outcome of his

scientific endeavours, as his outbursts of joy and the proud remarks describing

his discoveries testify124.

To portray this side of Goethe I will try to summarise his attitude

towards phenomena and experimentation (especially towards crucial

experiments), touching on his ideas on mathematics.

To escape what seemed to him as the pitfall of Newtonian science,

Goethe developed the notion of the “experiment of higher type”, a point

when, within our human limits, we can best understand nature. This ‘super-

experiment’ is a series of experiments which “directly adjoin and touch each

other” amalgamating a series of experiments and leading to a ‘pure

phenomenon’, the final stage of enquiry in science125. Goethe sees all these

experiments as the manifold aspects of the same experiment. This ‘pure

phenomenon’ is reached by varying different conditions under which a certain

phenomenon appears126. We grasp a single dynamic phenomenon in its

multiplicity. A sequence of experiments
 “constitutes as it were just one experiment, presents just one experience from the most

manifold perspectives. Such experience, which consists of several others, is obviously a higher kind.

                                                                                                                             
discussing Goethe’s methodological views, I will refer to his general works on science, not only to
scientific works directed against Newton.
123 At the same time dismisses psycho-teleological reasoning, the abrupt changes in geological
theories, the forceful mathematisation of certain phenomena, the theological reasoning employed
in anatomical, osteological studies to claim special status of man among living organisms.
124 To Herder on 27th March, 1784 he writes that his discovery of the os intermaxillare in humans is
incomparable to silver or gold, FA 24: 887. On 17th May, 1787 he writes from Naples: ”…the
Primal Plant [Urpflanze] is going to be the strangest creature in the world, which Nature herself
shall envy me.” HA 11: 324. To Eckermann, 18th February, 1829: “As for what I have done as a
poet I take no pride whatever in it…But that in my century I am the only person who knows the
truth in the difficult science of colours – of that, I say, I am not a little proud, and here I have a
consciousness of superiority to many. (Eckermann 1850 (1930): 302).
125 see a recent account in (Henderson 1998). On the concept of the archetype, and it’s connection
to the pure phenomenon see (Kuhn 1984; Amrine, Zucker et al. 1987; Kuhn 1988; Pratt 1996).
126 See more in ‘Empirical Observation and Science’  HA 13: 25, S XII: 24.

TThhee  ppuurree  pphheennoommeennoonn
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It represents the formula under which countless single examples [Rechnungsexempel] are
expressed.”127

 Goethe believed that experiments should not be designed to prove

some pre-existent hypothesis and that by following an empirical method the

phenomena will ‘speak for themselves’. His attempt with the two Contributions

to Optics, analysed above is to help his reader to re-experience this ‘higher

experiment’. This ‘experiment of a higher kind’ presupposes continuity within

the phenomenal world, as if, with infinitesimally small changes, one could

depart from one experiment and arrive at the other. In this way the

experiments are connected to each other, they cannot and should not be

interpreted on their own, as this can easily result in misinterpretations. The

method of building up the ‘higher experiment’ is that of a mathematician’s, he

claims. It proceeds step by step, by “deriving one fact from the preceding one”

By employing this method to the natural sciences, in Goethe’s view, one can

reach the exactness and purity of mathematics.

This is curious indeed, as Goethe is usually taken to be the paradigm

case of an unmathematical thinker. He certainly was no arduous supporter of

quantification and “persistently neglected the quantitative” (Burwick 1986: 5).

He claimed that mathematical descriptions are dangerous as: “They are only

symbolic and approximate representations, but they soon substitute

themselves for the phenomenon itself and overpower and immobilise

nature”128, and also that “Number and measurement in all their baldness

destroy form and banish the spirit of living contemplation”129.

It is generally believed that Goethe’s abhorrence for extreme

quantification is rooted in his rejection of Newton’s theory of white light and

colours, as he thought that the highly debatable epistemological value Newton

attributed to his findings was caused by his, for Goethe unjustified, trust in the

power of quantifying phenomena. But against certain uses of mathematics

Goethe was hostile long before he encountered them in Newton’s writings.

Already in the 1780’s, in the short essay Studie nach Spinoza130, he wrote:
“There have been attempts to measure the human being mechanically: painters have chosen

the head as the best portion to use for a unit of measurement. But this cannot be done without
creating tiny, indefinable distortions in the other parts of the body.”

                                                
127 HA 13:18. This is Sepper’s translation (Sepper 1988: 70). See also S XII: 16. In the
aforementioned letter to Schiller he calls this the pure phenomenon, and in his Farbenlehre the
Urphänomen (FL Didakt. Teil. (DT) §175. HA 13: 367, S XII: 194).
128 LA, II, 6, p. 123 quoted in (Nisbet 1972: 49).
129 LA, I, 9, p. 367.
130 Probably written in 1785 (HA 13: 564), before writing the Contributions to Optics. HA 13: 7, S
XII: 8.

GGooeetthhee’’ss  ‘‘mmaatthheemmaattiiccaall’’
mmeetthhoodd
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 But these negative utterances are basically aimed at highlighting the

dangers of extreme symbolisation and the loss of phenomena. At other times

Goethe is much more tolerant towards mathematics and its use than is

generally believed. He does not condemn Galileo for using mathematics,

indeed holds that mathematical symbolisation – as it is founded on intuitive

perceptions131 – has the potential to become nearly identical in the highest

sense with the phenomenon that it represents, as a sort of Urphänomen. In the

Historical part of the Farbenlehre Goethe writes that mathematics is especially

useful, when it is employed to solve technical problems.

These positive remarks can explain why Goethe thought of his method

as resembling mathematics and the even more surprising fact that many

commentators accept Goethe’s claim. As Hjalmar Hegge expressed (Hegge

1987: 202):
“His aim is to arrive at a comparatively small number of simple, well-defined elements,

corresponding to the axioms of geometry, that is, expressions which are not further reducible to
others, but express basic concepts in the system from which the other elements are derived.”

Goethe’s method is to construct a theory where one link leads to

another in a ‘clearly discernible chain of inferences’ (ibid.). Heisenberg claims

that there is a similarity between modern theories of symmetry and number

and Goethe's elaboration of the morphology of colour phenomena132. Recently

Dennis Sepper claimed that in a manuscript Goethe derives straight-line

boundaries from a curved boundary by performing what amounts to a

continuous topological deformation of space (Sepper 1988), Ribe drew an

analogy between Goethe’s modificationist model and differential equations

(Ribe 1985: 330). The examples could easily be continued, especially from the

tradition following in the footsteps of Rudolf Steiner (like Ziegler 2000), who

introduced the distinction between Goethe’s utterances on mathematics and

on the mathematical method in his edition of Goethe’s scientific works

(Steiner 1884-1897 (1987)).

This supports the view that Goethe in describing his scientific method is

talking about a new kind of lawfulness. When Goethe asks: “What is exact in

mathematics except exactness itself? And this again, is it not a consequence of

the feeling of truth?”133 he is not devaluing mathematics, but is only expressing

                                                
131 Maximen und Reflexionen in HA 12 (MuR) 646 “Mathematics is ...an organ of the higher inner
sense”. HA 12: 454.
132 quoted in Sepper (1988: 75).
133MuR 648, HA 12: 455.

AA  ‘‘NNeeww  KKiinndd  ooff  LLaawwffuullnneessss’’
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his conviction, that this truth can be grasped by other means as well134, not

only by mathematics, which is only one manifestation of it. What is important

is how this ‘truth’ of the ‘higher sense’ can be acquired, and this is where a

scientist must learn from a mathematician135. And, as our mathematical ability

is, strictly speaking, not 'innate', but developed by systematic use, it is possible

to develop a similar capacity in other, qualitative areas. Following this line of

reasoning there exists today a whole research tradition taking Goethe’s lead136.

Whether we discard this strong reading or not, Goethe’s unusual

conception of the ‘pure phenomenon’, or ‘experiment of a higher kind’

provides him with a basis for his critique of the then accepted role of

experimenting. This is directly opposing Newton’s method, where the weight

and not the number of experiments count.

Goethe also attacks other characteristic features of Newtonian science:
“I venture to assert that one experiment, even several experiments combined, prove nothing;

indeed, that nothing can be more dangerous than the attempt to confirm a theory by experiments;
and that the greatest errors have arisen precisely because its dangers and its inadequacies were not
realised.”137

What he means here is, of course, the Newtonian experimentum crucis of

the “New Theory”. Goethe finds the method where “the investigator stretched

nature upon the rack in order to make her confess what he had already fixed

his mind upon”138 unacceptable. He gives a pronounced critique of crucial

experiments that have verificationist implications. For Goethe a single

phenomenon, a single experiment can prove nothing; it is a member of a great

chain, and is significant only within this context. In modern philosophy of

                                                
134For Goethe this is called 'Schauen', a ‘capacity to grasp', as it would be called in mathematics.
Walter Heitler characterises this 'Schauen' or the 'Anschauende Urteilskraft' [perceptive power of
thinking] as lying 'somewhere between observation and intuition' (quoted in Hegge 1987:217). A
very accessible description of this method is in (Brady 1987).
135(Bortoft 1996: 230) and (Zajonc 1993) both draw a comparison between Goethe’s and
Faraday’s method, and mention Maxwell’s note on Faraday’s work. For Maxwell Faraday’s work
was mathematical in terms of the form of its experimental procedure, not in terms of the content
of mathematics. See also (Steinle 2001), for the concept of explorative experimentation in the work
of the two scientist.
136See the volumes of Goetheanistische naturwissenschaft I-IV.  (ed. by W. Schad, Verlag Freies
Geistesleben), or (Bockemühl 1992; Bockemühl 1997). For an overview of the theory of
knowledge implicit therein see (Lehrs 1985; Barnouw 1987; Bortoft 1996; Schieren 1998). However
exciting these undertakings are, I believe they are based on an over-interpretation of Goethe.
Though he does speak of ‘developing new organs of perception’, or powers of the soul
[Seelenkrafte], he does not necessarily mean by this the rather strong reading of the above
described tradition. At times it can be taken as something quite general, as in his letter to Zelter,
14. Oct. 1816, where he talks of a new organ gained by studying Linneaus – referring to the ability
to systematise and order the manifoldness of nature - surely not the capability to see the archetypal
plant!
137 HA 13:15, (Müller 1989: 220-227), Twenty years later in FL Polemischer Teil (PT) he writes:
”We have no wish to begin by frightening our readers with some sort of paradox, but we cannot
refrain from maintaining that nothing can actually be proved by experiences and experiments.” FL-
PT §30, Duck 1993: 156. See also MuR 501, HA 12:434.
138 FL Polemischer Teil (PT) §114, translation by (Duck 1993: 171).
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science the experiment is mainly seen as testing or extending a theory or a

theoretical proposition. The phenomena are merely given, the theory is what

makes sense of them, gives them order. For Goethe, however, phenomena

have intrinsic importance, and they bear certain affinities and relationships to

other phenomena (Sepper 1988: 64).

Goethe – partly on Baconian grounds – developed an ideal of

experimentation and phenomenal laws that seemed to him to be

epistemologically more justified than the then received view of ‘Newtonian’

inductive science. From this ground he criticised Newton’s methodology. He

also claimed that his own method is truer to mathematics (and thus can also

be just as ‘exact’) than the mere juggling with numbers he charges Newton

with (somewhat unjustly). I believe Goethe did not doubt that he has

recognised ‘pure phenomena’ in Nature – and thus has achieved the final aim

of science in certain areas. And even if this can be doubted, his utterances

often give the impression that such feat is in principle achievable. This

reading, which I called the non-sceptical, or naïve reading, still dominates the

views about Goethe’s scientific writings, whether Goethe’s notions are

despised, openly ridiculed, politely smiled at, or seen as a promising scientific

research program.

II.iii.b Goethe on the Epistemic Status of Scientific
Knowledge

There is, however, another Goethe lurking around the corner, one, who

has attracted much of the attention in the last decades. He is sceptical about

the Baconian ideal of science, conscious of personal, cultural, epochal

differences that affect scientific understanding. He argues for the existence of

different modes of thought that can all be fruitful ways of approaching nature,

but all fall short of being the fruitful way. According to K. J. Fink, Goethe’s

ideas on scientific discourse are
“based on the view that individuals differ in their way of thinking, indeed, he argued that each

individual observes the edifice of nature in accordance with his particular situation and therefore
‘the tower of Babel lives on, they are not to be united. Every man has his quirk, Copernicus had
his too.’ ”139.

Fink, by discussing in detail Goethe’s utterances on history and the

history of science attempts “to shift discussion from the topoi of Goethe

scholarship” (Fink 1991: 153), and he is not the only one140. These critics see

                                                
139 Goethe LA II 6: 292 Gedichte WA 1/2/231 quoted in Fink (1991: 90).
140 see e.g. Theda Rehbock’s description of Goethe’s “phenomenological grammar”, esp. Ch 8 in
(Rehbock 1995). These undertakings, however, depart from Goethe’s pronouncedly empirical
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a highly critical and language-conscious writer in Goethe. As these views are

easily accessible today, a short invocatio of some of the main themes of these

works will suffice.

At the beginning of the Polemical part of the Farbenlehre (FL-PT),

Goethe writes (FL-PT §30):
“Everything that is an opinion about things belongs to the individual, and we know only too

well that conviction depends not on insight but on will, that noone grasps anything but what is
conformable to him and what, consequently, he is willing to concede”

The existence of different ‘ways of conceiving things’, or ‘modes of

conception’ (Vorstellungsarten) is not only acknowledged by Goethe, but

acknowledged as legitimate141.

Also, strictly speaking: “All phenomena are inexpressible, for language is

a phenomenon in its own right which merely has a relationship to the others,

but cannot reproduce them (i.e. give identical expressions to them).”142 Hence,

for Goethe, all terminology in the sciences is symbolic143:
 “People never consider sufficiently that a language is really just symbolic, just figurative

[bildlich], never a direct expression of the objective world, but only a reflection of it. This is
especially so when we speak of things [Wesen] which only touch lightly upon our empirical
observation, things we might call activities rather than objects. In the realm of natural philosophy
such things are in constant motion. They cannot be held fast, and yet we must speak of them:
hence we look for all sorts of formulas to get at them, at least metaphorically.”

 That is Vorstellung is always intimately bound to Darstellung144.

Therefore, for Goethe, theory is there in every seeing (HA, 13: 317):
“For the mere glancing at [Anblicken] a thing cannot advance us. Every [directed] looking

[Ansehen] leads to consideration [Betrachten], every consideration to reflection [Sinnen], every
reflection to connection [Verknüpfen], and thus we can say that with every attentive look [Blick] at
the world we are already theorizing.”

This approach to science is pluralistic, accepting many ways of

conceiving the phenomena, democratic, as opposed to being authoritative145.

Goethe sees the greatest danger to science in rigidifying these Vorstellungsarten,

and raising them to an ontological status they do not deserve: “This first and

greatest mistake must be noted above all. For how can one hope for advances

if that which is merely concluded, opined, or believed is allowed to be forced

                                                                                                                             
approach, and focus not on ‘Goethe’s science’, but, rather, on ‘Goethe on science’, highlighting the
reflexive, and often skeptical utterances.
141 FL-DT § 751. S XII: 277,  LA I/4: 221.
142 see LA, II, 6, p.186, translated in (Nisbet 1972: 66).
143 It could be argued, following Peterfreund, that for Newton “light is a matter-based
phenomenon….and is a material metonym of a divine first cause”. (Peterfreund 1994: 70). Here
Goethe negates the possibility of such a strong “identity position” in science.
144 Quote from  Nachbarliche Verhaltnisse in the didactic part: (FL-DT par. 752, S XII: 277,  LA
I/4: 221).
145 Goethe ”wanted to establish a republic in colour theory so that a group of learned
investigators of nature could voice their opinions”, as opposed to the despotic and tyrannical
Newtonian school (Jackson 1994: 680).
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upon us as fact?”146 He sees one of the greatest dangers in the unconditional

acceptance of the work of previous scientists (S 12: 53):
“When a science falters and comes to a standstill despite the best efforts of many researchers,

it can often be seen, that the fault lies in a certain traditional concept of things, a conventional
terminology, which the great majority accepts and follows unconditionally…”

Dogmatism is one of the dangers that can destroy the sciences (S 12:

49):
“A false hypothesis is better than none at all, for the mere fact that it is false does no harm.

But when such hypothesis establishes itself, when it finds general acceptance and becomes
something like a creed open to neither doubt nor test, it is an evil under which centuries to come
will suffer.”

Although Goethe’s words are generally taken to be against Newton and

the Newtonian doctrine, it can (and probably should) be taken in a much

broader sense147. To Schiller he wrote (LA I, 3: 331):
“Everyone holds that the separation of hypotheses from fact is extremely difficult, but it is

even more difficult than one usually thinks, because every presentation itself, every method is
hypothetical. Since from now on you as a third party will listen bit by bit to my presentation, you
will better divide the hypothetical from the factual than I henceforth will be able to, because certain
ways of conceiving things have indeed become inveterate with me and, as it were, facticized.”

We have to discard the image of a purely intuitive poet stumbling into

and fumbling with scientific puzzles, but also that of the naïve scientist, when

treating Goethe’s work. This would mean neglecting the many highly sceptical

remarks uttered by Goethe. One possibility is to simply conclude that this

obvious incoherence shows how unworthy of our attention Goethe was. But

for many Goethe is too dear a person, and an attempt to give a coherent

reading nearly always takes place. This can take the form of a developmental

reconstruction,148 but can also be achieved by stressing the affirmative

‘scientific’ utterances, what I have called the naïve side, or, respectively the

sceptical side of Goethe (these complementary and somewhat incongruous

aspects only at times appear together). But a more fruitful approach could be

to take Goethe’s self-description seriously – at 14 he wrote of himself as a

chameleon – and consider two of his important features: being an omnivore

when it comes to ideas, philosophies, and being a polemicist (Bell 1995).

Though most contemporary accounts show either of the two sides discussed

above, it is a prerogative to see them both as – often simultaneously –

contributing to Goethe’s attack on Newton. As in this work I treat Goethe as

                                                
146 LA, I. 3:159 There are some striking similarities between Goethe’s and Popper’s utterances, see
e.g. (Popper 1981).
147 Recently Stephenson stressed this point, but he was by no means the first. This ‘petrifying
tendency’ applies to any mode of thought, including Goethe’s own. The danger is there, and
however dynamic, ingenious, ground-breaking the original treatment of the phenomena was, they
are all prone to degeneration. (Stephenson 1995: 40).
148 From the works cited here Nisbet (1972) gives the development of Goethe’s views on Bacon,
Fink (1991) on his ideas concerning history.
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belonging to a specific scientific tradition, to the modificationist research

program, naturally the main stress is on ‘Goethe the scientist’ in the

following149.

II.iv   A SYSTEMATIC ATTACK ON NEWTON’S THEORY
The modificationist commitment in Goethe’s most important and longest

work on colours, the Zur Farbanlehre (FL) is evident150. In this work Goethe

attempts to give an experimental history of colour151, the third one as he

claims after the works of Theophrastos and Boyle (HA 13: 323). The literature

on the tripartite book is immense (see Richter 1938; Schmid 1940; Höpfner

1990; Amrine 1996), the best known part of it being undoubtedly the didactic

one. I will evaluate only a small portion of this part of the book here. In II.iv.a

I consider the debatable status of the Nebenbild-concept. Later I will mention

parts of the polemical chapter (II.v), but will relegate the otherwise important

historical part to meagre footnotes and small remarks (I treated it in somewhat

more detail in Zemplén 1999b; Zemplén 2000g).

The three parts of the Didaktischer Teil (FL-DT) deal with the

physiological, the physical, and the chemical colours. The sequence is

reminiscent of the scala naturae152, from the most transient colours belonging to

the eye itself (physiological colours), followed by increasingly less transient

ones; catoptrical, paroptical, dioptrical, and epoptical colours, ending in the

fixed chemical colours153.

Surprisingly, Goethe does not start with light to understand what colour

is. He finds it futile and irrelevant for his approach to explain what light is.

                                                
149 This, however does not mean that the sceptical side (‘Goethe on science’) deserves less
attention.
150 Already in the Preface to the First Edition Goethe writes: “Die Farben sind Taten des Lichts,
Taten und Leiden” (HA 13:315). It would be a mistake to see only poetry in this statement. In
Eastlake’s translation “colors are acts of light; its active and passive modifications” (Goethe 1970:
xxxvii). In Miller’s translation: “Colours are the deeds of light, what it does and what it endures”
(S XII: 158).
151 After neglecting his work on colours between 1794-7, Goethe took it up again with the aim of
writing a comprehensive work on the topic. In 1797 he finished the Schema der Farbenlehre (LA I/3:
315-334), and after 1798 closely corresponded with Schiller on the topic. Seeing an 1801 scheme
(LA I/3: 335-364) and his final work several conceptual differences can be detected, like the
importance attributed to the history of the subject, more marked in the final work (Zemplén
1999b).
152 For the importance of the concept in Goethe’s thought see (Wyder 1998).
153 “Jene sind unaufhaltsam flüchtig, die andern vorübergehend, aber allenfalls verweilend, die
letzten festzuhalten bis zur spätesten Dauer” (HA 13: 325, see also FL-DT §140). Interestingly, the
increasingly transient phenomena of the chapter ‘Physical Colours’ establish a natural gradation
between physiological and chemical colours, following the dictates of Nature (“Anleitung der
Natur”, FL-DT §142), but for didactic reasons Goethe follows a different path – starting the chapter
with the dioptrical colours.
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The systematic study of effects (a purely phenomenological aim) suffices154.

Already in the Preface and the introduction we learn a few important things

about colours; they are acts of light (see fn 150), they are nature conforming to

its own laws in relation to the sense of sight155, and they are elemental natural

phenomena156. For their emergence light and the negation of light (darkness,

shadow) is necessary157.

The part about physiological colours establishes polar opposites: white-

black, red-green, blue-yellow, and studies the effect of light and darkness, of

black and of white, and of the different colours on the eye. It discusses

simultaneous contrasts (coloured shadows), and successive contrasts

(afterimages), with a short study of subjective halos and the colour-perception

of colour-blinds. This chapter gives a phenomenology of colour perception,

slightly reminiscent of Hering’s system. As it has little bearing on the present

study concerning the modificationist research tradition I do not discuss it in

detail.

When Goethe tackles the physical colours, he starts with dioptric

colours, colours that appear when light, darkness, and colourless transparent

or translucent media interact (FL-DT §143). The concatenation of the

phenomena leads Goethe to a primordial phenomenon (“Grund- und

Urphänomen”, §174). As he writes (§175, S XII: 195):
“On the one hand we see light or a bright object, on the other, darkness or a dark object.

Between them we place turbidity and through this mediation colours arise from the opposites;
these colours too are opposites, although in their reciprocal relationship they lead directly back to a
common unity”

                                                
154 “Wirkungen werden wir gewahr, und eine vollständige Geschichte dieser Wirkungen umfaßte
wohl allenfalls das Wesen jenes Dinges.” (HA 13: 315). See also FL-PT §§457-8.
155 HA 13: 324, S XII: 164 “gesetzmäßige Natur in bezug auf den Sinn des Auges”.
156 HA 13: 324, S XII: 164 “elementares Naturphänomen für den Sinn des Auges, das sich wie
die übrigen alle, durch Trennung und Gegensatz, durch Mischung und Vereinigung, durch
Erhöhung und Neutralisation, durch Mitteilung und Verteilung usw. manifestiert …”.
157 HA 13: 326, S XII: 165 “Gegenwärtig sagen wir nur so viel voraus, daß zur Erzeugung der
Farbe Licht und Finsternis, Helles und Dunkles oder, wenn man sich einer allgemeiner Formel
bedienen will, Licht und Nichtlicht gefordert werde.”

PPhhyyssiioollooggiiccaall  ccoolloouurrss
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When light is seen through the medium, it turns yellow, when darkness

is seen through a medium that is lit, it appears blue (see Box 13). This is

clearly a modificationist explanation employing only the concepts of light,

darkness, and the medium. Unlike Hooke’s and Descartes’s modificationism,

however, there is no mentioning of edges, of the meeting of light and dark at

boundaries. It is thus not a boundary-modificationist account, but a medium-

modificationist one (one example of which is M1b as opposed to M1a in Box 2). In

Goethe’s somewhat confusing terminology, the above explanation applies to

dioptric colours of the first class (§145-177). These include phenomena

produced by translucent turbid media (air, smoke, colloidal solutions, or the

solution of lignum nephriticum already mentioned in Chapter I). The second

class of dioptric colours, on the other hand, includes colours “which appear

when the medium is transparent in the highest possible sense” (S XII: 190,

§144). However, we later learn that “all transparent objects found in the

empirical world may be viewed from the outset as turbid by nature” (S XII:

195, §178).

The dioptric colours of the second class also appear due to the

modification of light following a displacement of the image. For their

explanation Goethe introduces the concept of the auxiliary and double images

[Doppel-und Nebenbildern]158. His statements are somewhat convoluted, but I

try to recapitulate them (see Box 14)159.

The displacement is more noticeable in media with nonparallel sides (§

192). Thus concave or convex lenses and prisms will be investigated. Goethe

first lists subjective experiments, in which an object is seen through a

refractive medium (§ 194). He notices how a light disc on a dark background

(or vice versa) acquires a blue or yellow fringe when seen through a convex or a

concave lens (see Picture 31).  These are the basic phenomena

(“Grundphänomene” §202) of all colour-appearances produced by refraction.

This is a critical point, where Goethe could take any of two roads. He

could be satisfied with this description, “acknowledge the limit of our

                                                
158 In this work I use the word “image”, and not that of “form” throughout the chapter, even
though the latter is more successful in diverting the attention from connotations with physical
optics, as was undoubtedly Goethe’s aim. See also Burwick’s critique (1989).
159 This is far from being an experimental history of colours. Not only is the natural order
reversed (see fn 153), but Goethe himself seems unsure about the status of this part of the work:
“wir [haben] die erstgedachten ziemlich einfachen Phänomena aus dem Vorhergehenden
abzuleiten oder, wenn man will zu erklären…” §218. To derive or to find the source of a
phenomenon is not the same as to explain it – in any case it is not the amiable aim of giving a
phenomenological description.

Box 13. The appearance of
dioptric colours of the first class
through modification

1. Objects are seen through a
medium that is more or less
turbid.
2. Light is in its basic state
colourless.
3. Light or lit, light objects seen
through a medium appear yellow.
With the increase of turbidity the
yellow deepens to yellow-red and
red.
4. Darkness (or a dark back-
ground) looks bluish through the
turbid medium, when the medium
is lit. In bright and strong light the
blue is whitish. In a rare medium
the blues are darker and
somewhat redder (indigo or violet)
(FL-DT §175).
5. Points 3 & 4  give an instance
of an Urphänomen.

Mmedium: For the appearance of
colours a turbid medium is
needed. In case it is lit, or light is
seen through it, colours appear.

DDiiooppttrr iicc  ccoolloouurrss  ooff  tthhee  sseeccoonndd
ccllaassss

Box 14. The second class of
dioptric colours

1. All transparent objects are
turbid in the empirical world
(§178).
2. In transparent media refraction
occurs (§179).
3. Refraction occurs with a
displacement of the image (§184,
189), with a deviation from the
law of straight-line vision (§187).
4. Refraction may appear without
the appearance of colour (§195-
6).
5. Colour will appear at the
boundaries of lighter and darker
areas (§197).
6. Images have to be displaced if
colours are to appear (§198).
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perception” (S XII: 195, §177), and stop at the phenomenal level of

description. Or, he could “refuse to recognise it as such [as a limit]”, and “seek

something behind it” (ibid.). Goethe clearly prefers the previous way (and most

commentators take his word for it), but in this case follows the latter. How he

exactly develops and uses this concept of double and auxiliary images will be

treated in II.iv.a. With the introduction of this (as we later learn turbid) second

image, colour-appearances are explained as a superposition of the original

image and the auxiliary image. Goethe has two separate accounts to explain

dioptric colours: for the first class he uses a medium-modificationist explanation,

for the second a boundary-modificationist one160.

After discussing dioptrical colours, Goethe’s account becomes less and

less satisfactory. In the following two sections he investigates catoptric

colours, resulting from reflection, and paroptic, or perioptic (diffraction)-

colours. For catoptric colours to be produced, a strong light source is needed

“which is bounded” (§374). The image of the light-emitting body being

reflected (§373) usually gives rise to a “subtle purple line bounded on either

side with blue and yellow. Where the lines come very close together, the area

between them appears green” (§376). This ad hoc explanation can account for

the mostly purple and green reflection-colours of scratched metal surfaces, etc.

For the emergence of the paroptic colours an edge is also necessary, but at this

time the edge of an object (§391).

Lastly epoptic (interference) colours are investigated. Goethe’s

treatment nicely exemplifies how experiments are differently varied and

developed by him and Newton. Newton uses convex and plano-convex lenses,

measures the rings looking from directly above, uses monochromatic light to

further increase the precision of his measurements in his Opticks: All steps

taken to increase the certainty of measurements and to find a mathematical

regularity: arithmetic progression. Goethe modifies the experiment to see

clearer colour bands: he uses a convex and a concave lens, he looks obliquely

at the interference patter: the coloured bands thus appear much thicker. He

fails to account for the periodicity, just as Newton fails to explain why the

                                                
160 This duality is often not acknowledged. As Westphal writes: “In evidence there is the crucial
claim made by Goethe, which is at the centre of his polemic against Newton, that (as we would
say) color is an edge-phenomenon” (Westphal 1987: 9). Dennis Sepper at one point also states:
“In his didactic Farbenlehre (and already in the Beiträge) he [Goethe] had shown that without a
boundary …no colors appear. That is, the boundary condition is fundamental.” (Sepper 1988:
222). See also (Ribe 1985).

CCaattooppttrr iicc  aanndd  PPaarrooppttiicc  CCoolloouurrss

Picture 14. Newton’s drawing of
the colours of  Newton’s rings.
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outer rings are mostly green and red161. There are many ad hoc elements in

Goethe’s descriptions and instead of a comprehensive treatment of the

phenomena Goethe gives an experimental history, with a few cautionary

remarks about how his “turbidity” concept can account for the phenomena in

question162.

As the following consideration on chemical colours have little bearing

on Goethe’s modificationism, I will not discuss them here, together with the

following chapters of the didactic part. Though I am not pursuing this point

further, it can be stated that when Goethe attempts to give a systematic,

overarching Farbenlehre, his brainchild does not really live up to his own

criteria for sound science (see Box 10).

II.iv.a The displacement of the image
I return to the formation of the secondary or auxiliary image, as it plays a

crucial role in Goethe’s explanation of physical colours. How can the prism-

experiments be connected to the Urphänomen, and how can the two

modificationist accounts be reconciled163? First the role of turbidity has to be

properly understood. Light is obscured in its way through the turbid medium

(Sepper 1988: 196)164:
 “It is in light’s being obscured by its encounter with matter that the light becomes visible and

displays color. Color thus can be described as an interaction of light and darkness (though not a
mixture, for a mixture of light and darkness yields the achromatic greys), in that matter has a
dimming, darkening effect on light.”

This colour-producing effect of the turbidity is the basis of Goethe’s

medium-modificationism (see Box 13). However, when facing lenses and prisms,

this explanation does not suffice. Here, though the impurities in glass do give

rise to coloured images, the characteristic spectrum cannot be derived from

this165. In his earlier Contributions to Optics Goethe already put forth a rival

explanation, but this was based on colours appearing at the boundaries of

lighter and darker surfaces. This was clearly an example of boundary-

                                                
161 On the other hand Goethe’s dynamic description of prismatic colours (see II.ii) predicts that
with increasing distance the mixed colours red and magenta dominate the spectrum.
162 To account for periodicity, he writes: „Die Gläser, welche zu den Versuchen gebraucht werden,
sind als ein empirisch möglichst Durchsichtiges anzusehen. Sie werden aber nach unsrer
Überzeugung durch eine innige Berührung, wie sie der Druck verursacht, sogleich auf ihren
Oberflächen, jedoch nur auf das leiseste getrübt. Innerhalb dieser trübe entsehn sogleich die
Farben, und zwar enthält jeder Ring das ganze System…” (FL DT §452) This and the following
paragraphs clearly show how Goethe attempted to explain the interference colours with his ‘turbid
medium’ explanation of the dioptric colours.
163 They do not have to be – but Goethe strived to unify the two.
164 The increased turbidity is not increased darkness, but increased whiteness. FL-DT §147 “Die
Vollendete Trübe ist das Weiße, die gleichgültigste, hellste, erste undurchsichtige Raumerfüllung.”
165 This is one of the first possible objections that Newton holds untenable at the beginning of
his 1672 “New Theory”.

TThhee  cchheemmiiccaall  ccoolloouurrss
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modificationism. In an earlier unpublished draft from October, 1793, directed

against Newton’s concept of diverse refrangibility, he mentioned the double

image, but without any attempt at reconciliation with his other observations. It

is a concept that helped him to explain the appearances166. As opposed to this,

in the Farbenlehre a large section is devoted to account for it and to connect it

to the preceding explanation. Here he explains the appearance by the

displacement of the image, and the effect of the overlapping images (FL-DT

§239)167:
“Denn wo der voreilende Saum des trüben Nebenbildes sich vom Dunklen über das Helle

zieht, erscheint das Gelbe; umgekehrt, wo eine helle Grenze über die dunkle Umgebung
hinaustritt, erscheint das Blaue.”

Some accounts, like Werneburg’s mathematized Goethean theory did

not follow Goethe on this issue. For him, the prism is partly a dark turbid

medium (where no ray of light passes through), while part of it is lit. The

interaction of these parts result in the edge colours (Werneburg 1817: 17-18).

Thus his drawings of the phenomena do not help us in the explanation of the

Nebenbild (Picture 34). Bust most accounts struggled to explain the concept.

Schopenhauer, and others, like George A. Wells interpreted this as

follows. (Wells 1968: 11-3). The displaced image (b to c in Picture 15) moves

away from the primary image, acting as a turbid medium at only one edge.

Between c and d the cold fringe will appear (blue, violet), as we see darkness

through the turbid Nebenbild. Between b and c the warm fringe (yellow and red)

will appear, as we see the light primary image through the turbid Nebenbild.

The region between a and b will appear white, as there is no turbid Nebenbild

between the white primary image and the observer. This is clearly not what we

see (see Picture 32/a).

                                                
166 “…warum sollte das Mittel nicht durch eine uns unbekannte Ursache Doppelbilder
hervorbringen können…” (LA I,3: 158).
167 The translations of this paragraph show the difficulty of understanding what Goethe actually
meant by the above lines. In Eastlake’s translation “For where dark passes over light, as the border
of the semi-transparent accessory image advances, yellow appears; and, on the other hand, where a
light outline passes over the dark background, blue appears.” (Goethe 1970: 98) Here what ‘passes
over’ refers to the Nebenbild, which is, in the first place dark(er), in the second light(er) (compared to
the image). Eastlake was an artist well trained in optics, but his German was insufficient, and thus
had to rely on his wife’s language skills. She, however did not understand some of the
experiments.  He fails to grasp the difference between “unterschiedene Bilder und
…unterschiedene Nebenbilder”, and simply refers to “different images” (Burwick 1989). In
Douglas Miller’s new translation the passage reads: “For where the forward fringe of the turbid
form shifts away from a dark area and across a bright one, yellow appears: alternately, where a light
boundary extends across the adjacent dark area, blue appears” (Goethe 1988: 205). Sepper
translates the passage rather convolutedly: “Where the advancing border of the turbid peripheral
image stretches itself over the light from out of the dark, there appears yellow; contrariwise, where
the bright boundary goes out over the dark surrounding area, there appears blue.” (Sepper 1988:
197).

Picture 15. The Nebenbild I.
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Sepper suggests a different solution. Instead of two separate images

there is a kind of stretching out or extension, but the two images remain

connected. “There are, as it were, two peripheral images, or perhaps we should

say peripheral boundary images, or just blurred boundaries” (Sepper 1988:

199). At a “the blurring is very turbid”, so light is reddened, at b less so, giving

rise to yellow. Between b and c there is no turbidity and we see white. At c “the

blurring is once again very turbid and very much suffused with light, so that it

appears blue; toward d the turbidity decreases, as does also the suffuse

illumination, so that violet appears.” (Sepper 1988: 199). The introduction of

two peripheral images and the graded blurrings make this explanation also less

than perfect.

Sepper also recognises that Goethe stresses that the two images are not

detached (FL-DT §226, 230). In the 1992 volume of the critical edition of

Goethe’s scientific writings (LA II,5A: 203) the auxiliary image is pictured as

downwards and forwards from the primary picture168. Here, however, there is

no connection between the two pictures (see Picture 17).

Wells’s suggestion only takes into account the displacement of the

image, in our case the area between a and c. But there is no reason to suggest

that the surrounding of the image is not displaced, together with the image169:

if a to c is white and the surrounding is black, then after the displacement the

white Nebenbild will be from b to d, but below and above (for example at a) the

                                                
168 In subjective prismatic experiments (with the refracting edge pointing downwards) the image
is displaced downwards and forwards, towards the observer, the more so the more towards the
bottom of the field of vision is the object.

Picture 16. The Nebenbild II.

Picture 17. The Nebenbild in the Leopoldina edition.
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Nebenbild of the black background will appear. Although Goethe, probably to

make his explanans visualisable, gives several analogies of double images where

the two images are clearly divorced (in mirrors, §223, in Iceland spar, §229),

and admits that an auxiliary image is a type of double image, he also stresses

the differentia specifica : that contrary to the latter the former cannot be divorced

from the primary image170.

Taking the primary-auxiliary image to be a complex like that in Picture

18, most of the above puzzles can be solved (the illustration only shows the

prism of light – that is the area between a and c). When the medium is lit, and

the background is also lit (b to c) the result is white (as in fog at daytime).

When the background is white and the foreground is turbid but unlit, we see

the yellow-red fringe (from a to b, as when seeing the sun through the

atmosphere). When, however, the background is dark and the foreground is

suffused with light, we see the blue-violet fringe (c to d, as when the darkness

of the sky is seen through the atmosphere at daytime). At a the unlit, turbid

medium is thicker than at b, thus we see the intensified yellow: the red edge

[Rand]. Near b, where the unlit medium is thinner, we see the yellow fringe

[Saum]. Similarly, downwards from c, the dark primary image is seen through

the thick medium that is lit, resulting in blue. At d the lit medium is thinner,

and the darkness appears violet171.

This explanation has the advantage of leaving the two images connected

(FL-DT §226), operates with a semitransparent auxiliary image (§238), and it

provides an easy explanation of the colours seen172. Moreover it achieves a

feat that might have given rise to Goethe’s whole struggle to elucidate the

Nebenbild concept, it reduces the boundary-modificationist explanation to a special

case of medium-modificationism, providing a unified explanation for all dioptric

colours.

As mentioned earlier, at the time of the writing of the Contributions to

Optics, the secondary image was only put forward tentatively, not as part of a

great explanatory schema. With the writing of the Farbenlehre, however,

                                                                                                                             
169 This option is followed by Horst Zehe (LA II,5A: 203)
170 FL-DT §226. “Ein solches Nebenbild ist eine Art von Doppelbild, nur daß es sich von dem
Hauptbild nicht trennen läßt, ob es sich gleich immer von demselben zu entfernen strebt.”
171 Saussure’s cyanometer-measures on the Mont Blanc showed that with decrease in the
turbidity, the sky does not look more violet, but more black (LA II,5A: 221). However, I do have
the feeling that at low altitudes the blue of the sky is nearer to light blue and white, while at high
altitudes to deep blue and indigo. But it might be simply because I have a slightly weakened
colour-perception.
172 As Goethe’s own terminology is rather confused, I realise that the above suggestion is a
tentative one.

Picture 18. The Nebenbild IV.

AA  mmoottttoo  aatt  tthhee
bbeeggiinnnniinngg  ooff  GGooeetthhee’’ss
FFaarrbbeennlleehhrree::
Si vera nostra sunt aut falsa,
erunt talia, licet nostra
pervitam defendimus. Post
fata nostra pueri qui nunc
ludunt nostri judices erunt.

a

b

c

d

c
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Goethe was encouraged to give some sort of systematic treatment of colour

phenomena. Here he stated his archetypal phenomenon, belonging to what I

termed medium-modificationism. If his later explanations are reducible to this

account it certainly makes his theory more attractive173. With the above

interpretation, it becomes possible to derive the colours seen in refraction,

principally treated by Goethe as boundary-modifications, from a medium-

modificationist framework (S XII: 206, FL-DT §247). I do not claim that Goethe

carries this reduction out throughout the chapter on physical colours in the

Farbenlehre. This is a curious case, where for the sake of unification he

sacrifices the phenomenological approach:
“This colour phenomenon has now been sufficiently described. We will not declare it a

primary phenomenon, for we have traced it to a simpler, more basic one: in conjunction with the
principle of secondary forms, it originates in the archetypal phenomenon of light and dark seen
through a turbid medium.”

II.v  A POLEMICAL ATTACK ON NEWTON’S THEORY

Goethe undertakes a very challenging task in the Polemical part of the

Farbenlehre. Instead of developing his own theory, and neglecting experiments

and explanations that are hard to deal with within his conceptual framework,

he readily combats them as found in the first Book of Newton’s Opticks. This

is a brave but dangerous move. Most commentators see this as the least

successful part of his enterprise (Wells 1978: 75).

The Polemical Part offers a unique possibility to see both the composite

nature of Goethe’s critique, and his attempt to establish an alternative theory

for the Newtonian experiments. Obviously there is not enough space to treat

all experiments and all 680 paragraphs. Instead, after a very general

introduction I will only concentrate on a few of the experiments, the first two

from Book One, Part I of Opticks, and experiment 17 of Book One, Part II.

This will suffice at least to show the nature of Goethe’s criticism174.

                                                
173 There are also overarching principles in use, like polarity or strengthening [Steigerung], but I
do not discuss these here.
174It is easy to commit the mistake that when discussing Newton’s theory and Goethe’s rejection
of it we look at from our present, Newtonian viewpoint, and find that the Newtonian theory can
be defended – if at the price of being modified. When I discuss the two theories, I shall look at the
theories themselves, as articulated by Newton and Goethe, and will disregard much of what the
scientific world has added to them in the course of the subsequent centuries Some references will
be made to further elaborations of these works, but these will remain separate. Among the more
amazing “defences” of Goethe I list Michael Duck. He writes: “It is true that he [Goethe]
displayed a certain obsessiveness about his theory of color, but that was, I contend, largely due to
the sheer coincidence that the Bezold-Brücke phenomenon affects the appearance of the subjective
spectrum in exactly the way that his totally unrelated theory predicts. It was this extraordinarily
fortuitous fact that lead him to put a false interpretation upon what he saw. Since the
phenomenon was not consciously identified long after his death, he could hardly be blamed for
thinking that what he saw through the prism bore out and confirmed his theory” (Duck 1987:
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II.v.a The Nature of Goethe’s Polemics
The earlier mentioned two-sidedness in Goethe’s ideas on scientific

methodology is also felt in his Polemical work. While his attack is ferocious

and determined, far from being elegantly ironic (a capability he otherwise

much cherished), not leaving any doubt about the absurdity of Newton’s ideas,

he also gives concessions and admits that an atomistic intelligence won't find

anything wrong with Newton (FL PT §31). While on the one hand

emphasising that Newton is simply wrong, on the other hand, he stresses that it

is Newton’s (and his followers’) exclusiveness he is against, and Newton’s belief

that his theory is right. Goethe fights on two fronts: thinking his theory right

and Newtons’ wrong, while at the same time stressing the complex

interrelationship between fact and Vorstellungsart, a general sceptical and

cautionary remark about attributing too high epistemic status to theories.

Goethe very frequently refers to certain paragraphs in the didactic part,

but some critiques have suggested that the polemical part could be

investigated and evaluated alone, even if his theory and outlook were

completely wrong (Gruner 1974: 66). It is true that his polemical work and

critique can be found valuable even if his theory does not stand up to

comparison with Newton’s theory.

In his Introduction, (§§1-14) Goethe refers to the Historical part (FL-

HT), where a detailed description is given, how Newton arrived at his

preconception (§3). His Opticks gradually achieved a very high epistemic

status, as a work that is irrefutably true, and was regarded as a prime example

of how natural phenomena should be treated in a scientific way (§4).

Goethe strongly criticises the work on several accounts. While he

acknowledges both moving from experience to principles and vice versa, he

maintains that Newton used a dual method (§6), creating a labyrinth, ready to

fool the reader. Goethe claims that his only way of escaping this trap was his

system of chromatic phenomena – by this clearly indicating that from the very

beginning of his work, he moves in a different conceptual framework, one,

that is superior to that of Newton’s artificial method (§7).

With an interesting move he also redefines what Newton actually treated

in the Opticks. As it deals exclusively with colours [Farbe, farbigen

Erscheinungen, §9], as opposed to the more mathematical Lectiones Opticae, it’s

more proper title should be Chromatics [Diese sogenannte Optik, eigentlicher

                                                                                                                             
795). To dispose a theory in favour of another, when one can explain and predict a set of

TThhee  PPoolleemmiiccaall  PPaarr tt  ssttaannddiinngg  oonn
iittss  oowwnn

IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn
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Chromatik, §11]. He also claims that the mathematical treatment is apparent,

and the subject matter is ‘merely physical’ (§10). Goethe thus does much of

his job already in the Introduction. He shifts the ground of the debate. Instead of

struggling to cope with meeting Newton’s standards of precision in measuring,

and providing alternatives to his geometrical proofs, it will be enough to show

that the colour appearances are not what Newton describes175. The study of

colour thus cannot be grouped with other mixed mathematical sciences, it is

not a scientia media, but physics. This shows that Goethe engages in a

disciplinary fight. His modificationist approach directly opposes that of

Newton’s quantifying attitude.

He ignores the definitions and axioms176 and concentrates on explaining

the phenomena by his own theory, showing Newton’s bias in experimentation.

His attack is highly complex. He claims that Newton falsely arranges and

unnecessarily complicates the experiments to reach his deceptive goal.

Further, Newton’s biased outlook leads him to overlook details, he is tricked

by illusions, and therefore gives the wrong explanations. His false descriptions

are used as proofs. Newton’s wording of the descriptions is heavily loaded

with theory and using this terminology he tries to prove more than he can,

while self-contradictions plague the whole theory.

Before returning to these claims I will investigate Goethe’s critique of

three experiments – the first two, supporting Newton’s first proposition, and

part of the last experiment of Book One, Part II.

II.v.b Selected experiments
As Goethe remarks, the first proposition contains Newton’s whole doctrine in

a nutshell (§24). Resembling the best of scholastic commentators he analyses

the proposition word for word (§§25-9, see fn 175)177. After finding it biased

and unnecessarily theory laden, he reformulates the proposition: “images

which differ in colour appear to be displaced by refraction in various ways”

(§29). The justification of the move is that the experiments that Newton uses to

                                                                                                                             
phenomena that both are intended to explain and the other cannot is remarkable.
175 Already the first part of the first book of the Opticks starts with the proposition: “Lights
which differ in colour also differ in degrees in refrangibility”. And in the second part, every
proposition contains the term “colour” or specific colour-terms.
176 Unfortunately, as analysing the axioms would clearly support Goethe’s thesis, that Newton
smuggled a biased and unsupported language into his work on optics (see fn 112).
177 He remarks that in the wording of the proposition “lights” appear, in plural, but not light,
only coloured papers are investigated. Coloured lights are mentioned (without explaining their
origin) before achromatic lights. But these are only important if, siding with him, we revive the
lux-lumen distinction, and hold that white is (at least phenomenally) more basic than colours.

TThhee  ff iirr sstt  eexxppeerr iimmeenntt
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prove the truth of his proposition are unable to decide between his statement and

that of Goethe’s, and as the latter is less theory-dependent, this should be

accepted. To talk of -ibilities and -ities [Ibilitäten,… Keiten, §29] is far

fetched, unsupported, the proposition is not established, but only supported by

the experiments. This technique is visible throughout Goethe’s critique.

Newton’s theory employs experiments that are interpreted in a certain way:

facts are idealised to become fit to constitute the phenomenal basis of

Newton’s ‘demonstration’. Goethe interferes with this process. He either

shows that the description is biased: the same phenomena could be used to

support other theories, if different terminology is used. Or, even more

fundamentally he claims that the idealisation process is invalid (see example

below).

In the experiment a rectangular piece of paper painted half blue, half

red is viewed through a prism (see Box 15.). Goethe lists superfluous parts of

the description (§35-9)178, concluding that pedantic exactitude is endowing

Newton’s experiments with purity (§41), but is in fact pointless. Goethe refers

to his own experiments and explanation of coloured fringes (§43, FL-DT

§§258-284, see also II.ii on page 52), and concludes that the displacement is

an illusion (§45)179. What is seen is simply the two coloured stripes and the

usual blue-violet and red-yellow edge phenomena. In the first case the mostly

red edge is added to the red stripe on one end, in the second the mostly blue

edge is added to the blue stripe on the other end– creating an illusion of

displacement (see Box 15.). Newton’s masterly trick is concealed by the

setting. Otherwise why would Newton use blue instead of violet if the

extremities of the spectrum are red and violet? Goethe claims that in this case

the cheating would be more evident180. To argue that violet is a mixed colour

                                                
178 Why has to be the paper black, if it is to be painted over? Why is it important that “the Light
which fell from the Window upon the Paper made an Angle with the Paper, equal to that Angle
which was made with the same Paper by the Light reflected from it to the Eye” (Newton 1952:
21)?
179 About the same experiment Thomas Young writes (Young 1814): “He gives us, for instance,
in his third plate, a number of coloured objects to be viewed through the prism: one of the objects
is a space, of which one half is coloured red, and the other blue; and in the representation of the
prismatic appearance, the two halves are still placed side by side, and terminated by the same
rectilinear outline. This is an “experimentum crucis”: we have looked through the prism, at the
identical figure of the third plate, and it does not appear as Mr. von Goethe has represented it in
the fourth; but the blue image is manifestly more displaced by the effect of refraction, than the
red.” This of course, in Goethe’s view simply shows that the illusion is a powerful one. Here
Goethe’s argument cannot be disproved using any single empirical evidence – we have seen similar
examples earlier by Newton.
180 Another possibility is the mostly unnoticed and surprisingly ineradicable red-blue polarity
used by Newton (see I.ii.d). Interestingly, in a letter to Lucas, a similar change from violet to blue
takes place. In his first letter (point 3.1) Lucas writes about “scarlet” and “violet” colours (Turnbull
1960: 9). In his reply Newton writes of “blew” and “red” (Turnbull 1960: 259). Sometimes

Picture 19. The illustration of
Newton’s first experiment
proving his first proposition
(Newton 1952)

Box 15. Newton’s phenomena as
illusions

A possible (not formal) argument
supporting Goethe’s view.

- A systematic exploration of a set of
phenomena show regularities (R1-Rn)
- These are manifest in all phenomena
(P1-Pn)
- The legitimate basis of idealisation
can only be typical phenomena,
exhibiting R1-Rn.
- Pa is an atypical phenomenon overtly
not representing some regularity (Ra)
- A systematic variation of conditions
sufficiently explains why Ra is not
overtly manifest in Pa
- As the presence of Ra has to be
explicated using other phenomena, Pa
is a secondary phenomenon
-  Pa cannot be the basis of
idealisation,

- Newton uses idealised description
- He portrays these as facts
- Newton, when using dark red and
blue is deliberately choosing Pa, and
screening thus Ra (the blue and red
coloured fringes)
- Newton’s practice of idealisation is
illegitimate
- He portrays the results of illegitimate
idealisation as facts
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is question-begging: how is it that blue is less mixed than violet? We can also

recall Newton’s reply to Lucas (see Box 7). If colours of bodies are always

mixed and thus are unfit for testing Newton’s theory, they should be equally

unfit to prove it.

Goethe also draws attention to the accompanying illustration, where the

edges of the displaced image are fuzzy (not clearly visible on the small picture

here). An explanation is later offered by Newton (i.e. about the composite

nature of the colours), but then how can this be used as proof? If Newton’s

(first!) proposition is true then the displacement should have clear borders. If it

does not –as is the case – it cannot be used to prove a proposition that states

that it should.

On close scrutiny, Goethe believes, it becomes evident that Newton’s

method is unmathematical (§33). He structures the work imitating a

mathematical treatise, but proving the propositions he makes little reference to

the axioms and definitions, instead relies on experiments that are described in

a heavily theory-laden language, while at the same time imprecise,

inconclusive, and misleading181.

Lapping a slender thread several times on the aforesaid paper and

viewing it through a prism, Newton discusses another experiment proving the

truth of his proposition (see again Box 15.). Goethe, to show that this is

simply an illusion [Täuschung, §47], resolves the experiment into various

elements (§52). He investigates the experimental situation, the illumination,

Newton’s use of a lens, the image produced, and the conclusions drawn.

Placing colours of lead red and dark blue next to each other, the latter appears

markedly darker. Thus the dark threads are less visible on this side of the

paper (§55), just as white threads would be more discernible (§56). Again, in

commenting on the experiment, Goethe modifies it. The illumination given by

a candle is insufficient according to Goethe (§57)182, who develops a whole

                                                                                                                             
Newton carefully avoids certain ‘basic’ colours: In Exp. 5 (Book I/2) he writes about the separated
(‘pure’) spectral colours being further refracted: “For by this Refraction the Colour of the Light was
never changed in the least. If any Part of the red Light was refracted it remained totally of the same
red Colour as before…The like Constancy and Immutability I found also in the blue, green, and
other Colours.” (Newton 1952: 122-3) In this list yellow is suspiciously not mentioned as here
further fringes are visible.
181 To allude to the polarity discussed in II.iii, in §31 Goethe writes that while Newton has made
a mistake, his theory is false, Goethe cannot prove it to people unwilling to accept his starting
point, anyone thinking atomistically and others (here comes a derogative list) will prefer Newton.
Also, in FL-PT§469, he absolves Newton: as he himself believed that his theory is true, it was a
rational move not to care about closely investigating many of the phenomena criticised by Goethe.
182 It is reported that Newton could read extremely well even at a high age, requiring surprisingly
little illumination. He seems to have no scruples about using different light sources,  while Goethe
meticulously lists the often significant changes in hue by candlelight (§73). Disregarding the effect

TThhee  sseeccoonndd  eexxppeerr iimmeenntt

Picture 20. The second experiment
supporting Newton’s first
proposition (Newton 1952: 27)
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new experimental apparatus. In fact not only the apparatus, but the

phenomenon itself is new. Newton stresses that focusing the light reflected

from the illuminated card, the images of the blue and the red papers are

distinct at different distances from the lens (see Picture 20), thus proving that

“all the Light of the blue is more refrangible than all the Light of the red”

(Newton 1952: 25). Goethe on the other hand maintains that there is only a

varying distinctness of colours (§68), and a less contrasting image is never

more distinct than a more contrasting one183. He goes on to provide a reductio

ad absurdum argument. If Newton is right, what determines the outline of a

black image? Is there a difference at a given distance in the distinctness of

black images on a red and on a blue background (§79)? And can we thus never

see red on blue distinctly (§80)184? He is greatly underestimating the flexibility

of the nervous system, we could say – just as Newton greatly overestimated

the scale and importance of his discovery of diverse refrangibility.

Newton’s complicated arrangements, again, serve the purpose of

deception. He fixes conditions without giving reasons why (§77). Although

Goethe asserts that this experiment should be enough to constitute the basis

of a significant theory (§71), the images are blurred and thus the experiment is

not  conclusive (§72). Interestingly, throughout the discussion Goethe employs

a terminology operating with the size and sharpness of image. (§§62-4), he

talks of lenses without mentioning the ray concept so common in geometrical

optics.

Lastly I only want to cite a part of the last experiment in the first book

of Opticks (Book one, Part I, Exper.17), with which Newton believes to

support the proposition, that the “discovered Properties of Light …explain the

Permanent Colours of Natural Bodies”. This is a highly important claim about

                                                                                                                             
of illumination on the colours is all the more astonishing, as it has been known since the time of
Aristotle (375a25-28).
183 FL-PT §76 “…Daß es aber für das Abbild eine Stelle geben könne, wo das weniger
abstechende deutlich, das mehr abstechende undeutlich sei, davon haben wir noch keine Spur
entdecken können, und wir müssen also die Newtonische Assertion bloß als eine beliebige, aus
dem vorgefaßten Vorurteil entsprungene, bloß mit den Augen des Geistes gesehene Erscheinung
halten und angeben.” Goethe gives similar critiques about Newtons Exp. 8 (Book I/1, on the
visibility of dark printed letters) and in Exp. 15 (Book I/2 on mixing coloured powders).
184 Similar arguments appear later as well. In FL-PT §309, writing about atmospheric refraction,
he asks how it is that the heavenly bodies are not variegeted [“bunt, in die sieben Farben
aufgelöst”]. Newton himself admits that provided his theory is true, several everyday appearances
are inexplicable: “ ‘tis a wonder, that Telescopes represent Objects as distinctly as they do”
(Newton 1952: 94). In fact in a 1691 draft of the Opticks, Newton mentioned that “the light of the
Jupiter’s satellites is red at their immersion” (Hendry 1980: 246). This is of course a
reconsideration of the velocity model, as opposed to the size/mass model. In the famous
experiment on the impossibility of achromaticity, Book One, II/8 Goethe “defends” Newton: it
is quite understandable that he falsified the result  §469 (for the history of discovery see Sorrenson
2001).

TThhee  llaasstt  eexxppeerr iimmeenntt

GGooeetthhee  oonn  tthhee  aapppplliiccaabbiilliittyy
ooff  NNeewwttoonn’’ss  tthheeoorryy:
Die Newtonische Theorie hat
das Eigene, daß sie sehr
leicht zu lernen und sehr
schwer anzuwendedn ist. FL-
PT §631
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the universal applicability of his theory. Among other instances, he writes

(Newton 1952: 183):

“Of this kind is an Experiment185 lately related to me by Mr. Halley, who, in diving deep into
the Sea in a diving Vessel, found in a clear Sunshine Day, that when he was sunk many Fathoms
deep into the Water the upper part of his Hand on which the Sun shone directly through the
Water and through a small Glass Window in the Vessel appeared of a red Colour, like that of a
Damask Rose, and the Water below and the upper part of his Hand illuminated by Light reflected
from the Water below look’d green. For thence it may be gather’d, that the Sea-Water reflects back
the violet and blue-making Rays most easily, and lets the red-making Rays pass most freely and
copiously to great Depths. For thereby the Sun’s direct Light at all great Depths, by reason of the
predominating red-making Rays, must appear Red; and the greater the Depth is, the fuller and
intenser must that red be. And at such Depths as the violet-making Rays scarce penetrate unto, the
blue-making, green-making, and yellow-making Rays being reflected from below more copiously
than the red-making ones, must compound a green.”

While Newton claims that the colours are the result of a change in

spectral profile, Goethe gives a much more acceptable, combined explanation

–as even hard-headed critiques usually accept (Duck 1993). The red is the

result of light seen through a turbid medium (water), that is it is a physical

phenomenon, while the green seen is the complementary of the red colour – it

is a physiological colour (§664)186. This is one of the few cases, where the

experiments of the Opticks constitute a stronger support for Goethe than for

Newton.

II.v.c Evaluating the Polemical Part
A central question of critiques facing Newton’s work is whether “a Newtonian

proof or demonstration of a theory by experiments really gives the theory any

higher epistemic status than it might get by passing experimental

tests.”(Worrall 2000). Goethe’s answer is clearly articulated in his Farbenlehre.

His rejection and for his time unusual hostility is supported by several

arguments, as we could see. On the previous pages I showed some aspects of

this mostly unsympathetic reading of Newton.

Goethe holds that Newton’s experimenting is biased. This, in itself, is

not necessarily as serious a problem as Goethe believes. A biased outlook does

not have to be a wrong outlook. If Newton mentions “colours of light” already

in the title of his work, deciding the relationship of the two, and if already in

the first proposition he implies that lights of different colour exist (see fn 175),

this is not fundamentally unacceptable. Such a critique can only attack

                                                
185 The word ‘experiment’ is translated by Goethe as ‘eine Erfahrung’, an ‘experience’. A detailed
guide to the translation can be found in (LA II/5A: 235-395).
186 A similar, complementary phenomenon can be seen under the once fashionable green,
semitransparent plastic roofs: here the darker areas shaded from the light from the roof appear red,
as opposed to the lit, green objects.
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Newton’s claim to follow strictly the experimental method187. It is possible to

show that a gap exists between Newton’s pronounced experimental procedure

and his praxis. But the existence of this gap (which similarly exists for Goethe)

does not mean that the praxis is, therefore, mistaken.

However, Goethe attempts to show that this bias causes him to

overlook important details, to make wrong explanations, and to falsify

results188. One example of this is the dynamically changing colours of the

spectrum (for this change in the objective spectrum see Picture 28, from

Hassenstein 1992). This is one of the major new findings of Goethe’s early

work in colours (II.ii)189, flatly contradicting any attempt to give a numerical

(let alone harmonic) ratio of the different colours (see Picture 21 and Gouk

1988 (1994)).

Goethe also blames Newton for pretending to provide the reader with a

mathematical science of colours, but is in fact neglecting the method of

mathematics (§33). I have tried to show that under ‘mathematics’ Goethe

understands a systematic, rigorous methodology, and not simply using

numbers. It is true that some of the quantification in Newton’s work can only

have rhetorical purposes e.g. in the “New Theory” the precise angle of the

incident and refracted light, or of the refracting angle (Laymon 1978a). And in

some cases Goethe’s critique on Newton’s process of nearly compulsive

quantification does bear fruits.

But Goethe goes further than simply saying that Newton wants to prove

too much, that is his experiments show too little – he claims that the complete

                                                
187 “Newton presents himself as the empirical experimenter drawing all his information from
experience. Accordingly, no one can blame Goethe for taking him at his word and seeking to show
that Newton was wrong in his experiments and that therefore his theory was wrong” (Gruner
1974: 81). Gruner mainly enumerates the critiques but gives little analysis. It is far from clear that
Newton always presented himself as the empirical experimenter. The Opticks begins with these
words: “My design in this book is not to explain the Properties of Light by Hypothesis, but to
propose and prove them by Reason and Experiments” (Newton 1952: 1).
188 In the 3rd exp. in the Opticks Newton writes (1952: 30-31) “the different magnitude of the
whole in the Window-shut, the different thickness of the Prism, … made no sensible changes in
the length of the prism” This is another instance, where Goethe falsifies Newton, but using a
mistranslation (“stärke” for thickness and later interpreting it as the refracting angle) not
recognized by  Gruner (1974).
189 For the same see the 3rd and 5th experiment of Part I. in FL-PT.

““UUnnmmaatthheemmaattiiccaall””  tthheeoorryy

Picture 21. The harmonic ratios of colours in the spectrum (Newton 1952: 127)
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Newtonian edifice falls down as a result of imprecise observations, inadequate

and erroneous formulae. But he can only show instances of failure, like the

creation of the achromatic telescope190, or the appearance of a white centre,

after refraction through a prism (Lampert 2000: 110)191. His conclusion that

the whole theory must be wrong is clearly a case of invalid generalisation – but

also parallels Lucas’s thought, for whom a true theory has to account for all

the phenomena, under any circumstances where the theory can be applied.

Goethe viciously attacks in the Newtonian theory “tinkering” with the theory,

adding extra premises, modifying it in the light of further evidence (FL-PT

§471). It appears as if for him a good theory were never in need of even a

positive heuristic, once established it should clearly explain all the phenomena.

In his critique Goethe uses every available method to show the viability

of a modificationist account of colour. Even in the experiment designed to

prove that “The Pheaenomena of Colours in refracted or reflected Light are

not caused by new Modifications of the Light…” (Newton 1952: 113) Goethe

claims that modificationism is able to explain the phenomena – there are

always “Terminations of the Light and Shadow” in prismatic experiments, as

Picture 23 also shows192.

He develops new, ingenious methods to investigate old problems. The

old experiment carried out by Hooke, Newton, and Lucas with red and blue

liquids is used in Goethe in new ways. He starts with wedge-shaped jars and

two blue coloured, litmus containing liquids (FL-PT §671). After the addition

of some vinegar in one of the jars, the liquid turns red – and visibility does not

decrease [die Durchsichtigkeit aber bleiben, wie vorher, ja wohl eher

zunehmen].

Of course Newton’s critique to Lucas is applicable here as well, but it

would clearly be a circular argument. This is a highly controversial point in

                                                
190 It is curious how cavalierly Goethe dismisses discussing the 8th exp. in Part I/2 (FL-PT §468).
Although Dollond’s discovery of achromatic lenses was a well known example supporting anyone
in his fight against Newton, Goethe’s own theory suggested that every refraction must increase
coloured fringes. Apart from this ‘minor tinkering’ (Cantor 1988 (1994): 206) little has been
changed in the in Newtonian system until the time of Goethe.
191 It is at the same time interesting that while acknowledging the existence of a white centre (see
e.g. Newton 1952: 44), using it in some of the experiments (p. 144) Newton’s drawings conceal its
existence. As a result, a three-hundred year tradition has been created where the simplest prismatic
experiments are, to a varying degree, misleadingly illustrated – see even (Palmer 1999: 96, Picture
22). Similar mistakes were common in the compendia and textbooks of Goethe’s time as well:
„Der Newtonische Irrtum steht so nett im Konversationslexikon, daß man die Oktavseite nur
auswendig lernen darf, um die Farbe fürs ganze Leben los zu sein.“ MuR, BA, Bd.18:665.
192 On Picture 23 we already  see five colours or rays before the prism is intercepted by the rod.
But there are always edges: of the aperture, of the hole in the screen, and that of the rod. A
Newtonian would of course insist that rays are screened out.

Picture 22. A contemporary
illustration of Newton’s
experiments (Palmer 1999)

Picture 23. Newton’s illustration to
the experiment falsifying
modificationism (Newton 1952:
115)
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evaluating Goethe’s attack. As a result of Newton’s method, his enquiry into

nature can lead to the discovery of new, unchangeable properties. His method

guarantees that once these properties (like differential refrangibility) are

established, they can be used for explaining phenomena, and need no further

explanation. These concepts basically resist any attempt at refutation. When

Lucas questioned his results pointing to coloured bodies that do not seem to

support Newton’s views, he answered that the colours of bodies are always

heterogeneous –i.e. unfit for testing his theory. And yet when one reads the

Opticks, already in the first experiment (and several later ones) Newton uses

coloured bodies to prove a proposition. Similarly, one would think that if there

is homogeneous light to be found, it must be in the spectrum, but very often

Newton’s experiments simply do not display the expected phenomena, in

which case the light was not homogeneous enough. As Gruner sarcastically puts

it: “‘Homogeneity’ takes on a strange existence determining the very

conditions determining it” (Gruner 1974: 123). But rejecting an explanation

out of hand because it is circular is a questionable praxis. Here Goethe (and

some modern advocates) follow a very high (probably too high) expectation

about the methodological purity of science. We have highly successful and

irrevocably circular theories, like the theory of evolution by natural selection.

Other circular explanations are not favoured by (most) scientists (like

creationism), not because they are circular, but because they are unfruitfully

so193. And the Newtonian theory was undoubtedly fruitful – even if false.

When looking at the Opticks and the Farbenlehre, it is necessary to notice

that a large number of experiments are explained by both theories. A quickly

rotating circle with coloured segments looks grey. For Goethe, the elements of

darkness, contained by each colour are added up, for Newton the selectively

absorbing segments in toto reflect light with reduced intensity throughout the

whole visible spectrum, and this results in grey. The same goes for most

experiments with single prisms (Part I, 1, 3, 4, 7, 12, 13, 14, and in Part II, 1,

3, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 16). In fact, even the “critical-angle argument” used by

Newton to disprove modificationism can be explained in Goethe’s

modificationist scheme, as Steinle has recently pointed out (Steinle 1994b). In

this case the reflection from the base of the prism excludes explanations that

                                                
193 Touching on this topic are (Zemplén 2001d; Zemplén 2001b).
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are based on the ‘Confine of Shadow’194 – that is boundary-modificationism. At

the same time, the order of colours appearing as the prism is rotated (white,

yellow, orange, red) and the fact that the prism acts as a ‘turbid medium’

leaves ample room for a medium-modificationist explanation195.

While faring much better than any of the modificationist theories before

him, Goethe does have difficulties in explaining a large part of the complex

experiments in the Opticks, like experiments with multiple refractions (I/5, 6,

9, 10, 15)196. Where prisms and lenses are used together, Goethe excuses

himself: Part II 2nd exp., (FL-PT §372), same for 10th exp. (FL-PT §547) and

for last exp. (FL-PT §678). He argues that as these experiments are not fitting

his own system of phenomena, they can only be treated in the Supplementary

part of the Farbenlehre. This Supplementary part, however, has never been

written. Goethe in a very awkward manner simply suppresses the explanation

of these experiments197, similarly to Newton, who also suppressed part of the

correspondence on his theory.

In general, while providing some novel support for Goethe’s theory and

disclosing a large number of weaknesses in Newton’s argumentation,

experiments, and methodology, the Polemical Part of the Farbenlehre at the same

time exhibited many of the weaknesses of Goethe’s theory as well – giving

ample reason for suppressing the whole part from later editions of the

Farbenlehre.

II.vi MODES OF MODIFICATIONISM

II.vi.a Modificationism in the literature
Thomas Kuhn remarked in his introduction to Newton’s optical papers, that

coloured fringes seen in the emergence of the spectrum seem to strengthen the

“ancient theory of the nature of the rainbow’s colors, a theory which held that

a succession of modifications of sunlight by the droplets of a rain cloud

produced the colors of the bow” (Kuhn 1958: 30). He further adds that this

theory, first employed to explain the colours of the rainbow, was present in all

                                                
194 “Here, in the production of these Colours, the Confine of Shadow can have nothing to do.
For the Light changes from white to yellow, orange and red successively, without any alteration of
the Confine of Shadow” (Newton 1952: 120).
195 I do not discuss Goethe’s critique of the experiment that is supposed to disprove
modificationism in the Opticks, as this is clearly aimed at boundary-modificationism, and does not treat
medium-modificationism, the basis of Goethe’s Farbenlehre.
196 Also problematic are experiments concerned with the image formation with a lens, or with
reconstructing white (I/2,8,16, II/2,10,11,15).
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theories of colour in the 150 years preceding Newton’s work. It was “a minor

perturbation restricted primarily to the edges of the homogeneous beam of

sunlight”. The mixture of light and shade “at the region of contact between the

refracted beam and the dark” is a result of “varying “condensation” and

“rarefaction” produced at the edges of the beam”, or it might emerge “by some

other mechanical modification.” (31). According to Kuhn there was “no

consensus” as to what is the particular modification198. Though Kuhn

acknowledges the multiplicity of modificationist theories, his account is

restricted to boundary-modification.

As for Kuhn, he claims that all modificationist theories “ultimately” fail

because of the elongation of the spectrum viewed from a long distance, though

this is not “immediately…apparent”. Whatever that means199. Others hold the

opposite. (Sepper 1988) and (Sabra 1967) claim that the debate was not

restricted to Newton’s cohorts and Goethe. In the nineteenth century a very

similar debate took place (Henri Poincaré as opposed to Lord Rayleigh, M.

Gouy, and Arthur Schuster), this time more favouring the modificationist

position concerning the original compositeness of white light.

Sepper also gives a much broader definition of modificationism (Sepper

1988: 109): “the term characterises all theories that attribute color to some

kind of modification or change of simple white light”. When dealing with the

problem of the elongation of the spectrum “these theories could separate the

geometric from the chromatic problem” (Sepper 1988: 109). On the other

hand Newton’s theory connected the geometric and chromatic problem, and

proposed a solution where the law of sines, a major discovery of the

seventeenth century could be saved in a modified form.

Some commentators prefer an operative definition. Modification is when

“colours are produced as a result of the contact of light with some reflecting or

refracting body” (Thompson 1995: 7, also citing Sabra 1967: 294-5; Guerlac

1986). Shapiro gives a broader definition, where modificationism is the idea

that colours arise from some modification or alteration of pure white light,

                                                                                                                             
197 In LA I/7:21-39 (Statt des Supplementaren Teils) there is no mention of lenses.
198 It was usually agreed that there is only one such modification, and that “its positive or
negative application…to white light could produce only two primary colors” These are extremes,
and the other colours are generated by the appropriate mixtures. (Kuhn 1958: 31).
199 It is only at the angle of minimum deviation that the elongation is problematic for
modificationist accounts. At all other angles elongation was expected using the received laws. Even
this could only have raised problems once the age-old quest after the law of refraction had been
perceived as accomplished – in the seventeenth century. One could simply assume: refraction is
more complicated than believed (i.e. no single and simple law can characterise it – as it could not
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such as mixture with shadow or a compression by refraction or reflection

(Shapiro 1990). He also suggests that until the seventeenth century it was

believed that “colors arise from a mixture of light with darkness, that is white

and black” (Shapiro 1994: 601). He also claims that a new theory was

proposed in the seventeenth century by Descartes, and Hooke among others,

“abandoning the idea that color arises from light and shadow and made it

depend on the relative strength of successive light pulses or waves” (Shapiro

1994: 611). Shapiro writes: “This fundamental shift away from white and

black, or light and shadow, I am confident, reflects the artist’ discovery that

white and black are not true colors and cannot by their mixture generate

chromatic colors”.

It seems that in the literature no generally accepted view exists as to

what exactly is the definition of an intellectual tradition that was highly

significant in shaping views about colours for two thousand years. It is also

unclear, whether the last appearance of modificationism was a success or a

fiasco. And when we do not restrict the investigation to Newton’s cohorts and

include Goethe’s modificationist theory, further difficulties arise. According to

Kuhn, a medium-modification does not qualify as modificationism. Similarly, for

Thompson, the first and exemplary case of Goethe’s modificationist account is

disqualified, as it is a medium-modification, or scattering-phenomenon, as it

would be later called. It can also be argued that Sepper’s note on separating

the chromatic and geometrical problem does not apply for Goethe, for whom

both colour and elongation is the result of the superposition of images200. As

for Shapiro’s confident narrative it is at least worth asking, that if the

development of painting relegated the old (light-shadow) modification not

worthy of credit, then how could the poet Goethe hold a theory that is

basically the old-fashioned modificationism, who had much rather been a

painter, and had close ties with several exquisite painters of his time.

The last paragraphs are intended simply to portray the general confusion

that surrounds this question, a field of inquiry mostly neglected in the last

decades201. This might result from the surprising fact that even about the roots

                                                                                                                             
until 1621). Before Newton the writers did not systematically differentiate between the behaviour
of the beam as a whole, components of it, and mathematical rays (Sepper 1994: 26).
200 That the two problems are closely connected is clearly seen in Werneburg’s work, which, again,
belongs to the modificationist tradition (Werneburg 1817).
201 In fact, as has been noted also by Hall, even Newton uses the term ‘modification’ differently.
In the third lecture of his Optical Lectures, he writes: “I find that the modification of [white] light
whereby colours originate is connate to light and arises neither from reflection nor refraction nor
from the qualities or any modes whatsoever of bodies, and it cannot be destroyed or changed in
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of the tradition different views exist. Kuhn is on the safe side when he says

that the roots go back to the ancient theories of sight and colour. Henry

Guerlac, when discussing De Coloribus (attributed to Theophrastus of Eresus,

follower of Aristotle) writes: “for the first time we perceive a suspicion that

light must do more than make colors visible: it plays a mysterious part in

modifying them” (Guerlac 1986: 8). On the other hand, one of the few articles

focusing on the modificationist tradition compares Hooke’s views with those

of Aristotle202. For Nakajima, Aristotle’s conception is summarised as

(Nakijama 1984: 264):
 “(a) White is the original colour of light and other colours are produced by the modification

of it. (b) The modification is raised by the admixture of darkness to light, and colour of light is
determined by the quantity of darkness it contains. Red is the nearest approach to white. It
contains the least darkness. As the admixture of darkness increases and the strength of light
declines, there appear first green and finally violet, etc.”

At this point a systematic and detail study of this question is called forth

– but all I can offer in this work are some preliminary considerations.

II.vi.b A preliminary study of the modificationist
tradition

Aristotle in the third book of his Meteorologica discusses the formation of the

rainbow, halos and other atmospheric phenomena. In Book III, Part 4 he

writes that “the rainbow is a reflection of sight to the sun”203. To explain the

colours, he lays down the basic facts (374b9-14):
“first, that white colour on a black surface or seen through a black medium gives red; second,

that sight when strained to a distance becomes weaker and less; third, that black is in a sort  the
negation of sight; so everything at a distance looks black, because sight does not reach it”.

The outer band of the rainbow is the largest, this reflects the most sun,

hence it is red, the middle band is green204, the smallest band is violet205.

In this account we clearly have a modification – but not of light, as e.g.

Kuhn suggested, or Nakajima reconstructed, but of visual rays206. In a

                                                                                                                             
any way by them” (Newton 1984: 85) Here he states that “if incident white light is modified (that
is, segregated) by a reflecting surface by a reflected surface … the reflected light is less than the
incident light”. In the Opticks and elsewhere Newton denies that light can be modified (Hall 1993:
50).
202 Westfall also treats Aristotle as the originator, see (Westfall 1962; Westfall 1980).
Schopenhauer remarked: “So finden wir denn auch von Goethes Grundgesetz der physischen
Farben, oder seinem Urphänomen, die Hälfte schon vom Aristoteles ausgesprochen... ”
(Schopenhauer 1972: 82).
203 374a3. The translation is by E.W. Webster.
204 “The appearance of yellow is due to contrast, for the red is whitened by its juxtaposition with
green. So the whole of the red shows white by contrast with the blackness of the cloud around: for
it is white compared to the cloud and green” (375a8-14).
205 I will not discuss the highly controversial status of ancient Greek colour terms (Zemplén
2000d), but it seems that they were less clear hue indicators than those in modern European
languages.
206 In De sensu 2. 438a26-8 Aristotle writes “it is…an irrational notion that the eye should see in
virtue of something issuing from it” (trans. J.E. Beare)
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geometrical optical tradition, although Euclid’s account was extromissionist

(Cohen 1948 (1969): 257), the direction of rays received less and less

attention in the following centuries. The sources of modificationism, and with

it the luminosity scale of colours thus reaches back at least to Aristotle – and

not to the Pseudo-Aristotelian De coloribus207. It is interesting to note, that this

account has little in common with the boundary-modificationism so popular it the

seventeenth century, and is much closer to Goethe’s ‘archetypal phenomenal’

medium-modificationism208. Although other starting points for the modificationist

tradition could be found209, I believe this to be the most satisfactory. It also

satisfies the general modificationist thesis (see Box 1).

In the 17th century corpuscular modificationism was the most

widespread. It appeared in Gassendi’s work, and also in Descartes’s. Most

writers influencing Newton had their sources in either or both of the two.

Walter Charleton followed Gassendi, claiming that intermediate colours,

like red, blue, and green (Charleton 1654 (1966): 191)210:
“are but the off-spring of the Extreme, arising from the intermission of light and shadow, in

various proportions; or, more plainly, that the sense of them is caused in the Retina Tunica
according to the variety or Reflections and refractions, that the incident Light suffers from the
superficial particles of objects”

Hooke opted for a boundary-modificationist model, following Descartes in

dropping the distinction between true and apparent colours. His theory is

complex, partly aimed at disqualifying Descartes’s theory laid down in his

Meteors, and showing that “a determination of Light and Shadow” is not

necessary (Hooke 1665: 54). It is thus a different modificationist account as

the one referred to by Newton at the beginning of his career (M1a). It employs

the concept of a medium: “that part or end of the pulse which precedes the

other, must necessarily be somewhat more obtunded, or impeded by the

resistance of the medium”. This, however, happens at the edge of the pulse (see

Picture 24): “and therefore the ray AAAHB will have its side HH more

                                                
207 About the luminosity scale see De sensu 2,3. It is the translucent, according to which it subsists
in bodies (and it does so in all, more or less), that causes them to partake of colour. Also here
Aristotle discusses the role white and black plays as sources of ‘real’ colours. The Platonic theory of
mixing colours in Tim. 68 can also be rearranged according to a lightness scale, but is probably not
intended as a scale between light and dark. See more in (Gaiser 1965).
208 Also, the role of the medium is essential for the Aristotelian account of seeing: De Anima II,7.
“For the very quiddity of colour is, as we saw, just this, that it is capable of exciting change in the
operantly transparent medium: and the activity of the transparent is light” 419a5.
209 One such starting point could be Guerlac’s De coloribus (Aristoteles 1999), where light is treated
as  a material, or the ancient description of how a bird’s plumage modifies the light impinges on it
(see also fn. 87).
210 Charleton wrote that white is the original colour of light, black is the lack or negation of light,
and colours arise “from the intermission of Light and shadow, in various proportions”. The sense
of colour is caused in the Retina Tunica “according to the variety of Reflections and Refractions,

TThhee  sseevveenntteeeenntthh  cceennttuurryy

Picture 24. Hooke’s drawing of the
modification of a pulse of light (1665)
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deadned (sic) by the resistance of the dark or quiet medium PPP, Whence there

will be a kind of deadness superinduced on the side HHH” (Hooke 1665: 63).

Though a curious mixture, I treat it as a case of boundary-modification, as the

important changes take place on the boundaries of the pulse and the “quiet”

medium211.

 Boyle was cautious to take a stance in the subject (Boyle 1664: 90).

While accepting modificationism, he wrote:
“But whether I think this Modification of the Light to be perform’d by Mixing it with

Shades, or by Varying the Proportion of the Progress and Rotation of the Cartesian Glubuli
Coelestes, or by some other way which I am not now to mention, I pretend not here to Declare.”

The previous theories have often been analysed. Much less is known

about Isaac Barrow, Newton’s mentor, who wrote (Barrow 1987):
“Colour too is, it seems, practically nothing else but light impinging on rather larger bodies

that it meets, retaining to some extent the stable position of their parts, and, according to the
differing shape, disposition or texture of the particles of which they consist, diverted or bouncing
off in some way or other; with the result of course that the light that had fallen on these bodies
comes out such as it does, whether in its motion, or its power of action, or simply in its quantity
(I mean in regard to its rarity or density and the copiousness or scantiness of its rays), and
according to the distinction of its type produces different appearances, which we denote by the
various colour-names.”

In Lecture 12 of his book proof-read by Newton “Barrow proffers some

guesses about the origin of colours, beginning and ending on a note of

diffidence. To the modern reader this passage must seem medieval…” (Barrow

1987: xvi). At the end of the section he writes that “since the matter of

colours has cropped up, suppose I hazard a few guesses about them – though

uncharacteristically and out of place”. His notions are “very eclectic and terse”

(Shapiro 1990: 118), and after blue he “essentially gives up”. He does not

mention emphatical colours – only colours of luminous or illuminated bodies.

The modificationist tradition did not disappear with the emergence of

the Newtonian theory. After the initial years of debate, analysed in I.iv, a new

wave of controversies lead to a public re-examination of Newton’s

experimentum crucis – with several, modified experiments. Mariotte, Rizzetti, and

others however, went on to challenge the theory –working in a modificationist

framework212. The eighteenth century offered many alternatives to the

Newtonian system – but these mostly represented an undercurrent. Many

disagreed with Newton on the question of the number of basic colours. Guyot,

Dufay, Castel, Palmer, and others, like Le Blon, developer of the three colour

                                                                                                                             
that the incident Light suffers from the superficial particles of objects” (Charleton 1654 (1966):
191-2).
211 For the colours of the thin plates he delivers another explanation – where the rays reflected
from the two surface of the thin plate influence each other.
212 For an account of the development of rhetoric and of praxis, see e.g. (Lohne 1968a; Schaffer
1989).

Picture 25. The colours of thin
plates  (Hooke. 1665)
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Picture 26. Castel on Newton’s
account and the Truth (Vrai)
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printing postulated the existence of three primaries. Nouget’s is a two colour,

boundary modificationist account, operating with light and darkness. The

aforementioned Louis Bertrand Castel, developer of the ‘ocular harpsichord’

rejected the account of refraction according to Newton and adopted one very

close to Goethe’s (see Picture 26). Goethe in the historical part of his

Farbenlehre tried to collect all those who purported the partisan views – in

some books even today this collection serves as the basic study of the area

(Crone 1999). For more information see (Burwick 1986; Gage 1993; Hakfoort

1995; Wade 1998; Crone 1999; Gage 1999) or more standard textbooks on

optics, like (Steffens 1977; Hakfoort 1995). Though Goethe started his fight

as a solitary fighter – he soon found many who had shared his view.

This chapter can only serve as a very meagre introduction to this large,

exciting, and as yet relatively little studied area. A systematic study is yet to be

undertaken, where the numerous accounts can be investigated according to

several criteria. Does darkness play any role in the formation of colours? If yes

then on the edge of light or inside the medium, or at the surface of bodies?

Does the modification give rise to a series of colours, or first a number of

primaries is created (if yes, are these immutable?) and the other colours are

mixed from these? Does the modificationist account tackle questions of

perception or questions of physical optics? And in evaluating the theories what

are the most important: economy of thought, plausibility, explanatory or

predictive power, or other factors? How do these accounts relate to one

another? These are just some of the questions to be asked when studying this

gargantuan and somewhat amorphous group of theories.

Elements of modificationism are often present there, where one would

least expect them. At the beginning of the second chapter I quoted some of

the poetry written in awe of the Newtonian system of colours, adverse to all

modificationist theories. And even in these poems an important characteristic

of modificationism survives: the spectral colours are not treated as all parts of

the white light and hence equally luminous, but are arranged along a one

dimensional colour sequence, suggested by Aristotle. Whether the song is of

the colours of the rainbow or “Of colours changing from splendid rose / To

the pale violet’s dejected hue”213, the sequence is always from the fresh,

morning, flaming, light red (closest to white), to the shaded, decaying, fainting

                                                
213 Akenside: Pleasures of Imagination, London 1744 II. ll. 119-120.
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violet (closest to darkness)214. Thus even Newton’s laudators contributed to

spread  (at least elements of) the modificationist tradition.

II.vii GOETHE’S ATTACK ON NEWTON’S ANTI-
MODIFICATIONISM

The Contributions to Optics testifies to the very strong inclination Goethe had

from early on to embrace a modificationist theory. The existence of these

inclinations seem to run counter to Goethe’s own account of his

“Erweckungserlebnis” (Schöne 1987: 21), described at the end of the

Historical Part of the Farbenlehre, in the Konfession des Verfassers (HA 14:251-

269). His aperçu is described as a chance observation through a prism followed

by the revelation that Newton’s theory is false. But recently Sölch forcefully

argued that this account itself is a myth (Sölch 1998), and even before his

trying out the prism, Goethe already attributed special significance to certain

colours, like to blue. This gave rise to a basic underlying polarity of blue and

yellow, the two “pure concepts” of the Contributions (see Box 11/5). This

supports the view that both Newton and Goethe used a fictitious description

of an experienced event to serve rhetorical purposes – a strange parallel, but

not the only one between the two writers. It also shows that, contrary to

Newton, Goethe did not have an eye for a new theory. Though often hailed as

putting forth a ground-breaking new approach in the study of colours, showing

the many parallels between seventeenth century modificationism (esp. Lucas)

and Goethe highlights the numerous traditional – if not anachronistic –

aspects of his theory of colour. To answer the title of this work in the double

negative, Goethe’s early work shows how little attention he paid to the

physiological aspects of colour: the eye as an object of investigation is

neglected in his early period of work on colours.

In the short chapter on epistemology I drew attention to two readings

of Goethe’s critique of the Newtonian enterprise. The first is based on the

truth claims of Goethe concerning his method, trying to reconstruct a positive

heuristic aimed at achieving some kind of (positive) knowledge about the

world. The second is a sceptical Goethe, warning the scientist not to take

truth-claims in general (id est neither his own) too seriously, embracing at times

                                                
214 Mallett in The Excursion, (Chalmers 14, 17-21) writes: At dawn “A whitening lustre shoots its
tender beam”. But the first colour we perceive is red: “The western grey of yonder breaking clouds
/ Slow-reddens into flame”, “the flush’d horizon flames intense / With vivid red”. Gradually all

Picture 27. The old Goethe – by
Sebber.
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very pragmatic notions of scientific truth. The two sides are more

complementary than contradictory, and both come in for Goethe very handy

when launching his attack on Newton215. The mutual existence of the two

readings robs several of the narratives of Goethe’s scientific view – stressing

only one of the aspects – from their plausibility.

When discussing the Didactic Part of the Farbenlehre, I highlighted the

difficulty Goethe faced as he attempted to create a unified doctrine of colours.

For the two classes of dioptric colours he employed different modificationist

accounts. He partially succeeded in reducing boundary-modificationism to medium-

modificationism, thus giving a unified explanation of dioptric colours, but not a

general synthesis of all phenomena. Even this partial unification resulted in a

move from a phenomenal description towards a theory with weaker

explanatory power and an increasing number of ad hoc elements.

Newton claimed that the study of colours is as much mathematical as

any other part of optics. With this move he greatly extended the boundaries of

the mixed mathematical sciences. Goethe’s attempt to combat him in his own

territory was a conscious step made in the direction of reclaiming the study of

colour for the unmathematical natural history. With this he clearly initiated a

disciplinary fight. Unlike others, like his younger friend Philipp Otto Runge

(Runge 1982), who never intended to engage in bitter polemic against received

authorities, Goethe readily went into battle for his right. The outcome is well

known. While he ingeniously listed many of the problems that faced the

Newtonian theory, amassed a huge number of empirical facts, he was

repeatedly condemned harshly by natural scientists – so typical of

paradigmatic controversies.

While in the first Chapter I have attempted to demonstrate that Newton

failed to disqualify all modificationist accounts (on two accounts: he does not

consider medium-modificationism, and, at the same time the strong immutability

                                                                                                                             
rainbow colours appear, with the evening approaching we see “Yon evening clouds, / Lucid or
dusk, with flamy purple edg’d, / Float in gay pomp the blue horizon round”.
215 In (Zemplén 2001a) I have argued that just as Goethe’s magical Kunstmärchen, the Elective
Affinities can be coherently interpreted both from a chemical and an alchemical perspective,
Goethe’s scientific enterprise can similarly be viewed from both the naïve and the sceptic side. That
it is not simply a temporal development is seen in some of his very late remarks. On 24th May,
1828, Goethe, writes at nearly eighty: ”The missing capstone is the perception of the two great
driving forces in all nature: polarity and intensification.” (S XII: 6, HA 13: 48). I believe that just as
a fruitful line of understanding of Goethe’s still puzzling novel is not to interpret the text as either
chemical, or alchemical, but rather as ”a hybrid work which takes shape from various contexts,
languages, and discourses concerned with both alchemy and chemistry” (Reilly 1997: 2), similarly,
the complex, multifaceted nature of Goethe’s views on methodology fare better when both sides
of it are recognised. A similar polarity in Goethe’s views on the plurality of science and his less then
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is not demonstrated), the second Chapter and the investigation of Goethe’s

work show that even the weak immutability thesis is unsupported (contrary to

(Shapiro 1980a)216. Goethe’s work on the dynamic colour changes in media

and his work on the BzO shows that – even after the first refraction –, there

are colour changes (hue-shift) in the spectrum. Goethe’s theory embraced this

qualitative change, and gave further support to his rejection of a scientific

praxis which, through the – for Goethe illegitimate – idealisation of

observation fails even to record some of the phenomena that are in need of a

scientific explanation. Newton, in disregarding – as seen from the point of

view of his theory – ‘accidental’ properties of phenomena often usefully

simplified them. But sometimes the baby went with the bathwater: the exact

shape of the spectrum, the simplification of colours in the spectrum with

increasing distance, the red contamination in the violet rays, or the differing

dispersive power of different glasses have all fallen witness to Newton’s

process of extracting the pure phenomena. Goethe correctly points to many of

these instances. However, he does not separate them clearly enough from ones

easily explainable by the Newtonian theory, like the white centre in the middle

of the refracted ray close to the prism. Overlooking this fact leads to the

denigration of his critique or to undeserved praise.

Goethe’s theory of colour escapes the pitfalls of Newton’s objectivist

reductionism (where refrangibility and colour are intimately linked). This is

clearly accepted by the majority of critics. What I wanted to show is that with

the modificationist explanation for physical colours he also escapes the

reductionist attempt (admittedly gaining popularity in the last 200 years),

where colours are reduced to neurophysiological states. This is most clearly

seen in his rejection of Schopenhauer’s modification of his theory

(Schopenhauer 1972; Lauxtermann 1990; Zemplén 1998; Lauxtermann 2000;

Zemplén 2000b) In stressing the modificationist aspects of Goethe’s work I

drew attention to a certain middle ground, where Goethe’s theory could

remain (mostly) phenomenological.

                                                                                                                             
democratic view of literature, also used for rhetorical purposes is beautifully illustrated in (Rueger
1992). I believe this separation to be a fruitful partitioning of Goethe’s ideas.
216 In his comments on Hooke’s Micrographia, Newton wrote: “ye Thicknesse of some liquors
varys not their colours only makes them more or less strong. nor are all redds diluted to yellows by
more water nor can yellow layd upon yellow make a red” (Hall 1978: 405). At this time he didn’t
even hold possible that such changes of colour in a medium could take place – this further
supports the view that he did not consider medium-modificationism.
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III Conclusion
Investigating the Newton-Goethe polemic from the point of view of

modificationism has lead to the following conclusions:

Newton’s early work (1664-69) shows an early rejection of

modificationist ideas. Here, and in later attacks on the research program,

however, he does not consider a large subclass of modificationist theories,

which I label medium-modificationist theories.

Newton considered his theory to be the rejection of all modificationist

theories. I show that the much-debated experimentum crucis is unfit to rule out

modificationism: either because it can be reconciled with a modificationist

account, or because it cannot be considered conclusive.

Investigating Goethe’s work on colours from a modificationist point of

view, I show how his explanation of subjective prismatic colour-phenomena

developed. First treated as a case of boundary-modificationism, it was later

incorporated into the larger domain of dioptric colours, explained by medium-

modificationism. The recognition of this development leads to a new

interpretation of Goethe’s concept of auxiliary and double images (Nebenbild

und Doppelbild).

I draw attention to many valid critical points present in the Polemic Part

Goethe’s Farbenlehre, and to two readings of Goethe’s methodological and

epistemological critique of Newton.

To reply to the question posed in the title of the work, I answer in the

positive for Newton and in the negative for Goethe. Newton did have an eye

for a new theory, and his early investigations are closely connected to the eye,

as the organ of sight. As for Goethe, his theory of colours is connected to

earlier modificationist accounts. His early work with colour was also detached

from the study of the eye as an organ.
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Picture 28. The spectrum seen at higher (above) and
lower (below) light intensities (Sölch 1997)

Picture 29. A beam of light through a prism (Goethe 1970)

Picture 30. A beam of darkness through a prism (Goethe 1970)

Picture 31.  A white disc (A) seen through a convex (B) and a concave
lens (C) (Goethe 1970)

a)   b)

c)   d)
Picture 32. Pictures of white and black stripes as
seen through a prism (Hassenstein 1992)
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Picture 33. Continuous gradation of wavelength (A) and
intensity (B).

The wavelength gradation is markedly banded, while the  intensity
scale is not (Palmer 1999).

Picture 34. Werneburg’s drawing: Goethe’s
support without the Nebenbild?
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